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ABSTRACT
TEACHER INTERACTIONS, TEACHER BIAS AND CHILD BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
SEPTEMBER 2020
ELLEN ELLSBERG EDGE, BFA, THE COOPER UNION SCHOOL OF ART
Post BA, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.ED, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph. D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Claire Hamilton

This study utilized a mixed methods study design to gain a clearer understanding of the
thoughts and feelings of Lead teachers in Head Start programs who work with children with
perceived behavioral health challenges. Utilizing a semi-structured interview, 11 teachers
employed in a New England Head Start program were asked about their views associated with
child behavioral health, the family’s child-rearing practices, their own background experiences,
and their ideas about inclusion and pedagogy. So as to measure the relational climate of the
classrooms as enacted by the Lead teacher, the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS®)
scores were collected from their classrooms over four scoring cycles covering two consecutive
years (La Paro, Pianta, & Stuhlman, 2004). Teachers’ background information and classroom
composition data were collected to control for contextual factors, and behavioral health outcomes
data was collected. A case-study approach was used for data analysis. While no relationship could
be identified between teacher background, classroom composition, classroom climate and
behavioral health outcomes, a major finding was that teachers’ thoughts and feelings almost
always connected their views of the family’s childrearing approach with the child’s behavior.
Teacher responses also confirmed earlier studies indicating that teachers typically don’t consider
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the quality of their relationship with the child as a factor effecting the child’s behavior, but
instead attribute the behavior to childrearing at home, or within-child pathology. Their comments
indicated that they were less likely to make negative blame or attributive judgements about
families with which they had empathy, and that they were more likely to feel empathy when they
shared a feature in common with the family, typically socioeconomic status. However, shared
economic status did not mitigate against biased feelings teachers might have towards families
from different ethnic cultures, or families who were linguistically diverse. Finally, while Head
Start regulates against early childhood expulsions, Abuse and Neglect (filing) emerged as both an
outcome and as a theme for analysis, raising questions about the relationship between public
programs serving economically diverse populations and the prevalence of abuse and neglect cases
filed for low-income communities.
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PREFACE
In response to the disproportionate rates of expulsions and referrals effecting children
from minoritized groups, this study was undertaken to uncover the processes and factors present
when a teacher identifies a child as having a behavioral health challenge. The goal of this
research was to understand how teachers’ thoughts and feelings about the children in their
classroom influence their assessment of their student’s behavioral health, and if bias is reflected
in those thoughts and feelings. This study proposes that where bias is a factor in behavioral health
referrals for marginalized children, assessments of behavior may be culturally bound rather than
clinically justified. In light of disproportionality data which highlight negative trajectories for
marginalized children, these early assessments can contribute to negative outcomes for a
percentage of identified children.
Problem Statement
When young children enter the early childhood classroom, they enter a unique terrain
defined by norms and pedagogy as enacted by the teacher, the school, and the surrounding
community, with many potential benefits for that child. When children are enrolled in
developmentally appropriate programs, studies confirm gains for young children in the areas of
early language, literacy, and mathematics skills (Advisory Committee on Head Start Research
and Evaluation, 2012; Camilli, Vargas, Ryan, & Barnett, 2010; Campbell, Ramey, Pungello,
Sparling, & Miller-Johnson, 2002; Leak, Duncan, Li, Magnuson, Schindler, & Yoshikawa, 2010;
Puma, Bell, Cook, Heid, & Lopez, 2005; Reynolds, 2000; Schweinhart, 2005; Wong, Cook,
Barnett, & Jung, 2008) along with overall development (Heckman & Masterov, 2007). Data also
confirms that quality early childhood programs can have positive mediating effects for children
from high risk groups (Haskins & Barnett, 2010; Pungello, Kainz, Burchinal, Wasik, & Sparling,
2010), and so for most children, entering that unique classroom space is a positive and significant
event in their lives, supporting their healthy development and positive academic trajectories.
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However, the concern has been raised that for a percentage of minoritized children, there
is a risk that the early childhood classroom may be a “point of entry” for an experience
approximating a “preschool-to-jail pipeline” (Adamu & Hogan, 2015) – the author’s adaptation
of the term “school-to-prison pipeline” - which has served as a construct to describe disciplinary
policies and procedures in public schools which may increase the probability of negative life
outcomes, especially through involvement in the juvenile criminal justice system (Advancement
Project et al. 2011; Burris, 2012; Darensbourg, Perez & Blake, 2010; Heitzeg, 2009; Kim, 2003;
Skiba, Arredondo & Williams, 2014; Wald & Losen, 2003). The “preschool” variation relates
especially to early childhood expulsion data (Gilliam, 2005). Further to this, “disproportionate
discipline” has been offered as a framing (Townsend, 2000) related to the impact of certain
disciplinary approaches and their impact on African American students. With respect to research
in this area, clear data sets charting children’s trajectories through both the early childhood
system and public-school systems are limited; however, a review of related studies has enabled
scholars and policymakers to identify pathways through these two systems for analysis, and I
draw upon those studies here.
For both the constructs of “preschool-to-jail” or “school-to-prison”, researchers are
concerned with the pathway for the minoritized child as they move through their educational
experience, and both integrate issues related to behavior and discipline. The term “point of entry”
is helpful to this analysis, as one goal is to examine the educational journey for a young child, and
the ways that a child’s behaviors in the classroom can impact their classroom experience and
outcomes. “Point of entry” helps bring to focus the fact that early childhood classrooms are
among the first classrooms, and that experiences within these classrooms can impact future
academic trajectories positively (Gormley & Phillips, 2003; Howes, Burchinal, Pianta, Bryant,
Early, Clifford, & Barbarin, 2008; Magnuson, Ruhm, & Waldfogel, 2007a, 2007b; Ramey &
Ramey, 2004; Wong, Cook, Barnett, & Jung, 2008) or negatively (Hamre & Pianta, 2001; Howes
et al. 2008; Myers & Pianta, 2009; O’Connor, Dearing & Collins, 2011). In light of concerns
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raised regarding the intersection of discipline and diversity within our educational setting, a focus
on the behavioral life of the child as they enter the early childhood classroom may offer insights
into this aspect of educational life in the United States, and so it is proposed here that an
examination of a child’s early experience through a behavioral lens will allow for a focus on a
typical unfolding event in most early childhood classrooms, the emerging relationship between
the child with challenging behaviors, and their early childhood teacher, and the range of
behavioral remediation efforts that follow.

Gaps in Research
There are many areas of scholarship which assist in understanding the myriad features of
this question, and the review of literature for this study drew upon social psychology, psychiatry,
attachment, developmental psychology and psychopathology, neuroscience, political science, and
sociology of education. While the field has synthesized findings from neurophysiological
development, developmental psychopathology and developmental psychology to arrive at a
clearer understanding the impacts of early adverse experiences on neurophysiological
development, the integration of attachment literatures emphasizing teacher’s role both as a causal
and mediating, is less clear. Further, the fields of political science, social psychology, and
cognitive psychology have yielded great insights into mechanisms related to bias, yet the
integration of those findings into the educational realm have not been as robust. That is to say,
there are many areas of research each addressing different facets of this problem, and a
comprehensive synthesis of these disparate areas of knowledge would assist in gaining clarity
about how all these phenomena interact to arrive at the problem of the over-identified African
American boy, and his journey through our educational system.
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Research Question
The overarching question for this study was “How do teacher beliefs and background
and classroom climate jointly and/or independently contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child
behavioral health? Recognizing that the teacher plays a primary role in the identification of
“maladaptive” behaviors, this study attempted to uncover the diverse processes that intersect as
the teacher makes that identification. There was an interest in knowing if the teacher’s
background and experiences influenced their thoughts and feelings about the children in their
classroom, and if bias was reflected in those thoughts and feelings, leading to disproportionate
behavioral health referrals with potentially negative outcomes for children from marginalized
groups.

Research Approach
A mixed methods approach was utilized for this study, which afforded me the
opportunity to examine many features of this question. Data was collected regarding the teacher’s
background, classroom composition, and behavioral health outcomes. To better understand the
relational classroom climate enacted by the teacher, CLASS® scores were collected over two
years. Finally, semi-structured interviews with the teachers afforded me the opportunity to
understand their thoughts and ideas related to this question. Their comments were also examined
for possible bias, and a descriptive case-study approach was utilized. Because the sample size was
small, with 11 Lead teachers participating from a New England Head Start program, quantitative
data offered descriptive contextual information. I employed a directed Qualitative Content
Analysis (QCA) (Assarroudi, et al., 2018) to analyze the responses to the questionnaire. The
Qualitative data was then “quantized” or transformed for mixing with quantitative data.
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Significance.
As we grapple with the ill effects of bias across many aspects of our society, its presence
in the lives of young children demand our scrutiny in light of the negative outcomes which lay
ahead for a percentage of these children. This study offered the opportunity to focus on the types
of thoughts and feelings that contribute to biased assessments of children’s behavioral health,
resulting in actions potentially detrimental to marginalized children.
My goal was to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms at play when a
minoritized child enters the classroom of a teacher. Disproportionality data clearly indicates that
across domains, children from poverty and children of color find themselves subject to a similar
unfolding dynamic – the overidentification of marginalized children for behavioral health
referrals - and this dynamic originates with the classroom teacher. This study provided insights
into the diverse features of this question and assisted in pointing out future directions for
investigation. Insights were uncovered related to the thoughts and feelings of teachers working
with a low-socioeconomic population of families and mechanisms of bias were uncovered.
The teachers who participated in this study clearly demonstrated through their thoughtful
responses, their genuine concern for their families and their desire to support the best interests of
the children. These were well-intentioned, skilled professionals, who chose to work with and
support marginalized children and families through Head Start, and this needs to be emphasized.
Studies related to Implicit Bias help us to understand that most individuals are rarely able to
identify the presence of their own biased thoughts and feelings, and I include myself in that
cohort. It is important therefore to acknowledge their generosity in sharing their ideas, before
proceeding to discuss the bias identified within this cohort.
The teachers in this study helped us to understand that for them, their bias was tied to
their culturally bound judgements of the child-rearing norms displayed by the families of the
children in their care. They made determinations about the values and social norms of the
families, and how those norms influenced the children in their classrooms. I would propose that
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through a clearer understanding of bias as it operates in educational settings, systems design and
professional development curriculum can be deployed to promote educational experiences which
result in positive outcomes for children across the demographic spectrum.
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CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The Problem
While our system of early intervention is designed to improve children’s trajectories,
some marginalized children experience a disproportionate rate of expulsions and referrals, and
this aligns with disproportionality data for school-aged populations and particularly to African
American students. Studies also demonstrate that once children are identified for behavioral
health concerns, their trajectories on a range of outcomes are negatively affected. Intervention
services for young children are designed with positive intent, and yet for certain members of the
population, this process can increase risk for young children. The purpose of this study is to
understand the mechanisms within the referral process which disadvantage the marginalized
child.
When a child enters a toddler or preschool classroom, they will bring behaviors learned
in their home environment or elsewhere, and these behaviors may or may not align with the
expectations of their classroom teacher. For the child whose behaviors fail to align with
classroom expectations, their behavior may be perceived as challenging and may trigger a series
of actions on the part of the teacher, such as family meetings, observations, identification and/or
diagnosis, consult from behavioral or mental health specialists, classroom modifications, and
alternate placement options including expulsion. How the teacher, child and family move through
this process can take many forms, and the procedural differences are related to the variety of early
education settings - such as center-based, Head Start, public school preschools, and private forprofit or not-for-profit - all of which are regulated differently and by different institutional bodies
at the state and federal level.
Preschool to prison pipeline. In most cases, processes related to identification and
referral are designed with positive intent for children; to direct appropriate behavioral health
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supports to children who may be grappling with mood or behavioral disorders. In principle, and
in practice in most cases, the outcome of this intervention process involves a greater
understanding of the child’s needs, the successful implementation of efficacious strategies to
address the identified behavioral issue, and improved functioning for the identified child within
the classroom. The problem I identify for this study, is that for some children, this wellintentioned process can produce an unintended effect – the positioning of the marginalized child
on the “preschool to prison pipeline” - a broadening of the term “school to prison pipeline”
defined by the ACLU as referring “to the policies and practices that push our nation’s
schoolchildren, especially our most at-risk children, out of classrooms and into the juvenile and
criminal justice systems” (2008). Adamu and Hogan (2015) proposed that the “pipeline” phrase
be revised to include early childhood, so as to integrate concerning expulsion data documenting
that preschool children are expelled at three times the rate of children in k-12 settings (Gilliam,
2005) where again, marginalized children and especially boys, were prominent within the data.
One review of research that examined several studies conducted over the past 20 years
found that, “taken together, annual expulsions in state funded pre-kindergartens are estimated to
be about 3 times higher than in K–12, and in child care programs, many of which are lessregulated, more poorly resourced, and have a less trained workforce, it is as much as 13 times
higher” (Meek & Gilliam 2016, 4). A recent analysis of data from a nationally representative
survey conducted in 2016 estimates that, in the 12 months prior to the survey, 17,000
preschoolers were expelled, and another 50,000 were suspended (Malik, 2017). Both studies find
that African American boys are especially—and disproportionately—at risk for expulsion. While
expulsion data relates specifically to children from black populations, the focus of my study
encompasses all forms of marginalization and bias.
The fact that a high percentage of the children who are expelled are male is also an issue
of concern, and there is robust data pointing to gender issues related to boys’ experiences in
school (OECD, 2015). While I am concerned here about early behavioral health, data show that
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boys are expelled throughout their school career at high rates (Salisbury, Rees & Gorard, 1999).
When prevalence data is considered in conjunction with expulsion data, there emerges a concern
that behavioral issues may be impeding some children’s successful inclusion in preschool
classrooms.
The role of the teacher. Having established that there is a concerning feature within the
behavioral remediation process that may be having an unintended ill-effect, a closer focus on the
teacher’s role is in order. It is the teacher who triggers the remediation process that follows,
through her identification of behavioral health issues, and so a closer look at the dynamic which
takes place between the teacher and child within the classrooms might yield important insights.
When the teacher makes an assessment, she is enacting a process which is part of her professional
role – to evaluate and make judgements about the developmental health and academic progress of
the children in her classroom. Teacher assessment and judgement are interlinked inasmuch as the
teacher also makes judgements related to behavior in terms of compliance and discipline. I
propose here that teacher judgement and assessment also relate to their views of parenting norms
and the role that parenting plays in the child’s development. This is especially the case in early
childhood education, where professional guidance for early childhood teachers often encourages a
“partnership” between teacher and parent, where teachers are encouraged to provide parenting
guidance, inasmuch as parents of young children are often new parents (excepting those with
older children).
Marginalized & Minoritized. Two terms are used frequently in this study:
“marginalized” and “minoritized”. “Marginalized” speaks to groups of people who are perceived
to exist within the “margins” of society or to be relegated to an unimportant or powerless position
within society. As regards the word “minoritized”, Shields, Bishop, & Mazawi (2005) employ the
term instead of minority to describe the phenomena where a group may have robust
representation within a population, yet are nevertheless marginalized by societal, economic, and
institutional forces that perpetuate the social norms and power structures for the dominant group.
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They clarify, "the term … minoritized stress[es] the importance of institutional and societal
power structures that have marginalized a group that by virtue of sheer numbers alone (some
could argue) should have the dominant, legitimate, decision-making voice" (p. 59).
Disproportionality data. While the prevalence of behavioral health challenges in
schools (Brauner & Stephens, 2006) has generated concern within the mental health community
with respect to the clinical implications, data related to disproportionality of referrals for
minoritized groups, along with data related to child outcomes, raise questions about bias from a
systemic perspective. These data indicate that this process is more often implemented for black
children and those from challenged financial circumstances. Referral rates are much higher for
children in low-income populations, where, for example, 7%-31% show externalizing problems
in Head Start samples. Rates are as high as 57% in community-based samples for children from
low-income populations (Perry, Dunne, McFadden, & Campbell 2008; Qi & Kaiser, 2003). In
school-age populations, studies show that one in five boys are identified for mood and behavior
disorders (Timberlake, 2014), and a majority of those boys are black (Bryan, Day-Vines, Griffin
& Moore-Thomas, 2011; Gregory & Mosely, 2004). Although this study doesn’t focus on the
African American child specifically, studies related to African American children help us to
understand the experience for the minoritized child. In any case, the data for AA children overlap
with data from low SES families significantly and concerns about the referral process have been
identified for children from low socioeconomic backgrounds. Carla O’Connor and Sonia DeLuca
Fernandez (2006) identified the problematic role of the “Theory of Compromised Human
Development” (TCHD) which proposes that being poor “heightens exposure to social risks that
compromise early development and increases the need for special services” (pp. 6), and this has
been used to explain disproportionality data related to socioeconomic status. Interestingly,
judgement again emerges as a theme inasmuch as some scholars have identified two categories
within special education: judgmental and non-judgmental. Non-judgmental categories define
disabilities where little inference or diagnosis is required on the part of the professional making a
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diagnosis, such as vision or hearing impairment or a disability with a clear organic cause.
Conversely, Judgmental categories of disability do rely on inference from professionals, such as
teachers. Judgmental categories of disability might include mild mental retardation, a learning
disability or emotional disturbance. (O’Connor & Fernandez, 2006). Minority students are
overrepresented for disabilities within the judgmental category (Hosp & Reschley, 2004;
O’Connor & Fernandez, 2006)
Several possible conclusions can be drawn from disproportionality data; for example,
some would argue that these high rates of identification are the positive result of a vigilant and
badly needed improvement in identification processes assuring that clinical services are offered to
those in need (Alkon, Ramler & Maclennan, 2003), and they may agree with the National
Research Council Report (NRC, 2002) which explained that poverty impaired children’s
development, thus explaining the disproportionate rates of referrals for children from that group.
This theory proposes that children from marginalized groups would be at higher risk for
behavioral challenges as a result of early adverse experiences often associated with low SES,
indicating a higher need for behavioral health services for those groups (APA, 2014; Bazron,
1989; Costello, Keeler & Angold, 2001; DeVooght, McCoy-Roth, & Freundlich, 2011; Drury, et
al. 2012; Fox, Levitt, & Nelson, 2010; Holt, Buckley & Whelan, 2008; Koenen, Moffitt, Poulton,
Martin, & Caspi 2007; Turner, Finklehor & Ormrod, 2006; Yates, Dodds, Sroufe, & Egeland,
2003; Zeanah, 2006).
Alternatively, the data may point to systemic bias within the educational system, resulting
in the overidentification of certain groups (AAP, 2013; Adamu & Hogan, 2015).
Disproportionality and overidentification of marginalized groups among school aged populations
has been identified by the United States Department of Education as a concern and has been
addressed in regulation (2007). Further, a concern about this trend was identified and was the
impetus for the formation of a task force in the Obama White House; “My Brother’s Keeper”
(2014). Again, the focus reflected in these governmental responses was directed to race, but the
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issues raised are transferable to other marginalized groups and there is consistent overlap with
SES data. It is clear that our system of education and care for young children, designed with
positive intent, can result in negative impacts for certain children.
This study focuses on those important interactions that take place at that “point of access”
– when the child first enters the classroom and engages with their early childhood teacher
(perhaps their first teacher), when that teacher first assesses their behavior, and the behavioral
remediation efforts that follow. A socioecological analysis helps to illuminate the norms and
values that both the teacher and the child bring to the interaction, while also unpacking the
cultural norms embedded in the construct of “behavior” and what “behavior” signifies within the
classroom context. A review of attachment literatures clarifies the critical nature of the
relationship between teacher and child, offering a context with which to understand the child’s
behavior and the teacher’s response to those behaviors. While this study does not delve into the
child psychopathologies from a clinical perspective, some psychopathology literatures are
integrated because the referral process often includes a “diagnostic” discourse between teachers,
specialists and parents, where teachers may attribute behavioral issues to organic “disorders”.
Referring back to the distinction between judgmental and non-judgmental classes of disability
(O’Connor & Fernandez, 2006), teachers use judgement to make diagnoses about non-organic or
“judgmental” classes of developmental concerns. Finally, acknowledging the strong indications
of bias among disproportionality data, literatures related to implicit bias and judgement are
explored as a feature of these transactions between teacher and child.

The Referral Process and Behavioral Health Remediation
Clinical concerns in the classroom. The process of identification and remediation for
behavioral health concerns is ubiquitous in early childhood and school-age settings, as are the
challenging behaviors reported by teachers (Arnold, McWilliams & Arnold, 1998). There is
agreement that behavioral health needs are increasing among our child population, and that early
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childhood teachers have been ill-equipped to support these special needs (Glazerman & Max,
2011; Knitzer & Page, 1996; Landry, Anthony, Swank, & Monseque-Bailey, 2009; Office of
Planning, Research and Evaluation, 2012). Early childhood teachers and family childcare
providers report work with children with behavioral problems to be challenging (Mark-Wilson,
Hopewell, & Gallagher, 2002; Raver & Knitzer, 2002). A report by the Surgeon General noted
that one in five children and adolescents show signs and symptoms of a DSM-IV disorder over
the course of a year (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999), and data from the
Early Childhood Longitudinal Survey (Tourangeau et al, 2015) indicated that approximately 10%
of children enrolled in an average kindergarten classroom demonstrated what might be considered
externalizing behaviors, such as arguments or fights (West, Denton & Reany, 2001). Studies
indicate that between 4% and 12% of young children have been identified as manifesting
behavioral challenges that impact their learning opportunities within their setting (Center for
Mental Health in Schools, 2005; Lavigne et al. 1996; Perry et al. 2008; Qi & Kaiser, 2003). There
is robust data, therefore, confirming that behavior is perceived as a challenge among educators
and clinicians.
Is it a clinical issue, or is it bias? The data related to early childhood behavioral health
offers dual interpretations; one which argues that there are more referrals for behavioral health
challenges, because there are more behavioral health challenges, and it stands to reason that
children from marginalized groups would be at greater risk for behavioral health challenges as a
result of risks associated with those groups. The other perspective argues that the rise in
identification for marginalized groups is a clear indicator of bias. The following sections offers a
brief overview of this debate, while also enriching our understanding of the issues that are
considered when remediation efforts are triggered.
From the Childhood Psychopathology and Infant Mental Health literature, the following
has emerged: a) Children as young as infants can present with mood problems or disorders, and
this was not previously understood by clinicians (Briggs-Gowan, Carter, Skuban & Howitz, 2001;
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CDC, 2005; Silk, Nath, Siegel, & Kendall. 2000; Thompson, Stevenson, & Sonuga-Barke, 1996);
b) Clinical diagnosis of behavior or mood problems for young children involves complexity for
developmental reasons (Bazron, 1989; Brauner & Stephens, 2006; Cote et al. 2009; Drotar, 2002;
Gleason & Zeanah, 2006; Sterba, Egger & Angold, 2007; Wilens, et al. 2002); and c) Early
childhood teachers are ill-equipped to make clinical diagnoses, and therefore children are not
referred (Glazerman & Max, 2011; Knitzer & Page, 1996; Landry, et al. 2009; Office of
Planning, Research and Evaluation, 2012).
Because of these conditions, there has been an effort to strengthen the response of
educational institutions to the mental health needs of children in early care settings, with a close
look at identification and treatment during the early years. In short, young children may present
with mental health needs, and these may show themselves while in the care of the early childhood
teacher.
This relates to my study in complex ways; when confronted with a behavior the teacher
perceives to be maladaptive, the teacher may be inclined to act as diagnostician, a skill that most
do not have. Teachers who are tempted to diagnose can find themselves “pathologizing” a child’s
behavior and this can impact the quality of relationship between the teacher and child, inasmuch
as they may misunderstand the behavior they have “diagnosed”. Conversely, when a child does
have an organic mental health need, the resulting child behavior can impact the quality of the
relationship with their teacher. The impact of behavior on the teacher and child relationship can
especially be a concern where children have experienced early trauma. Myers & Pianta discuss
the fact that when a child brings behaviors resulting from traumatic early experiences into the
classroom, this can set a tone for the teacher-child dynamic going forward (2009). In sum,
teachers might “pathologize” behaviors that aren’t indications of a disorder, or they might
misunderstand behaviors which are a genuine manifestation of a mood or behavioral problem.
The Quality of teacher & Child Relationships. Because the dynamic involves a child’s
undesired behavior, and the teacher’s concern for that behavior, I consider that first dynamic to be
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discordant, perhaps effecting the quality of the teacher and child relationships within the
classroom. Hamre, Pianta, Hatfield, & Jamil proposed that “teacher’s interactions with children
are resources that foster social, behavioral, and cognitive development in the early years of
schooling and beyond” (2014, pp. 1257) and there are abundant studies confirming the
importance of the teacher’s role in this regard (Curby et al. 2009; Hamre & Pianta, 2005;
O’Connor & McCartney, 2007). Further, stronger relationships between teachers and students are
related to better student behavior, engagement, and achievement (Decker, Dona, & Christenson
2007). Once again, it is important to recognize that early childhood teachers work to promote
children’s well-being, and that quality early childhood programs (staffed with qualified teachers)
improve children’s trajectories (Pungello, et al, 2010). Here again, my study focuses on those
instances where children may not be well-served within this context, and in addition to concerns
related to disproportionality and over-representation of minoritized populations, data suggest that
when the teacher and child relationship becomes discordant, it can negatively impact children’s
trajectories, and these studies are drawn from attachment and neuroscience literatures. Negative
early interactions can become the basis for a pattern of student-teacher conflict over time, and the
“child’s pattern of interacting with other teachers tend to re-create the same conditions
repeatedly” (Caspi & Silva, 1995). A child’s early challenging behavior can lead to a challenged
first encounter with their first non-familial care provider, that can build from insignificance to
harmful proportions over time, leading to later difficulties (Howes & Hamilton, 1992; Myers &
Pianta, 2009). Thus, early expulsions could be that first negative early interaction that becomes
the basis of a pattern of student-teacher conflict for that child with potentially harmful effects for
the child. For this reason, there is an interest here in examining the relational pathway between
teacher and child as it unfolds so as to isolate and identify those features that undermine the many
benefits of early behavioral intervention.
Relational discord. One area of focus may involve the ways children and teachers behave
with each other, and whether there are signs of “discord.” Here, discord might also be the
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indication of a challenged dynamic between teacher and child, and perhaps the very first “event”
in the remediation scenario under scrutiny in this study. Closeness, conflict and dependency are
elements that researchers have considered with respect to this relationship (Pianta, 2001). Some
studies have also proposed that teacher behaviors, including such features as feedback and
warmth, correlate prominently with development and support positive classroom performance
(Matsumura, Patthey-Chavez, Valdes & Garnier, 2002; Whitebook, Howes, & Phillips, 1999).
When behavioral concerns are introduced to the dynamic between teacher and child, the quality
of relationship may become discordant, triggering those behavioral/remediation processes which
may or may not be supportive to the child’s well-being.

Socioecological View
Bronfenbrenner (1979) theorized that differentiated contexts are nested within one
another, and that would certainly apply here. The use of an ecobiological frame allows for
consideration of multiple factors that help teachers make determinations about typical or atypical
behavior, such as social norms and values that impact our behavioral and developmental
expectations of children. These exist within an environmental and cultural context involving
classroom, school/institution, community and the wider society, and this ecological frame
influences the quality of those interactions and ultimately the child’s development
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Christenson, Ysseldyke, Wang & Algozzine, 1983; Fuller & Garcia Coll,
2010; Garcia Coll et al. 1996; Langhout & Mitchell, 2008; LeCompte, 1978, Pianta & Walsh,
1996).
Viewing interactions between teacher and child as nested within the classroom, the
classroom nested within the school, and all parties existing within a sociocultural context,
bidirectional links can be identified between these contexts as they affect each other. This nested
view requires a consideration of the role of the school, and so I reference here Walsh and Pianta’s
Contextual Systems Theory (1996) which regards the role of the school “system” as it intersects
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with the family “system,” and it is through this acknowledgement of the family system that
sociocultural features as they bear upon the child’s experience in the classroom become apparent.
For example, the intersection between theories of development and cultural norms becomes a
salient aspect of our study inasmuch as early childhood teachers are tasked with assuring that
children meet developmental milestones, or, as mentioned earlier, identifying areas of
developmental concern which might result in a referral. Sameroff (1989) proposed that cultural
codes are contained within a culture’s “developmental agenda.” The integration of a cultural
lens has resulted in a revised understanding of developmental processes, and Weisner (2002) has
proposed an ecocultural frame; that cultural communities’ chart developmental pathways for their
young, and that these are made up of everyday activities and routines reflective of the home or
heritage culture. Thus, Sameroff’s proposed developmental agenda as embraced by a child’s
family system may not be aligned with the agenda embraced by the school system or the teacher,
and therefore a possible mismatch or disconnect may be identified. Cultural friction may be a
factor affecting the teacher and child relationship within the classroom context.
Behavior, a central theme to this study, also sits within an ecocultural context, inasmuch
as behavior is informed by social and cultural norms; behavior describes the actions undertaken
by the child which attract the concern of the teacher; behavior describes the set of expectations
the teacher sets in her educational setting; and behavior serves as an indicator of a possible mood
disorder.
The classroom and the Interactions Framework. Here a focus on the classroom setting
will offer the opportunity to identify the diverse and varied “threads” that integrate to achieve this
behavioral and relational phenomena as it transpires through interactions among classroom actors.
What exactly happens between the teacher and child as the behavioral remediation process
unfolds and how does one understand all that is contained within that transaction?
Bronfenbrenner and Morris (1998) proposed the idea of “proximal processes,” where interactions
between children and their environment serve as a key mechanism for children’s development.
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Pianta (2006) applied that construct to education and proposed that classroom interactions
similarly would impact children’s development. With respect to these dynamics, La Paro, Pianta
& Stuhlman (2004) have proposed that “interactions between children and teachers are a primary
mechanism through which classroom experiences affect development” (pp. 412). Hamre and
Pianta (2007) expand on this through the development of an “interactions framework” which
looks at the dynamics between the teacher and child in the classroom context, integrating those
features specific to early learning environments. Within this framework, it could be proposed that
the teacher sets the stage for all that transpires within the classroom.
Behavior as a social construct. It would be helpful to focus on behavior and how it is
defined for this study, inasmuch as how the behaviors are defined may impact how they are
perceived or understood within the classroom. Gartrell, who writes for practitioners regarding
child guidance, proposes that the definition has a powerful impact on how behaviors are
perceived and responded to. For example, he urges against the use of the word “misbehavior,”
which he believes implies “willful wrongdoing for which a child must be disciplined” (1995).
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines behavior as “the manner of conducting oneself; anything
that an organism does involving action and response to stimulation; the response of an individual,
group or species to its environment; the way something functions or operates.” When reviewing
the question of behavior from diverse literatures, it becomes clear that this is a complex question
with implications across disciplines. “Behavior” describes how individuals engage with one
another in and within social groups and societies, and so it’s breadth as a construct goes beyond
the scope of this paper. Offered here is a brief review of behavior as reflected in literatures most
closely related to this analysis, and I propose to define behavior for this study as a deviation from
school norms or compliance to school norms, recognizing again that educational settings will
vary for the young child.
This review of behavior is divided into sections for navigational ease, and these include a
focus on definitions, as mentioned above; the integration of concepts of development as scholars
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often view behavior within a developmental lens; behavior in educational settings and those
features endemic to the classroom, such as the role of peers and teacher expectations related to
compliance; and behavior in the home, with a review of attachment models and heritage culture.
Finally, after a comprehensive review of these features of behavior, I propose a working
definition.
Definitions of Behavior - Review. Neary and Eyberg (2002) offer “Disruptive Behavior”
as a category for behaviors concerning to educators and parents, and within that range they
identify “… conduct problems, such as oppositional, stubborn, aggressive and impulsive
behaviors, that cluster together and occur at higher rates than usual for preschoolers of the same
age” (p. 53). Within the developmental psychopathology literature, terms like “deviant” or
“delinquent” are frequently used, especially in reference to young adults, where criminal
behaviors are also referenced (Flashman & Gambetta, 2014).
Some studies have offered “noncompliance” as a framing for these behaviors and
proposed that some noncompliant behaviors serve as a mechanism for children to assert their
autonomy both with respect to parental relationships and in the wider social sphere (Kuczynski &
Kochanska, 1990; Kuczynski, Kochanska, Radke-Yarrow & Girnius-Brown, 1987). Further to
this, noncompliant behaviors may reflect the effort on the part of the child to “carve out a
personal domain of actions where they can actively stake claims to autonomy, control and
choice” (Lagattuta, Nucci & Bosacki, 2010, pp. 268; Nucci & Turiel, 2000). Lagattuta and
colleagues describe such behaviors as the developmental inability to “inhibit personal impulses to
abide by rules and norms…” (Lagattuta, Nucci & Bosacki, 2010, p. 616.).
In every definition, however, the child’s actions are viewed within a social frame, and in
relationship to their comportment within their social sphere – whether they deviate from norms,
or attempt to assert autonomy, their actions are viewed in relationship to the expectations of their
social group or educational setting. Given the focus of this study, which involves the dynamic
between the teacher and the child, the norms of greatest interest lie within the educational
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institution. Therefore, a definition that focuses on compliance to or deviation from educational
norms is most helpful to this analysis.
Integrating concepts of development. Along with constructs like compliance,
development also has enjoyed prominence as a framing, and much of the literature proposes that
behavior follows a developmental arc. For example, the assertion of autonomy is typically
considered to be a developmental phase for young children (Lagattuta, Nucci & Bosacki, 2010),
and the ability to develop emotional self-regulation is seen as a benchmark as well (Shackman,
Wismer Fries, & Pollak, 2008). Banashewski refers to typical acts of noncompliance as
“commonly occurring normative misbehaviors” (2010). However, development as a construct
within the study of early childhood has gone through revision in recent decades, as scholars have
integrated the awareness that children are shaped by the cultures in which they live, and thus
developmental trajectories are linked to their environment and the norms and rules of that
environment. Rogoff (2003) proposes that our knowledge of human development evolved in
western, middle class societies, and that research questions therefore reflect our own cultural
norms and values. She proposes a cultural approach to the study of development, noting that “…a
cultural approach notes that different cultural communities may expect children to engage in
activities at vastly different times in childhood…” (pp.19). The integration of a cultural lens has
resulted in a revised understanding of developmental processes, and as mentioned earlier,
Weisner (2002) has proposed an ecocultural frame to acknowledge the ways in which
development are inextricably linked to the activities and norms of that culture. This ecological
frame calls to question those “benchmarks” or developmental timelines proposed by such
theorists as Piaget. For this reason, my proposed definition of compliance to or deviation from
educational norms similarly integrates an ecocultural frame.
Educational settings: Behavior, social norms and rules. Thus far I have argued that a
child’s optimal behavior would most likely involve compliance and observance of social norms
and rules within their educational environment. Therefore, a focus on educational environments is
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appropriate. This section reviews those behaviors often identified in classrooms, and a proposed
“hidden curriculum” pertaining to compliance.
‘Problem’ classroom behaviors. In an effort to list behaviors that often attract the notice
of teachers, I have extracted a brief list of behaviors from Arnold, McWilliams & Lorette (1998)
who conducted an earlier study of child “misbehavior” and teacher responsiveness as they seem
generally representative. They offered “hitting, pushing, verbal aggression, grabbing a toy and
ignoring direct teacher requests” as behaviors for analysis (pp. 279). The Center for Social
Emotional Foundations for Early Learning proposed that the intensity and duration of a behavior,
developmental considerations, and environmental expectations typically determine whether a
behavior is viewed as acceptable or unacceptable (Yates et al., 2008; Squires & Bricker, 2007).
Hidden curriculum. As mentioned before, it is likely that one can locate behaviors
considered desirable in one school community but considered inappropriate in another. Further to
this, Langhout & Mitchell (2008) suggest that it is important to examine the “hidden curriculum”
located in a school community. This curriculum “…consists of the values, norms and beliefs that
are transmitted to students and teachers via the structure of schooling” (pp. 594). In western
classrooms, the behaviors that may be of greatest interest to the teacher are those that either
support or undermine the teacher’s goal for control and compliance (Giroux & Penna, 1979;
Langhout & Mitchell, 2008; LeCompte, 1978). The need for teacher control has been considered
as evidence of a proposed hidden curriculum in the classroom, and this speaks to both our
definitions of behavior, and the over-arching ecological influence of social norms on our
definitions. LeCompte (1978) proposed that school is a socializing process, and that while
cognitive learning goals are presumably a priority for a child’s education, schools pursue “…noncognitive objectives – norms, values, and behavior patterns deemed important for socialization to
adulthood.” In our western context, our schools most often expect compliance from children, and
transmit this through a socialization process. Therefore, behaviors that lay at the heart of this
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study often involve power and compliance within the classroom, and this is driven by community
and school culture.
Behavior in the home. Throughout this analysis, the presence of the ecological sphere
has consistently asserted its prominence as an encompassing feature. While teacher and child
interactions are a focus for this study, the role of the home environment on a broad array of child
outcomes is undisputed as significant by numerous studies across disciplines and fields. Pianta &
Walsh’s contextual systems theory (1996) offers a frame for the relationship between home and
school so as to acknowledge the importance of each when understanding a child’s experience at
school (regardless of program type). Their model suggests that when a child enters school, two
systems intersect; the home system and the school system, and each of these have their own
norms, values and dynamics that play into a child’s academic success. This intersection creates
the context in which the teacher and child engage. The salient aspects of the home environment
discussed in this section involve; a) the overarching understanding that the home environment
plays a crucial role with respect to a child’s development; and c) how educators perceive families
and family influence on children’s compliance to school norms, and how those perceptions
influence the teacher’s perceptions of the child and the child’s behavior.
Home culture and norms. Families integrate their own cultural norms and values into
their childrearing practices, and these also bear upon their ideas and decisions regarding schools
and learning (Hirshberg, Huang, & Fuller, 2004; Jung, Fuller, & Galindo 2012; Liang, Fuller, &
Singer, 2000). It has been established that children’s behavior reflects their socialization to the
norms and rules of their environment through parenting practices (Graf, Roder, Hein, Muller &
Ganzorig, 2014; Greenfield & Suzuki, 1998; Keller, Borke, Yovsi & Jensen, 2005), and children
may experience norms and rules in their home environment which may differ from the norms and
rules in the school environment, and so the possibility of a mis-match between the home culture
and the school culture may impact the child’s ability to acculturate to their educational climate
(Bishop, 2005; Gay, 2000; Gonzalez, Moll & Amanti, 2005; Sleeter, 2011).
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Educators’ perceptions of home culture and norms. Where there is a lack of alignment,
educators and clinicians have historically perceived family childrearing practices as being related
to children’s perceived “maladaptive” or dysfunctional behaviors (Fuller & Garcia Coll; 2010,
Sleeter, 2011). Parenting practices are often evaluated for their efficacy based on widely
disseminated criteria (APA, 2013; Straus & Paschall, 2009), and these may be bounded by
western social norms and values and perceived as deficit-oriented within educational
communities (Cartledge, 2011; Sleeter, 2011). Rimm-Kaufman & Pianta acknowledge the
importance of an ecological frame in this regard when they observe that “cultural incongruities
between home and school life have become more common and pose a greater challenge for
educators” (2000). The child will bring with them social scripts and behaviors learned in the
home environment, and where there is a lack of alignment between the child’s home socialization
and norms within the educational setting, impacts on the teacher-child dynamic are likely
(Sleeter, 2011).
Educators Perceptions of Low Socioeconomic Status. Finally, it is possible that teachers
subscribe to the idea of TCHD (Theory of Compromised Human Development) which is often
used as an explanation for disproportionate identification of children from low-income
backgrounds. As explained by Blaire & Scott (2002), etiological occurrences of a disorder are
“…those for which low SES is understood to increase the probability that learning problems will
in fact lead to [special education placement]. The etiological interpretation suggests that there
exists some baseline risk for [MMR, LD, or ED] in the population as a whole and that the risk
associated with low SES serves to increase the likelihood that the disorder will in fact occur” (p.
20). For teachers working with a population known to be from low SES, it is possible that they
assume that this population will be “at risk” and will manifest “symptoms” of delays resulting
from their SES status.
Working definition of behavior. It has been established through this analysis of
behavior that ecological features are present in every instance, and so I argue here that behavior is
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a culturally bound construct where deviation from norms is seen as maladaptive. Because our
interest is with those behaviors in the educational setting, and that may lead to the unfolding of
the concerning behavioral referral process, the working definition adopted here involves
compliance with educational norms and rules.
Bias and Judgement. Acknowledging that interactions between teacher and child are
proximal to my question, and that these interactions are nested within the classroom which sits
within a larger sociocultural context, then a sociocultural exploration must also include a focus on
potential bias. This seems especially salient to the topic inasmuch as a critical feature of this
construct relates to data reflecting over-identification of marginalized groups for referral. As onein-five boys are referred for mood and behavioral disorders (Timberlake, 2014) the trend for
referrals for boys of color is significant enough to warrant scrutiny from researchers and policy
makers. An exploration of factors involved in the referral of children with behavioral problems
would help to uncover elements of possible bias within this process. Some studies have explored
teacher perceptions and how those perceptions affect children’s later academic performance
(Alvidrez & Weinstein, 1999). This question is complex and has been reviewed using a variety of
strategies. For example, Alvidrez and Weinstein (1999) reviewed demographic data, IQ scores
and behavioral data among other variables. That study was able to identify that the “judgements
teachers made about student cognitive ability before children even began kindergarten had a
predictive relationship with school achievement 14 years later…” (pp. 743), and importantly, that
negative predictions were stronger than positive predictions. There is robust data related to
disproportionate assessment of academic achievement for children from marginalized
backgrounds (Baker, Tichovolsky, Kupersmidt, Voegler-Lee & Arnold 2015; Baron, Tom, &
Cooper, 1985; McKown & Weinstein, 2008). Aside from academic achievement, there is also
disproportionate data regarding discipline for African American boys (Townsend, 2000).
Teacher judgement. Given that teachers are often the first “actors” to encounter the
child and report, identify, or refer, it stands to reason that teachers play a key role and that this
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role is manifested through their assessment or judgement of the child’s behavior. It is their
judgement which launches all the processes that follow, and judgement is a complicated mental
function. For the purposes of this study, judgement is considered in three ways salient to the
research question; Judgement as a professional task where teachers are expected to make
assessments or judgements related to the child’s academic progressive and developmental wellbeing; judgement within a disciplinary context, where the teacher makes determinations about
behavior as regards compliance to or deviation from school rules, and where school discipline is
dispensed; and “blame” or “attributive” judgements where the teacher makes causal
determinations about the child’s behavioral health or academic progress.
Disproportionality and expulsion data suggest a link between teacher bias and the rates of
referrals for mood and behavioral disorders, and so an area of exploration involves the processes
involved when teachers make predictions or judgements about a child’s capabilities. Many fields
and disciplines have contributed to a robust body of literature devoted to bias, such as political
science, education, sociology of education, social psychology, developmental, and cognitive
psychology. Studies from these fields offer insights into the many features and mechanisms
related to bias, and for the purposes of this study, I focus on those aspects of bias that are
pertinent to the research question. Greenwald and Banaji (1995) explored the processes involved
in “implicit bias”, and they observed that individuals subject to implicit bias may have had a
previous influential experience which may have shaped a perception, where this earlier memory
may not be remembered or is “unavailable to self-report or introspection” (pp. 5), and they offer
this formal definition: “An implicit C is the introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately
identified) trace of past experience that mediates R.” (pp.5). Amodio and Mendoza (2010)
propose that implicit bias relates to associations “stored in memory” (pp. 364). A salient feature
of implicit bias concerns the fact that these associations with past experiences can influence
“behaviors and judgements” (Holroyd, 2015, pp. 512), resulting in biased actions towards
minoritized groups (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Glaser & Knowles, 2008; Tidswell, Sheeran &
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Webb, 2011). Scholars have proposed that the Civil Rights Movement made open expression of
bias socially unacceptable and therefore hidden (Drakulich, 2015). The field has also come to
understand that bias is normative (Matsuda, 1993) and that normative behaviors are ingrained
(hooks, 1989), and thus a dilemma presents itself inasmuch as those with social privilege often
are unaware of the role they play in that dynamic (Taylor & Clark, 2009).
In sum, teachers may be vulnerable to implicit bias and culturally bound judgements, and
this in turn might influence the teacher’s causal attributes of a child’s behavior. Teachers who
enact bias in educational institutions may genuinely perceive a behavior to be maladaptive
according to their culturally bound ideas of what “appropriate behavior” looks like, and they may
not be aware of the role they play, or they may hesitate to disclose perceptions of bias. For that
reason, one might say that implicit or unconscious bias factors into this question. Holroyd (2015)
explains that such biases are described as implicit “because they are not easy to detect…and
because they operate automatically, and outside the reach of direct control” (pp. 30). Judgement
is a key feature of this dynamic, because bias is enacted through the assessment or judgement by
the teacher of the student’s behavioral health status.
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CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH QUESTION & LITERATURE REVIEW
Figure 1 - Research question diagram

Primary Research Question – How do teacher beliefs and classroom climate jointly and/or
independently contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child behavioral health?
This investigation focuses on the processes involved when a child fails to meet a
teacher’s behavioral expectations in the classroom, and the continuum of behavioral health
remediation events/actions which typically follow. While in most cases early intervention is
recommended and beneficial for most children (Pungello, et al., 2010), there are some concerning
trends related to disproportionality data which warrant a closer review of the factors involved. As
educators consider the unintended ill-effects of this phenomena for some children, it may help to
illuminate those factors related to this experience so that this interaction between the teacher and
child can be better understood, inasmuch as it might fail to serve children in some cases.
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Literature Review
Several literatures contribute to our understanding of this phenomena and figure
prominently in the design framework supporting this analysis. Literatures guiding the design of
this study and the selection of measures are included. As reflected in Figure 1, the design for this
study involves a review of environmental features, including teacher background and classroom
characteristics, their relationship to the classroom climate as measured by the CLASS® tool, and
the possible presence of bias. The dependent variable relates to the range of behavioral health
remediation efforts that result for the child. Literatures supporting these features of the study
design are included, as are selected literatures related to childhood psychopathology, as they
factor into the educational setting and context within which referrals are processed.
Ecobiological Review
Throughout this study, connections have been drawn to the role of environment, and an
argument has been made that an ecological perspective is essential when considering the child’s
early experiences. Nugent (1994) applies the metaphor of the “baby and bathwater” to help
emphasize the environment’s critical role, by arguing that “… it may be the “bathwater” or the
so-called interfering variables of the experimental paradigm that may well be the source of the
most significant information on the cultural-environmental influences which shape the child’s
behavior”. This argument is made in support of a “cultural-contextual” approach to clinical
research with respect to child development. While different disciplines and fields represented in
this review may approach ideas about ecology and environment with differing emphases, there is
agreement throughout that environment is a critical feature. The purpose of this review is to
examine those environmental factors that can affect or influence the type of relationship the
teacher and a child have, the type of behavior the child may present, and how that behavior is
viewed by the teacher.
Classroom Climate. This section focuses on variables and factors that can be considered
as contributing to the classroom “climate” and the related literatures. Classroom Climate has been
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defined as “…a system based on four variables: the physical environment, organizational aspects,
teacher characteristics and pupil characteristics” (Allodi, 2002 pp 253; Moos, 1979). Building
upon this, Pianta’s (1999) developmental systems model of early learning proposes that
children’s interactions with their teachers are central to their academic progress. Therefore, for
the purposes of this study, this definition has been broadened to include teacher and child
interactions. Classroom climate as a construct plays a central role in this study because, drawing
upon Bronfenbrenner’s ecocultural frame, “climate” describes the environment or ecology of the
classroom – a complex of social interactions and programmatic/classroom factors which may bear
upon the child and teacher within the classroom. The classroom climate reflects the unique
classroom space, nested within that educational setting, and again within the wider community.
Further to that, included in this section is coverage of the “Interactions Framework” by Hamre &
Pianta (2007), along with a review of research methods developed to measure classroom
environment. This section will also discuss the rationale for adopting the CLASS® tool for this
study and provide related literature. Finally, this section will focus on the role of the teacher
within the classroom, her “characteristics” and their link to the study design, as well as the
presence of bias among the thoughts and feelings of the teachers expressed through their
participation in semi-structured interviews for this study.
Interactions Framework. As a prototypical child enters the early childhood classroom,
what might they encounter? As Banks and Obiakor (2015) observe, “…classrooms are not
culturally neutral terrains, but rather are constructed around sets of norms, values and expected
behaviors that are culturally bound.” (pp. 84). Hamre and Pianta (2007) observe that classrooms
“offer complexities without family or home equivalents” (pp. 52). The classroom climate is a key
feature of this research study, as the primary research explores the ways the classroom climate, as
mediated by the teacher, affects behavioral health outcomes for children. Bronfenbrenner’s
ecological frame assists conceptually, as there are a diverse range of classrooms within our early
childhood system, each defined by the cultural context in which they operate, with different
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features such as pedagogy or behavior management approach. Hamre & Pianta (2007) assist by
proposing that “environments in which learning opportunities occur are unique developmental
settings requiring adequate knowledge of and attendance to the realities of children’s experiences
in classrooms and schools” (pp. 51). Integrating related features of Pianta and Hamre’s
interactions framework, I propose here that the classroom be defined as a unique developmental
setting wherein key proximal processes between the teacher and the children transpire in the
shared pursuit of learning, development and social connectedness – reflected through a relational
climate enacted by the teacher and affecting all actors within that setting. The “interactions
framework” (2007) focuses exclusively on teacher and child interactions within the classroom
environment. In addition to enhancing quality measures for early education and care, the purpose
of their framework was also to offer a counter-measure to the standardized test-based assessment
of school quality, and to quantify “effective teaching” for the purposes of teacher preparation and
development (La Paro, Pianta, & Stuhlman, 2004.)
This approach to understanding classrooms aligns with the ecobiological frame embraced
for this investigation as it builds on Bronfenbrenner & Morris’s (1998) assertion that daily
interactions between teachers and children play a critical role with respect to a child’s
development. Along these lines, proximal processes in classrooms would include teacher’s
behavior management strategies, their feedback and questioning during instruction, and their
facilitation of peer interactions. This comprehensive framework has incorporated data from varied
aspects of classroom life. For the purposes of this study, the focus will be on relational aspects of
the framework, and those features that bear upon the climate as it pertains to issues of behavior
and relational harmony or discord between teacher and child.
This framework consists of three domains of interaction and integrates multiple related
theories. The domains are identified as “emotional support”, “classroom organization” and
“management and instructional support”. Within the domain of “emotional support, there is an
integration of Bowlby’s (1973) attachment theory, proposing that emotional support and a
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predictable, consistent and safe environment support children’s developing self-reliance and
positive working model of self and others. This domain also integrates self-systems or selfdetermination theory (Connell & Wellborn, 1991; Ryan & Deci, 2000) which speaks to innate
human needs involving competence, relatedness and autonomy. Self-determination theory also
focuses on how social environmental factors “hinder or undermine self-motivation, social
functioning, and personal well-being” (Ryan & Deci, 2000; pp. 69). It is the position of the
authors that “teachers’ abilities to support social and emotional functioning in the classroom are
therefore central to any conceptualization of effective classroom practice” (Hamre & Pianta,
2007, pp. 58). Further to this, studies have shown that children who enjoy higher levels of teacher
support tend to have higher levels of classroom engagement and peer acceptance (Hughes, Shang,
& Hill, 2006). Identifying a link between classroom climates and subsequent intervention
activities related to behavioral health may yield valuable data related directly to the teacher as
practitioner.
Focusing on more nuanced features of classroom climate as it relates to emotional
climate, Hamre and Pianta offer sub-categories or “dimensions” for more fine-grained
understanding of how a positive emotional climate can be facilitated by a teacher, and these
categories include sub-scales, such as “positive” and “negative” climate. Also included as
subscales are “teacher sensitivity” and “regard for student perspective”. A sensitive teacher in this
category would be aware of a child’s change in mood, or their struggle with learning content, and
would attend to the child’s needs. Studies have demonstrated that children who have sensitive
teachers demonstrate grater language arts gains (Connor, Son, & Hindman, 2005), higher levels
of classroom engagement and self-reliance, and lower levels of internalizing problems (NICHD
ECCRN, 2003; Rimm-Kaufman, Early & Cox, 2002).
The dimension of “behavior management” clearly intersects with our topic inasmuch as
some literatures have proposed that the overidentification of minoritized children for behavioral
problems could be described as “disciplinary disproportionality” (Banks & Obiakor, 2015, pp.
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84). While Banks and Obiakor were referring to well-documented punitive disciplinary processes
for school-aged children (Raffaele-Mendez & Knoff, 2003; Skiba, Michael, Nardo, & Peterson,
2002; Wald & Losen, 2003), this concern exists for children across the developmental continuum
and studies demonstrate that young immigrant children are disciplined more harshly than white
peers with U.S. born parents (U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights, 2014).
Hamre & Pianta describe a set of practices embraced by many within the early childhood field,
and these are comprised of positive behavioral supports including such strategies as providing
clear behavioral expectations, using positive and proactive strategies such as praise, and proactive
attention to behavior rather than reactive attention to behavior (2007). These strategies have been
demonstrated to be effective in supporting children’s engagement and learning (Emmer &
Strough, 2001; Evertson, Emmer, Sanford, & Clements 1983; Evertson & Harris, 1999).
Classroom Characteristics & Distal features. While I support Hamre & Pianta’s (2007)
contention that interactions are proximal, the decision was nevertheless made to also include
“distal” features into this study, as I argue here that they play an indirect role and factor into our
understanding of the phenomena. With this in mind, many physical attributes of the classroom
would fall into the “distal” category, and these might include “teacher-child ratios”, “group size”,
and more. I propose that certain “distal” features bear upon the quality of interactions between
teacher and child, and there is support for this proposal based in studies focusing on program
quality; Scholars have proposed that the “structural dimensions of care constitute necessary inputs
that enable programs and caregivers to offer children the safe, sensitive, and appropriate
caregiving that characterizes high quality classroom environments” (Howes & Stewart, 1987;
Peisner-Feinberg & Burchinal, 1997; Phillips, McCartney & Scarr, 1987; Phillips, Mekos, Scarr,
McCartney & Abbott-Shim, 2000, pp. 476;). Structural features in this instance would involve
staff wages and benefits, staff qualifications, and teacher-to-child ratios. Studies have been
conducted using these features in an effort to identify quality (Berk, 1985; Dunn, 1993; Hayes,
Palmer & Zaslow, 1990; Kontos & Stremmel, 1988; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network,
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1996; 2000a, b; Peisner-Feinberg et al. 2000; Phillips & Howes, 1987; Phillips, Howes &
Whitebook,1991). For example, if one teacher is one of a two-teacher team, assigned to group of
20 children, 10 of whom have an Individual Education Plan in place and perhaps require
individualized support, that teacher may struggle to cultivate quality interactions with each child
in that setting. In contrast, a teacher working with a smaller group size and a well-staffed team,
may be better able to engage in those supportive interactions which Hamre & Pianta see as being
critical. For this reason, I designed this study to collect related data, such as number of children
per classroom and number of Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) number of prior
Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs).
Measuring Climate. Having discussed the classroom climate and environment and their
importance to this study, a measure was needed that would reflect classroom climate. There has
been a concerted effort to define quality (Chang, Muckelroy, & Pulido-Tobiassen, 1996;
Holloway, Kagan, Fuller, Tsou, & Carroll, 2001; Lamb, 1998; Love, Schochet, & Mechstroth,
1996; National Research Council and Institute of Medicine, 2000; Phillips & Howes, 1987), and
several tools have been developed for that purpose. These tools aim to measure structural or
process variables within the classroom. Referencing Hamre & Pianta’s Interactions Framework,
they might consider structural variables to be distal – related to levels of staff, teacher and child
ratios, group size, and more. They would consider process variables to be proximal as they focus
on interactions. The following offers a discussion of quality measures designed to measure
environments in early childhood settings.
Early Childhood Rating Scale. Because this study discusses classroom climate, and
environment, the Early Childhood Rating Scale (ECERS: Harms & Clifford, 1980; Harms
Clifford & Cryer, 1998) could be considered as a possible measure for this purpose. This set of
quality measures has dominated the field for decades. Harms, Cryer and Clifford also developed
the Infant-Toddler Rating Scale (ITRS: 1990), and the Family Day Care Rating Scale
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(FCCERS-R: Harms, Cryer, & Clifford, 2007), as part of this set of measures. These tools
have been used both as a research instrument and a tool for program self-study. Further, they have
been integrated into various state systems so as to measure program quality, as a selection method
for mentor teachers for early childhood teacher preparation, as a determinant of licensing status,
and more (Sakai, Whitebook, Wishard, & Howes, 2003). Items for these measures are organized
within the following categories: (1) space and furnishings; (2) personal care routines; (3)
language-reasoning; (4) activities; (5) interaction; (6) program structure; and (7) parents and staff.
Each of the 43 items is expressed as a 7-point scale ranging from inadequate to excellent. (Harms,
Clifford & Cryer, 1998).
While the Early Childhood Rating Scale has been widely used and integrated into state
systems, a growing and substantial body of research has emerged indicating the quality of
instruction and interactions with adults in early childhood settings have “reliable and detectable
effects on children’s achievement and social competence.” (La Paro, Pianta, & Stuhlman, 2004,
pp. 411). While such tools as ECERS review interactions such as language stimulation, the idea
of “environment” as understood by the makers of this tool relates primarily to structural variables,
with some attention paid to process variables focusing on teacher interactions. Because my study
draws upon the concept of “environment” as being heavily influenced by the interactions the
child has with the primary caregivers in his/her life, and because of Hamre & Pianta’s assertion
that the quality of interactions is key to the assessment of that climate, the CLASS® was utilized
as the measure for this study.
Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS® ) – The CLASS® was utilized as the
measure for this study, and provides a framework for “…observing key dimensions of classroom
processes, such as emotional and instructional support, that contribute to quality of the classroom
setting from preschool through third grade” (La Paro, Pianta, & Stuhlman, 2004.) The
interactions framework (Hamre & Pianta, 2007) featured in this study aligns with the CLASS®
measure thus offering a tool that fits with the theoretical frame of this research. It is grounded
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theoretically in the literatures contained within this review, especially attachment literatures
emphasizing the critical role of teacher and child interactions and the quality of relationship
within that dyad. Through an integration of proximal processes related to interactions between
actors, the tool allows one to determine the quality of learning environment enacted by the
teacher, and how teachers and children work together in that unique space in pursuit of positive
developmental and educational outcomes. This tool allows one to gauge the relational climate as
enacted by the teacher, so as to determine if classroom management practices as defined within
this frame bear upon the relational dynamics between the teacher and child as it relates to the
child’s behavioral health.
As explained in the CLASS Manual (Pianta, LaParo & Hamre, 2008, pp. 9) “the CLASS
requires the observer to derive one score for each dimension per observation cycle based on the
degree to which certain behavioral markers characterize the room during that cycle.” Raters can
assign scores ranging from 1-7 for each dimension, and the score represents the “extent to which
that dimension is characteristic of that classroom”. This seven-point scale is divided into ranges –
low, mid and high. A score of 1-2 would place that dimension in the low range. A score of 3-5
would place that dimension in the mid-range, and a score of 6-7 would be in the high range. Each
cycle lasts twenty minutes. Reviewers are required to make judgements “based on the range,
frequency, intention and tone of the interpersonal and individual behavior during the observation
time”. The tool is comprised of three domains, each with their own set of “dimensions”. As
Figure 2 - CLASS Domains and Dimensions (Pianta, LaParo & Hamre, 2008, pp2)
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reflected in Figure 2, the Domains are “Emotional Support”, “Classroom Organization” and
“Instructional Support”, and each of these domains contains a set of dimensions. When CLASS
Scores are reported, consolidated scores for each domain are presented, rather than one
consolidated score. Examples are available in the Appendix. As regards analysis of CLASS
Scores, some researchers have utilized a reconfigured bifactor version for prediction models,
where certain domains have been combined, and certain dimensions have been eliminated
(Hamre et al, 2014). This version has not been widely used nor replicated, and it was not suitable
for this study due to the small sample size.
Child demographics in the classroom. Because of the disproportionality data discussed
earlier, indicating that children from marginalized groups were referred for behavioral health
issues or expelled at disproportionately high rates, as well as data indicating signs of bias within
the behavioral health remediation process, this study was designed to include data related to
difference among the child population. Therefore, demographic data was collected regarding
children’s socioeconomic status through their inclusion in the Child and Adult Care Food
Program, as this metric serves as a proxy for poverty inasmuch as participants must be eligible
according to US Federal Poverty Guidelines (2019). Similarly, data was collected regarding the
racial and ethnic composition of the classroom, however I did not collect data specifically to
children of color, as this study is focused on all classes of difference which might result in bias. In
light of possible gender-bias supported by literatures related to boys in educational settings,
gender was also included. Finally, the study also collected data related to the presence of duallanguage learners in the classroom, given that this population in particular manifests their
difference through language.
Teacher Characteristics. Teachers play a powerful role in the enactment of climate
within their classroom. When a child enters a classroom with behaviors that fail to align with
teacher expectations or which test, relationally, the quality of relationship between the teacher
and the child, there is a possibility that this relationship may fail to thrive, setting the stage for the
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behavioral health intervention process under review. Attachment theory speaks to the way that
early relationships influence the development of a child’s internal working model of self to
others. Based on early dyadic experiences, a child will create a working model of relationships
and apply that model to future relationships. With respect to the non-familial primary caregiver,
this brings a deeper level of insight to the critical role the teacher can play. Sabol & Pianta (2012)
observed that “teacher/caregiver characteristics, such as sensitivity, may change the internal
working models children developed with parents and revise children’s previous mental
representations of relationships” (pp. 216). Further, studies have demonstrated that the quality of
these relationships can not only impact a child’s mental health, but can also impact academic
trajectories (Hamre, 2001; Howes, 1988; Myers & Pianta, 2009; O’Connor, Dearing & Collins,
2011).
This study seeks to understand the features involved when a teacher refers a child for a
behavioral health issue. Referencing Bronfenbrenner, and acknowledging that environmental
factors affect the shaping of our norms and values, data was collected regarding the teacher’s
background, such as the teacher’s credentials in the field of Early Childhood Education, her age,
years of experience in the field, her primary language, and her racial or ethnic background.
Gathering the teacher’s demographic data helped us to understand background influences which
might shape the teacher’s views on childrearing or social norms, which also providing
information regarding her professional judgement. As observed by Lee (2010) “Whatever
teachers’ social, cultural, linguistic, and historical groups are, they bring their own beliefs and
values about the world to their children” (Lee, 2010 pp 25; Rodd, 1996). The teacher’s credentials
and years in the field may also bear upon their ability to accurately assess the behavioral health of
a child. As observed by Young, Butler, Dolzhenko & Ardrey (2018) “…fully credentialed
teachers are more likely to understand the science behind students’ emotions and behavior, and
how to create positive and safe learning environments.” (pp. 29). Because of the concern for the
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presence of bias, teachers were also interviewed to learn about their thoughts and ideas about the
children and families in their care.
Bias. Bias plays a key role in this research study, as one goal is to determine how teacher
bias may directly impact behavioral health for the young children or may indirectly impact the
child’s behavioral health through their enactment of the classroom climate. Studies confirm that
white teachers tend to rate behaviors of black children more poorly than black teachers, and that
they have lower expectations and negative attitudes towards children with disabilities (Banks &
Obiakar, 2015; Cartledge, Singh & Gibson, 2008; Gay, 2000, 2002; Good & Nichols, 2001;
Noguera, 2003; Sanchez-Fowler, Banks, Anhalt, Devore & Kalis, 2009). Educational background
also relates to issues of bias, inasmuch as studies have found that early childhood teachers are
poorly prepared to work with immigrant families (Adair, 2014; Goodwin, 2002). With respect to
implicit bias, studies have demonstrated that “…teachers often have trouble talking about issues
of whiteness or challenging white normative practices or perspectives in their personal lives or on
pedagogical terms.” (Adair, 2014, pp. 644). Further, teachers often fail to reflect on their racial
status in relationship to the children they teach, or to imagine how issues of diversity bear upon
their ability to connect with the children in their classrooms (Brown et al. 2010; Kidd, Sánchez,
and Thorp 2008).
In light of the fact that most referred children are boys, gender bias must be considered as
a factor. There are concerning trends pertaining to boys in school, and these relate to both
academic achievement and high referral rates for mood and behavioral disorders. Data collected
by PISA clearly point to the fact that boys tend to be low achievers in comparison to girls
(OECD, 2015). While there are many factors explored that might bear upon this concerning trend
such as use of digital devices, games, and the role of peers, I highlight here those findings that
seem most salient to this study. For example, boys adopt a “concept of masculinity that includes a
disregard for authority” (OECD, 2015, pp. 51), and by the age of 10, boys find themselves to be
either “disaffected”, “disappointed”, or disappeared” with the latter group usually experiencing
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expulsion from school (Salisbury, Rees & Gorard, 1999). Particularly salient to this study are the
data that tell us that boys are more likely to test limits in their classroom, to be disruptive, and to
have less self-regulation (Matthews, Ponitz & Morrison, 2009). As with other sociology of
education data, it needs to be acknowledged here that many of these data sets represent children
who are school-aged. Nevertheless, I would argue that a clear connection can be drawn from
early expulsion rates (Gilliam & Shahar, 2006), to the high rate of referral for mood and
behavioral disorders (Kaufman et al. 2010), to the high rate of disengagement from school and
the resulting academic failure that accompanies such disengagement (OECD, 2015). It seems
reasonable to propose a narrative that involves that first challenged teacher-child relationship,
subsequent referral with a possible expulsion from an early childhood program, and the resulting
poor academic performance that will unfold for that boy during his school-aged years.
I will also note here that there are likely other layers of understanding to be gleaned from
these data that go beyond the scope of this paper. While those boys represented in these findings
who also occupy marginalized groups (i.e. non-white or low socioeconomic status) are likely
affected by the sociocultural issues explored within this review, there may be additional factors
pertaining to the possible presence of gender-bias among teachers. While again these findings are
related specifically to issues of academic achievement in the latter grades, a clear link to issues of
bias is also apparent.
Bias is often expressed through judgement, and there is a robust body of research on
teacher judgement, focusing on assessment of academic achievement for children from
marginalized backgrounds and disproportionality (Baker et al., 2015; Baron, Tom & Cooper,
1985; McKown & Weinstein, 2008). Judgement also relates to punitive outcomes in educational
settings in light of disproportionality in the administration of discipline practices within our
educational system (Drakeford, 2004; Fenning & Rose, 2007; Lewis, Butler, Bonner & Marcus,
2010). Social Psychologists have studied judgement within the context of blame and punishment,
referred to as “blame judgements” (Gill & Ungson, 2018) where “…blame can be mitigated via
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information about historical causation” (pp 12). Relating Judgement to the question of this study,
social bias, as defined by Axt, Nguyen and Nosek (2016, pp. 4), is an “intended or unintended
favoritism in evaluation, judgment, or behavior for one social group over another”.
Scholars pursuing strategies to measure implicit bias for research purposes have
determined that identification will not be accomplished with self-reporting measures or processes
that require the “voluntary offering of information about attitudes” (Holroyd, 2015, pp. 512). As
mentioned earlier, this may be due to an inability or unwillingness to report on associations
considered to be socially unacceptable, or that they themselves would prefer not to have. Further,
scholars have proposed that associations may be “characterized by features of automatic
processes that render them difficult for the agent to identify and report on” (Holroyd, 2015, pp.
512). De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt and Moors (2009) identified characteristics related
to implicit bias, such as the absence of “proximal goals” which might assist the subject in
interrupting the ill-influence of the association; the absence of necessary cognitive resources to
focus attention on the phenomena and remediate (where one’s attention might otherwise be
occupied), instances where a quick response is required; or lack of awareness. Holroyd offers a
summary of the phenomena: “it [implicit bias] is operative when implicit associations produce a
distorting influence on judgement and hence behavior informed by that judgement” (2015, pp.
512). Were one to apply this construct to the question under examination, I would propose that
teachers of young children may be subject to associations that influence their judgement and
behavior with respect to interactions within the classroom, and that these judgements may result
in disproportionality, which Holroyd might characterize as a “distortion”. In summary, it might be
a “distortion” in the eye of the teacher, as she assesses the culturally bound behavior of the child
in her classroom, which undermines the integrity of the referral and intervention process, and
disadvantages children from minoritized groups.
Measuring Bias. In light of the fact that researchers have found self-reporting of bias to
be unreliable (Holroyd, 2015), and because the study design involved a wide range of
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“difference” involving Caucasians with low socio economic status, Latinx communities, African
Americans, and children from diverse ethnic backgrounds – some of whom were dual-language
learners - semi-structured interviews were used to measure bias. As Merriam (1998) observed,
“Interviewing is necessary when we cannot observe behavior, feelings, or how people interpret
the world around them” (p. 72). Semi-structured interviews were determined to be the most
efficacious method for gathering data. As DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree (2006) explain, this
qualitative research method contributes “…to a body of knowledge that is conceptual and
theoretical and is based on the meanings that life experiences hold for the interviewees” (pp.
314). They afforded me the opportunity to gain a richer understanding of the topic from the
perspective of the teacher. Particularly as regards the question of bias and the recognition that
people rarely self-report their thoughts or feelings of bias, interviews were best suited as a
measure, as they “…uncover speakers’ meaning systems and the embedded perspectives
concerning context, knowledge and practice upon which those meaning systems rely” (Olsen,
2006). Questions used for this interview were derived from the theoretical frame and were
designed to explore bias from the perspective of the teacher, in terms of her ideas about people
who are different than the teacher – however that difference is manifested, whether it be
ethnicity, language, race or socioeconomic status. Given the concern about a sociocultural
mismatch between teachers and families, questions were asked about the teachers’ own family
history, how they were raised, and opinions about child-rearing practices of the families. An
example of this type of question:
Some teachers find themselves in classrooms in which the children and families come from very similar
backgrounds while other teachers find themselves working with children and families with very different
backgrounds and experiences. In what ways do you find your background and experiences similar to the
background and experiences of children and families you work with? In what ways are they different?

Questions also focused on working with dual-language learners, as language is a
manifestation of difference. Because of my interest in the referral process itself, questions were
asked about teacher’s concerns about children’s perceived behavioral health needs. Because of
the interest in judgement, I explored the teacher’s thoughts and feelings about the parenting
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skills/needs of their families, and general questions about the parents’ involvement and
engagement with their children’s education and behavioral health needs. Given that attachment
studies raise concerns about the quality of relationship between teachers and child, teachers were
asked about their feelings about the children and families enrolled in their classroom, and whether
there was ever difficulty in establishing bonds with children or families. In light of concerns
about disproportionality, especially as it pertains to expulsions in the early years, I asked teachers
about their ideas related to inclusion for children with behavioral health needs. Finally, teachers
were queried about the educational environment, as both ecological literatures and attachmentbased literatures explore the role of the school environment and its influence on processes that
take place within the classroom.
Individual Child’s Behavioral Health. This section addresses the dependent variable
for this study – the behavioral health outcome for the child. As noted earlier, our system of
identification, referral and remediation has been designed with positive intent. However, there is
concern that the processes in place for identification and remediation of behavioral health
concerns for the marginalized young child may result in unintended negative consequences.
Those consequences typically involve, for very young children, expulsion from early childhood
programs (Gilliam, 2005) use of medication, use of behavior plans, referral for behavioral health
concerns or other outcomes described below. For children in school-aged populations,
consequences involve a similar range of strategies, often resulting in a trajectory of punitive
outcomes described by some scholars as a “school (or preschool) to prison pipeline” leading to
negative life outcomes.
What might transpire when a child introduces challenging behaviors to the classroom?
Where a teacher first identifies a problem behavior, she will likely perceive it to be her
professional role to address that behavior. Her job is to manage the classroom, and so when a
teacher first encounters a child with concerning behaviors, it is likely that she will employ
behavioral supports as part of her practice as a classroom manager before pursuing an
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identification of a behavioral health need. In many cases, if her typical managerial strategies
alleviate the behavioral challenge, no further actions will be taken. If her strategies fail to
remediate the behavior, the teacher may then pursue next steps. “Best Practices”, as outlined by
the National Association for the Education of Young Children (Bredekamp & Copple, 2007),
advises that the teacher make their concerns known to the parent, and communicate with that
family with some regularity regarding the child’s status within the classroom. Following that
communication, the sections below outline the types of activities and choices typically made
during this process, and these are linked to the variables for this study:
Mental health referral. The teacher may request, and the family may accede to a request
for a referral for the child. This may involve an initial observation by one or more specialists,
based on the determination of the local education agency facilitating the intake procedure. Should
the specialists concur that the child demonstrates behaviors that interfere with their ability to
participate in classroom activities, a team meeting would take place in accordance with regulatory
guidance, and during this meeting, goals and strategies would be identified through the creation
of an Individualized Education Plan (IEP). This would begin the process of consultation and
planning for the teacher, the mental health consultant, behaviorist and/or psychologist (depending
upon the school district), and the family. The local education agency or public school would
indicate the supports they were willing to provide, and a timeline would be established with the
child’s progress tracked against identified benchmarks.
Classroom modifications. As the teacher launches and moves through the referral
process, and based on the type of educational setting she works in, she may receive consultation
from a mental health specialist, a behaviorist, a psychologist, or another specialist identified as
part of the referral/identification process or team. The teacher would be expected to implement
recommended classroom modifications to address the behavior. If an identification is made, these
would be listed in the child’s Individual Education Plan. Modifications may include a range of
strategies informed by the observed behavior of the child, and the guidance of the specialists.
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There are too many types of modifications to note here, ranging from therapeutic strategies, to
modification of the daily schedule, to physical modifications addressing sensory concerns. This
was captured as data by the Education Manager for this study as a category of activities.
I interject here a definition of an Education Manager as it is referenced throughout this
study. The Education Manager is a position within Head Start programs whose role is to
“…effectively support teachers in implementing and adapting curriculum and help home visitors
implement a home-based curriculum and individualize home visits and socializations. This can
include ongoing training and taking college courses.” Further, Education Managers “Use
individualized professional development plans and ongoing supervision to support areas of need
and interest, such as supporting staff working with infants and toddlers, children who are dual
language learners, children who are experiencing homelessness, or children with disabilities.”
(Head Start Early Childhood Learning and Knowledge Center, 2019). While the Office of Head
Start has regulations and guidance which direct and inform each Grantee’s organizational chart
and position descriptions, there is some variability among programs as regards the titles for
positions and the allocation of tasks. An Education Manager could be called the “Curriculum
Coordinator” for example. Head Start does not proscribe titles, but rather qualifications and other
variables related to human resources.
Behavior plans. There are a range of approaches employed by early educators to manage
behavior. For the purposes of this study, I made the determination to identify “Behavior Plans” as
a behavioral health outcome or variable, because of their ubiquity within the educational field.
Behavior plans are predicated on the agreement that educator will attempt to “understand what
function the problem behavior serves for the students…” leading to “…interventions that reduce
or eliminate problem behavior by replacing it with behavior that serves the same purpose or
function for the student, but is more socially acceptable.” (Center for Effective Collaboration and
Practice, 1998, pp. 2,). Again, this data was captured by the Education Manager for this study.
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One-on-one aide. Where behaviors involve aggression or other physical acts undermining
the child or their peer’s safety, the teacher may request a One-on-One Aide to assist with the
supervision of the child. Such Aides are typically assigned to provide support to children while in
the classroom. In some cases, One-on-One Aides play a key role in implementing behavioral
supports for the child that may require the use of classroom modifications (noted above), such as
visual aids, rewards, and other proscribed strategies.
Enrollment Modifications/ Alternate Placements/Expulsion. Where a teacher has
determined that recommended strategies have not resolved the issue, supervision of the class has
been impacted by the presence of the child, and where a One-on-One Aide isn’t available (or is
ineffectual in remediating the behavior), placement within the classroom may be closely
examined. Teachers may consider recommending that the child’s schedule be revised. For
example, if a child is enrolled in a full-day program, the program might recommend a shortened
day. The program may determine that the child can’t successfully function in the classroom at all
and may assist the family in locating a new placement. The public-school special education team
may recommend placement in their integrated preschool classroom. If the child is enrolled in a
Head Start program, where regulation and guidance strongly discourage expulsion, the child may
be offered a placement in a different program option, such as a Head Start family child care,
where the group size is smaller and the child may experience more individualized support, or
through the Head Start home-base option, where the child may stay at home with the parent and
be visited by a Head Start teacher, and where the child experiences weekly “socialization”
experiences with peers and family in a structured setting facilitated by Head Start staff.
In some cases, an alternate placement option, such as an integrated preschool or Head
Start home-based option may result in a positive and supportive outcome for the child. Concerns
lay with those children removed from programs where no thoughtful placement alternative was
arrived at, and where child and family were left to pursue alternate care options without
community-based supports. Anecdotes from the field describe scenarios where children are
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“bounced” from program to program before entering kindergarten. Many features of this dynamic
are not captured through empirical data. However, as discussed earlier, early challenged
encounters with non-familial caregivers can, in some cases, become the basis for a pattern of
student-teacher conflict over time, with possibly negative outcomes for the child (Caspi & Silva,
1995; Howes & Hamilton, 1992; Myers & Pianta, 2009). For this reason, the outcome of
expulsion or removal were identified as a key dependent variable for this study, and the data
regarding this outcome was provided by the Education Manager.

Summary
This study seeks to explore the features involved when a child enters a classroom with
behaviors considered challenging by the teacher. My interest is in the unfolding of that
relationship between the teacher and child as the teacher assesses the behaviors and engages in
strategies to remediate the concerning behavior. Acknowledging that in most cases, a teacher’s
attempt to provide early intervention to the child by way of behavioral health supports has
positive impacts on the child’s development, this study focused on those instances where the
intervention resulted in concerning outcomes related to disproportionality and overidentification
of marginalized groups.
Referencing Bronfenbrenner’s ecocultural framework, this literature review has
attempted to place the teacher, her beliefs, and her enactment of the classroom climate within a
sociocultural frame, arguing that social norms and values, and the cultural/socioeconomic/racial
background of all protagonists play a part in the process of identification and remediation for
behavioral health concerns. When a teacher encounters a child from a different background with
challenging behaviors, I propose that the teacher may make judgements about the child based on
her cultural lens, informed by her own background, and that this takes the form of bias.
To this end, this study design focused on the background information for both children
and teachers, classroom characteristics, the relational climate, and the possible existence of bias
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within the thoughts and feelings of the teachers, and finally, behavioral health outcomes for the
children. As reflected in Figure 1, the design for this study attempted to capture these features
through both quantitative and qualitative data. The environmental features involved teacher
characteristics and the classroom characteristics captured through quantitative data. Assuming the
teacher plays a key role in enacting the relational climate of the classroom, the classroom climate
was measured using the CLASS® tool. Given concerns about disproportionality within the
behavioral health referral process, signs of bias were explored using semi-structured interviews.
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CHAPTER 3
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Figure 3 - Measurement Model

Statement of the Problem
While there is a solid body of evidence confirming the benefits of a quality early
childhood experience for the young child, disproportionality data points to concerns regarding
interactions between teachers and children and the impact these interactions may have on
children’s behavioral health. These interactions may have unintended negative effects on some
children from marginalized groups. Because children from low socioeconomic backgrounds and
children of color are the ones most affected by this dynamic, issues of bias must be considered.
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Research Purpose and Question
How do teacher beliefs and background and classroom climate jointly and/or
independently contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child behavioral health? This study seeks to
examine the phenomena of the teacher-child relationship within the classroom context, how that
relationship supports or hinders positive behavioral health outcomes for young children and
whether signs of bias are present within the transaction. The research question highlights teacher
beliefs inasmuch as, Wilson-Cooper (2003, pp. 101) explains, “teacher effectiveness is…
connected to educators’ deep-seated beliefs about their students’ intelligence, character, and
potential” (Bartolome, 1994; Cochran-Smith, 1997; Fueyo & Bechtol, 1999; Oakes and Lipton,
1999). Research undertaken in the service of this question involved the collection of data, both
qualitative and quantitative, related to the quality of the teacher-child relationship, the cultural
influences that bear upon that relationship, and how that relationship supports or hinders positive
behavioral health outcomes.
Study Design
This study utilized a mixed methods design “to understand, more fully, to generate
insights that are deeper and broader, and to develop important knowledge claims” (Greene, 2007,
p. 251) than might be captured from a single method. As reflected in Figure 3, measurement for
this study intended to collect quantitative data including teacher background data, classroom
characteristics, the relational climate of the classroom using the CLASS® tool, and behavioral
health outcomes – the dependent variable for this study. Qualitative data involved the use of
semi-structured interviews to collect information about teacher beliefs.
Using qualitative and quantitative methods and measures offer a number of benefits. For
this study, a mixed methods design allowed for triangulation, or convergence in the results of the
same issue, across methods and complementarity, or elaboration and clarification from the results
of one method to another (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham; 1989). The nature of this investigation
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and the unique features of the population indicated that a mixed methodology would best fit the
goals of the study. The approach employed might be described as “partially mixed methods”
(Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007), inasmuch as both the quantitative and qualitative elements were
collected concurrently before being mixed at the data analysis phase. The use of convergent
design allowed me to merge concurrent quantitative and qualitative data to address study aims
(Klassen, Creswell, Plano Clark, Smith, & Meissner, 2012).
To understand teacher’s beliefs and perceptions about the dependent variable, a case
study design was used. As Merriam argues, “a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates
a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (2009, pp. 40). Using Merriam’s framing, a
teacher in this situation offers herself as a case example of the interaction under study for this
review, relating to bias and its impact on behavioral health outcomes. The teacher and her
proposed bias exist within the bounded system of our educational system, and data reflecting
teachers’ perceptions offer the greatest opportunity to uncover the phenomena which unfolds in
the classroom setting. (pp. 41).
While this study focuses on potential bias and perceptions among this teacher population,
there are contextual factors that play a significant part with respect to analysis, and quantitative
data was collected to gain a fuller understanding of this phenomena through the inclusion and
integration of that contextual data. Such data related to the teacher’s background, the classroom
composition and CLASS® scores. CLASS® scores yielded quantitative data regarding the
relational and interactive climate of the classroom as enacted by the teacher and potentially
filtered by bias, positive or negative. I also collected quantitative data which related to the
dependent variable of the study, behavioral health outcomes. Qualitative data included
information obtained through the semi-structured interviews. I utilized the stepwise process
described by Abdolghader Assarroudi et al., (2018), who observed that within qualitative
analysis, data can contain concepts with higher-level versus lower-level abstractions. For this
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study, the semi-structured interview was designed such that the questions themselves were likely
to elicit “lower-level” data from participants, where those lower-level data points integrate into
“higher-level” constructs. For example, this question ostensibly requests “lower-level” data:
“There are many different approaches to classroom and behavior management. In your opinion,
what type of behavioral strategy works best? How do you implement it in your practice?”

While this question asks a simple question about preferred behavior management
strategies, within the context of the overall interview, the responses may point to “higher-level”
constructs the teacher may have about behavior, and the role of the teacher in responding to
children’s behavior. This was the strategy employed to elicit the teacher’s thoughts and feelings
about their work with children. Participants often struggle to self-report thoughts and feelings
about bias when directly asked. Therefore, I asked “low-level” questions with the goal of
integrating responses into a “higher-level” understanding of their views.
An a priori set of “higher order concepts” informed the creation of the questions for the
semi-structured interview. These a priori themes have also been described as a “categorization
matrix” (Assarroudi, et. al., 2018, Elo & Kyngas, 2008), a “derivation of main categories from
existing theory or previous research, along with the potential emergence of new main categories
through the inductive approach” (pp. 50). These themes focus on teachers’ beliefs and
perceptions with the goal of uncovering possible bias. Theoretical definitions of these categories
and subcategories were developed (Mayring, 2000, 2014), and those definitions are provided later
in this chapter. The qualitative data analysis software package NVIVO (QSR, 2000) was used as
a tool for managing the clerical tasks of this analysis as well as a tool for coding and supported
the process of categorical analysis. Each interview was coded separately. During the classification
process, new themes and constructs emerged and themes were revised or consolidated. As part of
the analytical process, a textural summary was written integrating the prominent themes and ideas
which emerged from the teachers’ comments, and which were most salient to the research
question. This summary aligns with guidance from Graneheim & Lundman, 2004, who proposed
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this process for obtaining meaning units derived from the categorization matrix. This textural
description afforded me the opportunity to integrate those “lower-level” data points into a higherlevel construct, and this played a part in the winnowing and revision of codes.
The case-study approach was employed to structure the data by participant. Teacher
responses were paraphrased and summarized and integrated with classroom climate data, teacher
and classroom demographic information, and behavioral health outcomes. As recommended by
Merriam (2009), a case study “database” was created using the paraphrased statements in
combination with the quantitative data. In this way I was able to review each case for noteworthy
patterns and trends, in conjunction with text. This facilitated the phases of analysis related to
case-study, within-case study and cross-case analysis (Yin, 2008).
The quantitative data collected for this mixed method analysis involved four sets of
CLASS® scores collected over two years, teacher demographic and employment data collecting
during the Spring of each year of the study, classroom composition data and behavioral health
outcomes, also collected over two years. The behavioral health outcomes for each teacher’s class
was the dependent variable. Referring back to the case-study nature of this exploration, the
process of analysis required that the teacher, her background, her classroom both as she finds it
(reflected in background data) and as she influences it through her practice, and her thoughts and
feelings about her work, combine to impact the child’s behavioral health while in her classroom.

Selection of Sample Population
Recruitment for the study was focused on a large Head Start agency located in central
New England. Head Start programs are federally funded and regulated (PL 110-134-DEC.12,
2007). This assured that within this study there was consistency of classroom approach,
curriculum and regulatory structure, and eliminated the need to control for those contextual
program-related variables.
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This Head Start Agency serves 563 preschoolers aged three to five years old, through the
provision of center-based, family child-care and home-based services. There are ten center-based
sites with a total of twenty-one preschool classrooms located in three counties in one state. By
regulatory statute, ninety percent of the enrolled families must have income that meets the federal
poverty income guidelines. Additional criteria for eligibility include families experiencing
homelessness, receiving public assistance, and children enrolled in the foster care system.
According to this program’s 2017-2018 Annual Report, the population of families predominantly
identify as white (varied between 89-97% across sites). The population overall represented
families with little ethnic diversity. The percentage of the population who are Latino (of any race)
ranges from 2.5% to 3.2%. The Black/African American population ranges between counties
from .9% to 2.5%. In one county only 4.5 % of the population was Asian.
This particular Head Start population is not representative of national Head Start families
in terms of family ethnicity (FACES, 2014). Nationally, Head Start families are more ethnically
diverse with 42% of children identified as Latino and 22% African American. Even so, this Head
Start was diverse linguistically. The Program’s 2017-2018 Annual Report stated that they
enrolled children speaking fourteen different languages, and Dual Language Learners made up
approximately 32% of their overall population.
Head Start regulations also stipulate that programs meet structural quality standards and
regulations and these relate to group size, teacher to child ratio and staff qualifications. Toward
this end, no classroom exceeded a group size of twenty, or had a ratio of more than one teacher
for ten children. Head Start programs often augment teacher staffing with volunteers when
possible. The Head Start Act stipulated that by 2013 at least 50% of Head Start teachers
nationwide in center-based programs should have a baccalaureate or advanced degree in early
childhood education or a baccalaureate or advanced degree and coursework equivalent to a major
relating to early childhood education, with experience teaching preschool-aged children. Support
staff in those classrooms are also expected to either have a child development associate (CDA),
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be enrolled in a program leading to an associate or baccalaureate degree or be enrolled in a CDA
program to be completed within two years. These requirements exceed most state licensing
requirements, which tend to focus on early childhood course credits rather than on completion of
a two or four-year-degree.
The program’s plan for professional development also factors into this study, because the
Professional Development plans are developed through the CLASS Framework, which is also the
measure of classroom climate used in this study. Because Head Start funding status is to some
extent based on program level CLASS scores, there may be some constriction of score range
obtained in this study.

Obtaining a Sample Population
The Program’s service delivery model involves both full and part-day classrooms. A full
day typically last for 6 hours, while a half-day typically lasts for 3.5 hours. This program had
“split sessions” at certain sites where a teacher would teach one group of children for the morning
session, and then teach a different group of children for the afternoon session. The Education
Manager only provided data for one session per teacher. Federal Regulations in place during the
data collection period stipulated that the program must provide 160 days per year of “planned
class operations” if operating for five days per week, or at least 128 days per year if operating for
four days per week. Classrooms were expected to operate for a minimum of 3.5 hours per day.
This program agreed to make available their CLASS® scores and their referral data
regarding behavioral health outcomes. They also allowed me to reach out to their teaching staff as
voluntary respondents to a survey/interview. The Program supported and facilitated the invitation
to participate, and also offered friendly encouragement to their teachers. Incentives in the form of
a 30.00 stipend were offered to the teachers, as advised by the program. With respect to teacher
participation in the semi-structured interviews, the hope had been for 80% participation. In fact,
eleven of the twenty-one teachers participated, bringing the percentage to 52%, which was
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notably lower than early projections. Center Directors (Education Managers) were not able to
provide insights as to why more teachers chose not to participate.
Sample Characteristics. Participants were the Lead teachers. It is understood that all the
adults in the classroom effect the climate for the children, and this is a feature accounted for
within the CLASS®, the measure utilized for this study. However, the Lead teacher plays a
primary role in the enactment of classroom climate in terms of interactive and structural features.
teachers also provided survey data related to teacher background and classroom composition.
This data will be presented in Chapter 4. Child consent and assent were not required because the
education data was supplied by the program.

Data Collection Overview
Data for this study were collected over the course of two years (see Figure 3) teacher
survey and interview data were collected over the course of two years, straddling 2016 and 2017.
The Head Start Education Manager or designee provided data related to classroom climate
through CLASS® scores, teacher educational background, classroom composition data, and
behavioral health indicators across the two years.
The first data collection point of behavioral health data, classroom composition data,
CLASS scores and teacher background data took place during the spring of 2015. Interviews
were conducted between May 2015 and January 2016. The second wave of data again included
classroom and teacher background information, along with CLASS® scores for 2016. There was
no participant attrition. Teachers were consistent over the course of the study; the group
composition changed from one year to the next as the population of children changed each year,
although it is possible that some children remained in the classroom for two years, as children are
in preschool from ages three to five. Data was not captured regarding child attendance. Classroom
composition included variables such as the number of children with Individualized Education
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Plans, the number of dual-language learners, racial and ethnic composition, socio-economic status
as represented by CACFP eligibility and group size.

Figure 4 – Timeline for data collection

Classroom Data
CLASS® observations (Pianta, La Paro & Hamre, 2008) were conducted twice during the
course of each year of this study, one series taking place during the months of October and
November, and another series of observations taking place during the months of March and April.
These observations took place primarily during the morning hours for morning sessions and for a
bulk of full-day classrooms, however some afternoon observations were conducted for full-day
programs, and afternoon observations were also conducted for split-day afternoon programs.
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The Education Manager provided information regarding the number of children enrolled
with identified special needs, the number of boys and girls in each class, the demographic
composition of the classroom, the presence of dual-language learners, and prior Individualized
Family Service Plans. The Education Manager also provided information related to all steps in a
referral or remediation process documented by the program: consult from a specialist,
modifications to the classroom, implementation of behavioral plans, the development of
Individualized Education Plans and possible removal to a different placement (these outcomes are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2, under Individual Child’s Behavioral Health). The
teachers supplied information related to teacher’s educational background, work history, ethnicity
and primary language through the semi-structured interview.
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Figure 5 - Mixed Methods Table

Teacher Interview
Semi-Structured interviews were used to obtain data related to teacher beliefs as
well as teacher background. This data was collected to gain a deeper understanding of
the teacher’s perceptions and views so as to uncover potential bias. Teacher beliefs are
central to the study as a key construct pertains to possible bias and its influence on the
formation of secure and trusting relationships between the teacher and the child in the
early childhood setting. Beliefs are often the result of background experiences and
upbringing, and they can inform perceptions of the “other.”
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Because the race, ethnicity, income and often language were different from the
teachers, a measurement tool was required which accommodated a broad range of
difference. Further, while scholars typically consider race and class in conjunction with
bias, there are many factors which can result in a biased view of a child or family, such
as their attendance at school, the family’s compliance to classroom/program policies,
the family’s lawful or unlawful behavior, the child’s appearance and cleanliness, the
family’s interest in their children’s education and more. In this investigation of bias, a
fine-grained review of the teacher’s thoughts and feelings can offer insights.
These considerations impacted the development of the semi-structured
interview (Appendix A). The diversity between teachers and families required a
versatile measure able to adopt to any type of difference, and this also affected the
framing of the research question conceptually; rather than ask “do you feel bias about
African Americans?” or “do you feel bias about Asian Americans?”, the task shifted to
an exploration of the teacher’s bias as it pertains to people different from the teacher.
This is based on the proposal that the teacher may reveal positive or negative bias in her
thoughts or ideas with respect to people with different ideas or cultural practices, and so
the data collection doesn’t begin with the marginalized group, but instead with the
teacher as the point of origin. Teacher interviews therefore provided the opportunity to
understand teacher’s thoughts, feelings, ideas and theories related to the children and
families in their program, so as to better understand how bias might reveal itself for
each teacher.
The theoretical frame for this study was utilized to craft questions for the semistructured interview. Questions 1 through 5 were asked about the teacher’s individual
background with reference to similarities and differences they might see between their
background and the background of the children in their classroom based on the proposal
that educators hold attributive judgments about parenting norms, and that these views
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are influenced bounded by social norms and values (Cartledge, 2011; Fuller & Garcia
Coll; 2010, Rimm-Kaufman & Pianta, 2000; Sleeter, 2011). Questions 6 – 12 relate to
the process of behavioral health outcomes and reflect the teacher’s perceptions of
parental involvement and their engagement in the educational process. Related
literatures look at this question through an ecocultural lens as regards developmental
norms and the intersection of the school and family systems (Walsch & Pianta, 1996;
Sameroff, 1989; Weisner, 2002) as well as literatures confirming a possible mismatch
between home and school culture and the resulting impact on the child’s acclimation to
their educational setting (Bishop, 2005; Gay, 2000; Gonzalez, Moll & Amanti, 2005;
Sleeter, 2011). Questions 13 – 15 reflect teacher’s relationships with children in their
classroom as a feature of classroom climate. As described by Pianta and Hamre (2007)
in their “Interactions Framework, the classroom climate reflects the “proximal” process
of teacher and child interactions, integrating Bowlby’s theory of attachment (1973). The
remaining questions relate to behavioral health remediation which is considered as one
of the outcome variables. These questions were derived from literatures related to
professional best practices (Bredekamp & Copple, 2007; Center for Effective
Collaboration & Practice, 1998), literatures exploring teacher’s perceptions of
children’s academic, developmental, and behavioral performance ( Alvidrez &
Weinstein, 1999) and literatures related to disproportionate assessment of achievement
for children from marginalized groups (Baker, Tichovolsky, Kupersmidt, Voegler-Lee
& Arnold 2015; Baron, Tom, & Cooper, 1985; McKown & Weinstein, 2008).
Directed content analysis was used as an analytical approach “for the
description and interpretation of textual data using the systematic process of coding”
(Assarroudi, et al., 2018). Certain themes were placed at the intersection of theoretical
and conceptual pillars, such as “discord” – which speaks to the perceptions of the
teachers related to their challenged interactions with children and parents. Teacher
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responses enhanced my understanding of how educational systems respond to
behavioral health issues. Thus, semi-structured interviews expanded my understanding
of the topic and drove the creation of additional themes for analysis.
Teacher Background – teacher background information was obtained through
semi-structured interviews and through the provision of information from the Education
Manager. Questions were developed to collect background information from the teacher
related to their upbringing, their family’s child-rearing practices, their teaching
credentials and years of experience, along with age, gender and race/ethnicity.
Classroom Background Composition. Information regarding classroom
characteristics was provided by the Education Manager and group size, teacher and
child ratios, and classroom composition, including the number of children with
Individualized Education Plans, socio-economic status as reflected by CACFP
eligibility, race/ethnicity/gender, and the number of dual-language learners. Ratios and
group size are considered a factor in terms of structural quality, program and classroom
context.
Classroom Climate measured by CLASS® Scores. As discussed earlier and as described
by La Paro, Pianta and Stuhlman (2004), the CLASS® is a measure of classroom quality that
focuses on “classroom process variables consistently linked with child outcomes” (pp. 412). This
measure is comprised of three domains: Emotional support, classroom organization and
instructional support. As regards the process of scoring, and understanding the scores, CLASS®
raters are required to determine the degree to which observed behaviors characterize that
classroom during that observation, and then to arrive at one score for each dimension (2014).
Scores range from 1 (minimally characteristic) to 7 (highly characteristic). When assigning scores
within each cycle, raters are advised to view the dimensions as comprehensive descriptions of
classrooms that fall in the low, middle, or high range. After making an initial determination about
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the range, reviewers then refer to the CLASS® Manual and notes taken during that observation to
arrive at a precise score.
The CLASS® is scored on a 7-point scale, with 1-2 representing the low end of the
scale, 3-5 representing the mid-range, and 6-7 representing the high-range. Each
classroom experienced three twenty-minute observations, separated by a ten-minute
hiatus for scoring. Studies confirm predictive validity of the CLASS® for child
outcomes (Curby et al., 2009; Mashburn et al., 2008), and more detail is provided later
in this chapter.
The agency contracted with 9 CLASS® external observers to conduct observations for
each year of this study. Each observer was assigned certain classrooms to score, once in the fall
and once in the spring. CLASS® scores were provided by the Education Manager for the Head
Start program through an Excel spreadsheet. Observers were not assigned the same classrooms
from one year to the next, though the program did try to have the same observer conduct
observations both in the fall and spring of a given year. As is the case with all CLASS® observers,
these observers participated in an initial intensive 2-day training followed by a certification test,
to achieve reliability. Training was provided by an external agency. During the course of the year,
observers participated in “calibrations” where they observed a video provided by the
administrators of the measure, and scored that video segment, accompanied by a targeted training.
The calibration allowed observers to see how their scores aligned with “gold standard” scores
identified by the administrators of this measure, and to avoid “drift” where scores may become
less reliable over time. As mentioned before, these scores were obtained through the program and
provided by the Education Manager.
The CLASS® Pre-K Observation tool was designed to assess program and teaching
quality and has been used to for research and evaluation purposes in more than 3000 classrooms
(Hamre, Goffin, & Kraft-Sayre, 2009). CLASS® is used by the Office of Head Start to as part of
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its Review and Monitoring System (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2008) and is
widely considered reliable.
Data Collection Process. These observations were coordinated by the Education
Manager as a means of determining classrooms strengths and weakness related to criteria within
the CLASS® tool for the purposes of professional development in preparation for the program’s
formal triennial high-stakes review, conducted by the Office of Head Start. As reflected in Figure
3, these scores were collected four times during the course of this study.
Behavioral Health Outcomes. This data was provided by the Education Manager on an
Excel Spreadsheet at the end of each Spring (Appendix D). Data was provided regarding formal
referrals, children who were prescribed medication - both for any reason and for behavioral health
treatment - the use of One-on-One Aides, schedule adjustment and alternate placement related to
behavioral health. While some of these attributes are normative for classrooms in any early
childhood system, whether a Head Start classroom, a public-school classroom, or a center-based
classroom, some are present in some systems but not in others. For example, the use of a One-onOne Aide is more likely to be in evidence in a public school integrated preschool classroom, but
not as likely to be seen in center-based classroom where lean budgets restrict funds for support
staff. A salient difference which relates to this study involves Head Start’s regulatory language
regarding expulsion in their Performance Standards (45 CFR §1302.17) which expressly prohibits
“programs from expelling or un-enrolling children from Head Start because of a child’s behavior”
(Expulsion and Suspension Policy Statement ACF-IM-HS-16-01, 2016). As a result of this, the
outcome of “alternate placement” for this study was more likely to be limited to either placement
in the Local Education Agency (LEA) integrated preschool, or to another option within the
program, such as their home-based option, or the family child care option. Head Start’s data
regarding expulsion, therefore, would not be representative of programs at large.

Data Analysis Procedures
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This study utilized a mixed methods approach. I sought to examine the
relationship between children’s behavioral health outcomes, the quality of relationship
with their early childhood teacher, and the role of bias within that phenomena. This
mixed methods study utilized a “convergent design” as described by Crabtree et al.,
(2005). This process which has also been described as “concurrent design” (Fetters,
Curry & Creswell, 2013) involves the collection of both qualitative and quantitative
data during a similar timeframe or “in parallel” and is then analyzed for integration
following the completion of data collection. In this case, the “integrating through
narrative” method has been employed.
Educational Experience. This cohort fulfills Head Start requirements inasmuch as Head
Start requires that “a program must ensure all center-based teachers have at least an associate's or
bachelor's degree in child development or early childhood education, equivalent coursework (45
CFR Chapter XIII RIN 0970-AC63). This cohort is also representative of Head Start teachers
nationwide, where 73 percent of preschool teachers were reported to have a BA in ECE or a
related field (US DHHS, 2016, FY 2016). Their level of education, however, is not representative
of early childhood teachers as a whole, who typically hold less than an associate’s degree (GAO,
2012).
Qualitative Data Analysis. A priori themes were derived from the theoretical
frame for this study. These were used in the development of the semi-structured
interview. As noted earlier, and as described by Assarroudi et al (2018), those a priori
themes which informed the development of the semi-structured interview involved
“lower levels” of abstraction, where responses then integrated into a “higher-level” of
abstraction as part of the data analysis process. Semi-Structured interviews were
analyzed using content analysis. As described by Elo & Kyngas, (2008) content
analysis is a “systemic and objective means of describing and quantifying phenomena”
(p. 108). The researcher distills words into themes for analysis, with the understanding
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that when classified into categories, these words and themes share the same meaning.
These interviews provided data related to possible teacher bias.
Semi-Structured Interview – Here are the a priori themes derived from
theoretical frame.

Themes for Analyses.

The a priori themes were reflected in the questions themselves, and these were
“lower-level” forms of abstraction. The following themes reflect the integration of lowerlevel a priori themes into higher order levels of abstraction.
Teacher’s Ideology
-

Teachers Perceptions and Feelings
Teacher Background and Experience
Teacher as Clinician - Confidence
Relationship between teaching and parenting

These themes focus on the relationship between the teacher’s background, her experiences,
upbringing and values she acquired, and how those factors contributed to her schema related to
teaching, described here as “ideology.” “Ideology” was offered as a term by Bartolome (1994) as
a way of describing how beliefs can contribute to the development of a guiding constructs
employed by the teacher to understand and organize observations and experiences. The theme of
“teacher’s Background” also integrates Bronfenbrenner’s ecobiological framework related to this
study, which proposes that our socio-cultural context informs our values and our perceptions. The
teacher’s own background may bear upon the quality of relationship they establish with children
and families.
Teacher-Family Relationship
-

Parent Engagement Strategies
Parental Support of Educational Goals
Parents of children with Behavioral Health Issues
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-

Quality of Relationship - Teacher & Family
Teacher's perceptions of parent-child relationship

This theme integrates the theoretical frame inasmuch as it more closely examines the
perceptions of the teachers regarding the families in their program and probes the sociocultural
dynamics which might influence the quality of relationship between teacher and family. Further,
perceptions about the family may influence perceptions about the child which would speak to
issues of caregiver and child attachment, and the possible influence of bias on the quality of the
relationship.
Teacher-Child Relationship
-

Children's Acclimation to the Classroom
Quality of Relationship - Teacher & Child

This theme plays a central role in this study. It aligns with attachment literatures and with the
CLASS® Interactions Framework and plays a key role in the study design. As regards the
“Children’s acclimation to the Classroom”, the theme was utilized to gain greater insight into the
teachers’ perceptions of the child. It invites a more focused view of the quality of teacher-child
and teacher-parent relationships. With the exception of those children who are transported by bus
by the program, children often enter the classroom with their parents, and their ability to separate
from that parent and attach to their caregiver allows for an exploration of many intersecting
themes such as the ability of the child to form a trusting bond with the teacher and the ability of
the parent to form a trusting bond with the teacher. This first point of entry for the family can be
telling in terms of the arc of the relationship which follows.
Referrals and Remediation
-

Inclusion and Behavioral Health
Preferred Behavior Management Strategies
Referrals
DSS Filings (New)

This theme relates to the dependent variable in this study, behavioral health outcomes. This
theme captures questions related to their remediation of behavioral health concerns related to the
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children in their classroom. These themes also reflect discussion of the teacher’s views and
approach to behavior management within their classroom.

Program Supports, Structure and Staff
-

3-year old children
Academic year vs rolling enrollment
Interpreter
One on One Aides
Ratios
Teams

This theme relates to the remediation of behavioral health concerns for children in their
classroom. These topics pertain to programmatic supports, as well as those distal classroom
features related to environment, such as ratios of teacher per child, teaching team dynamics,
group size, group composition, and operational aspects of their work.
Statements about gender
This theme was derived from the literature review for this study. While issues of gender are
not prominent within this study, the topic is certainly a part of the relational dynamic. Therefore,
the inclusion of this theme was salient to the review.
Family and Cultural Norms
-

Instilling values for citizenship
Parenting Practices and Children’s behavior
Parents as Caregivers
Parent’s Role in Child’s Transition to School

This theme played a central role in the theoretical frame. Teachers typically have many
observations about the role parents play in their child’s acclimation to the classroom and their
child’s success at school. This theme offered greatest opportunities to uncover the potential
instances of bias and judgement on the part of the teachers.

Classroom Climate
-

Classroom Management
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-

How Child Behavior Can Affect the Entire Classroom

This category focuses on the teacher’s thoughts and feelings related to children’s behavioral
health within the classroom context. Teachers expressed their ideas and concerns about behavior,
how they manage behavior in practice, and which behaviors they perceive to be the most
destabilizing in terms of classroom climate.
Child-Family Background
-

Dual Language Families
Supporting Dual Language Learners

The presence of dual-language learners may have a tangible impact on a teacher’s
understanding of her work and how she views the population of children and families in her
classroom. It also plays a logistical role in her ability to form collaborative relationships with
families and to exchange information regarding the child’s development and well-being in the
classroom.
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CHAPTER 4
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Quantitative Analysis and Results
Teacher Background Information. There were a total of 21 Lead Teacher eligible for
participation in this study, and 11 teachers elected to participate. Background information was
collected from the Education Manager Survey and also through the semi-structured interview
with the teachers. All teachers were women, white and their first language was English.
Typically, teachers had worked in the field for 9 years (range 1-16) and the median age was 39.75
(range 26-53). All but two teachers had a bachelor’s degree in early childhood education or a
related field. Of those two, one had a master’s degree and the other had an associate degree.
Three teachers self-reported childhood experiences of poverty. One teacher highlighted that her
family had divorced. Three identified that their mothers had either been teachers or had run a
family child care in their home. Table 1 provides the quantitative data provided by the Education
Manager.
This Program’s data aligns with national Head Start teacher education data (Alamillo et
al, 2018) which show that 55% of teachers have a bachelor’s degree, and another 20% have a
graduate or professional degree. As regards years of experience working in Head Start, the
Program’s data again roughly aligns with national data, where 43% of teachers have 10 or

more years of experience working in Head Start or Early Head Start programs. 24% of
teachers have 5 to 9 years of experience, 14 % have two to four years, and 20 % of
teachers have two or less years.
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Table 1 - Teacher Background 2015
# Years of
Experience
11

# Years’
Experience
in current
position
10

Age of
teacher
44

AA

4

3

25

Jenny

AA

12

10

52

Ida

BA

24

8

44

Mary

BA

12

15

36

Julie

BA

12

12

*

Margaret

BA

6

5

31

Amy

BA

21

15

39

Dottie

MA

13

4

0

Laura

BA

15

3

39

Martha

BA

9

*

*

Highest
Degree
Earned
BA

Dolores

Participant
Pseudonym
Lila

Classroom Background Information. Demographic data for these teachers aligned with
Head Start overall. In the United States, over 80% of teachers continue to be white (Aud, et al,
2013; U.S. Department of Education, 2016; Sleeter & Milner, 2011), and female (Ingersoll,
2004).
Table 2- Classroom Composition Data 2015

Participant
Pseudonym
Lila
Dolores
Jenny
Ida
Mary
Julie
Margaret
Amy
Dottie
Laura
Martha

#
Children
when
full
18
17
17
15
18
12
12
18
16
16
16

#
IEPs
or
IFSP?
2
0
0
3
1
2
1
2
0
2
1

CACFP
Eligible
Yes
18
17
17
15
18
12
12
18
16
16
16

#
white
16
11
9
13
16
5
6
14
6
15
12
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Hispanic
Or
Latino
2
4
3
4
3
6
3
3
5
4
2

NonHispanic
or NonLatino
16
14
14
11
14
5
7
16
11
12
14

# Dual
Language
Learners
1
2
1
2
4
9
1
13
7
11
6

#Boys
7
9
5
7
9
3
7
8
9
11
7

#Girls
11
9
12
7
8
8
2
11
8
5
9

Table 3 - Classroom Composition Data 2016
#
Children
when
full
18

# IEPs
or
IFSP?
0

Dolores

18

Jenny

17

Ida

# white
15

Hispanic
Or Latino
3

NonHispanic or
Non-Latino
15

# Dual
Language
Learners
1

#Boys
15

#Girls
3

1

15

4

14

2

8

10

1

9

4

13

1

9

8

15

2

12

3

12

0

9

6

Mary

17

3

13

2

15

6

8

9

Julie

11

2

5

5

6

5

4

7

Margaret

11

3

9

3

8

2

8

3

Amy

18

3

12

5

13

13

8

10

Dottie

18

0

7

1

17

11

7

11

Laura

15

3

10

6

9

5

4

11

Martha

14

1

11

2

12

6

4

10

Participant
Pseudonym
Lila

As reflected in Tables 2 and 3, there was some variability related to the demographic
composition of the classrooms over time and across classes. The classrooms were spread out over
three counties in this New England state, and while some classrooms were located in rural areas
with a low socioeconomic Caucasian population, other classrooms were located in communities
where there was a higher level of diversity in terms of race and ethnicity. I did not seek data
related specifically to children of color because the focus of this study was centered on bias
within the teacher. While this study references disproportionality data (related to children of
color) as an indicator of bias within our educational system, this study design sought to cast a
broader net in terms of diversity – focusing on “different than me” – therefore any difference is
considered significant for this study. Data related to dual-language learners acted as a proxy for
ethnicity data. Data related to gender was included based on disproportionality data.
The number of dual-language learners ranged from 5% to 72% in both years of this study.
Dual language was also used as an indicator of cultural difference. The number of Caucasian
children per class ranged from 27% to 88% in 2015 and 27% to 83% in 2016. The number of
Latino or Hispanic children ranged from 5% to 33%. The number of IEPs ranged from 5% to
16% per classroom. The ratio of boys to girls varied across classrooms and years, where certain
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classrooms experienced a balance, with an equal or near-equal ratio between boys and girls, and
other classrooms experienced a pronounced skew toward one or the other gender. There were no
significant changes over the two-year period, with the exception of an increase in children with
IEPs from 8% to 11% for the children enrolled in these teacher’s classrooms, overall. For
example, 22% of children were Hispanic or Latino for both years of the study. Similarly, 77% of
children were non-Hispanic or non-Latino (non-white) for both years.
There was no variability in socio economic status. 100% of the children were eligible to
receive subsidies from the Child and Adult Care Food Program funded through the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) often referred to as the “free lunch” program. In this study,
CACFP eligibility served as a proxy for socioeconomic status in that eligibility requirements are
tied to the Federal Poverty Income Guidelines where participants from households with incomes
at or below 130 percent of poverty are eligible for free meals through this program.
CLASS® Scores. Analysis of CLASS® scores was approached in four ways:
1. Scores were compared to the scores achieved by Head Start programs nationally to gain a
sense of this program’s ability to facilitate a “responsive” approach as per the Interactions
Framework – the theoretical frame which supports the CLASS® tool and which also factors
into the theoretical frame for this study – in comparison with other Head Start programs.
2. Scores were ranked to gain a basic understanding about the teacher’s ability to enact a
positive relational climate within their classroom and in comparison with each other. With a
linear framing of the question in mind, ranking of CLASS® scores data was done to draw
possible connections between a given teacher’s expression of bias in her comments, the
number of children she might have referred, and the quality of relationship she established
with the children in her classroom.

3. Because CLASS® scores were collected over four scoring periods, scores were analyzed
“over time” for possible insights, and where differences were identified, these were
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correlated to classroom and teacher background information, as well as with qualitative data
for further analysis.

CLASS® Scores overview
Overall, the full range of each scale was not used for the majority of ratings but instead
were concentrated within the mid and high ranges, indicating that teachers engaged in overall
positive interactions, facilitating a generally positive environment for children.
Table 4 provides the mean scores for the teachers within the sample over a two-year
period, and Table 5 provides subscale scores ranked by participant. The full-scale scores ranged
from 4.21 to the high of 6.90. Results were consistent with studies by NICHD ECCRN, (2002)
and national Head Start Data (2017) in that scores were similar to national scores (Emotional
Support; M = 6.12; SD = .33; t (10) = .464, p = .653, with a mean difference of .04727;
Instructional Support (M = 4.44; SD = .90); t (10) =.464, p =.653, with a mean difference of
.04727; Classroom Organization; t (10) =-.708, p = .495, with a mean difference of .10424) and
that Classroom Organization scores were lower than Emotional Support and Classroom
Organization. With the exception of instructional support, scores on individual domains were also
in the mid-to-high range, reflecting positive support.

Table 4 - Mean CLASS® Scores
Pseudonym

Fall 2015

Spring 2016

Fall 2016

Spring 2017

Mean

Amy

5.40

6.38

5.66

5.4

6.09

Lila

5.36

6.27

5.14

5.36

5.69

Julie

5.21

5.76

4.95

5.21

5.33

Dottie

5.14

4.97

4.73

5.14

5.31

Mary

5.37

5.4

4.81

5.37

5.14

Dolores

5.21

4.64

5.03

5.21

5.11

Margaret

4.22

5.4

4.41

4.22

4.87

Ida

5.24

4.37

5.35

5.24

4.79

Martha

4.15

4.74

4.9

4.15

4.73

Jenny

5.13

4.76

4.06

5.13

4.58

Laura

4.33

4.78

4.67

4.33

4.56
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Table 5 - CLASS® Scores ranked by domain and participant

Pseudonym
Amy

Emotional
Support
6.61

Pseudonym

Classroom
Organization

Pseudonym

Instructional
Support

Amy

6.01

Amy

5.02

Lila

6.35

Lila

5.71

Lila

4.65

Julie

6.24

Julie

5.58

Mary

4.30

Jenny

6.17

Ida

5.48

Dolores

3.70

Laura

6.14

Mary

5.45

Ida

3.68

Mary

6.11

Jenny

5.38

Julie

3.66

Dolores

5.98

Dottie

5.32

Dottie

3.52

Dottie

5.96

Dolores

5.21

Margaret

3.27

Margaret

5.83

Laura

5.17

Martha

2.94

Ida

5.63

Martha

4.94

Jenny

2.59

Martha

5.58

Margaret

4.77

Laura

2.58

Patterns over time. Collecting CLASS® scores over four periods allowed for the exploration of
background data and its possible impact or relation to the fluctuations in scores. A review of the
data did not reveal any noteworthy patterns or trends. Scores for all domains remained relatively
stable and constant over four cycles. As scores of 6 or 7 are considered the high-range which
confirm “effective teacher-child interactions” and scores between 3 and 5 are considered the midrange, most teachers consistently demonstrated effective teacher-child interactions most of the
time, with scores ranging from a low of 5.30 to a high of 6.85. The lowest score averaged over
four scoring cycles was 5.58. The highest scores were achieved during Fall of 2015 and Spring of
2016.
Table 6 - Behavioral Health Outcomes - 2015

Formal
Referral
2

IEP/Classroom
Modification-2

Any
Medication
2

Support
Plan/Behavior
Plan
0

One-onone
0

Alternate
Placement
0

Schedule
Adjustment
0

Dolores

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

Jenny

3

0

3

1

0

0

0

Ida

4

3

4

1

1

0

0

Mary

10

1

5

3

0

0

0

Participant
Pseudonym
Lila
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Julie

1

2

3

0

0

0

0

Margaret

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Amy

3

2

4

1

0

0

0

Dottie

2

0

5

0

0

0

0

Laura

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

Martha

2

1

5

0

0

0

0

Table 7- Behavioral Health Outcomes - 2016

Formal
Referral
2

IEP/Classroom
Modification-2

Any
Medication
0

Support
Plan/Behavior
Plan
0

Oneon-one
0

Alternate
Placement
0

Schedule
Adjustment
0

Dolores

5

5

1

3

0

0

0

Jenny

3

3

1

1

0

0

0

Ida

3

2

2

1

0

0

0

Mary

10

10

3

3

1

1

0

Julie

5

3

2

2

1

0

0

Margaret

3

3

3

1

0

0

0

Amy

5

2

3

1

0

0

0

Dottie

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

Laura

1

1

3

0

0

0

0

Martha

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

Participant
Pseudonym
Lila

Behavioral Health Outcomes. Tables 6 & 7 show raw data provided by the program
regarding behavioral health outcomes over two years. As discussed earlier, one goal of this study
was to determine if bias effected the quality of teacher and child relationships resulting in the
range of behavioral health remediation efforts described for this study. However, there were flaws
with the design of the study and my design of the data collection process for behavioral health
indicators. When I requested that the Education Manager provide the number of children who had
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), I did not clarify when those IEPs were processed.
Therefore, I could not determine if the children had entered the classroom with the IEP, or if that
IEP had been processed by the teacher during the study period. Other behavioral health outcomes,
such as behavior plans and medication, are typically directed by the IEP (as modifications
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included in the IEP), with these too it could not be determined if these were in place before or
after the child entered the program. Additionally, there was not clarification regarding the type or
purpose of the medication and if that medication was related to behavioral health.
Therefore, analysis of behavioral health outcomes was constrained to the number of
referrals processed during the course of the year. While referrals do provide useful information, it
is not a robust dependent variable on its own. The cohort of behavioral health remediation efforts
taken together would have provided a comprehensive understanding of the experience of the child
with respect to remediation, whereas referrals alone cannot be considered as evidence of a
positive or negative behavioral health outcome. Even so, the information provided regarding
behavioral health outcomes served to provide contextual information regarding classroom
composition, which enriched my understanding of the phenomena, and referrals were reviewed.
Table 8 offers a side-by-side view of CLASS scores and referral rates, and no patterns or trends
could be identified.
A range of behavioral health indicators were collected. One of these were referrals, which
serve as the single dependent variable. The remainder of these indicators provide contextual
information regarding the classroom. The most frequent form of behavioral health remediation
involved referrals (M = 3.3182, SD = 2.37), the creation of Individualized Education Plans (M =
2.2273, SD = 1.23215) and the use of medication (M = 2.4545, SD = .90704). Alternate
placement (M = .0909, SD = .20226) and Schedule Adjustment (M = .0455, SD = .15076) were
rarely employed. The very low figure for the use of “One-on-One Aide” (M = .1818, SD =
.25226) may also be more reflective of the program’s ability to secure and pay for additional staff
and may not reflect requests teachers made for support.
Reviewing CLASS Scores and Referral rates Table 8, we can see that CLASS Scores
were concentrated in the mid-to-high range for these teachers, with very little variance. Referral
rates were less stable and ranged from as few as 1 referral, to as many as ten. There was no
discernable relationship between the rates of referral to the CLASS Scores. There was an
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interesting data point related to Mary, who had 10 referrals in 2015 and 10 referrals in 2016. In
reviewing her responses to the semi-structured interview, I asked her about children already
referred in her classroom and anticipated referrals. She explained the following:
Mary: We had a speech, we had an autistic, um, and then we had four kids getting play therapy, who had
behavioral issues. We had a lot of referrals last year, and some screened out of the public school that I'm not
even mentioning. This year we had a child with cerebral palsy. Now he is at the public school, but we had a
one on one for him the first two months of school before he left.
Me: How many children do you anticipate that you will refer?
Mary: The one with cerebral palsy, we have another one with speech, we had another one due to... was just
referred to the public school due to behavioral with concerns of how it's going to go when he enters
kindergarten and try to put a plan in place, and we have another one with major sensory concerns besides
academic concerns, Oh and we have another one just got an IEP for OT, who is in the classroom over
there. Quite a crew this year.

Mary’s classroom was located in a public-school setting, and in some cases the culture of
the elementary school may have a bearing upon how needs are perceived and acted upon by their
team of specialists. However this is conjecture. I could not identify a relationship between her
CLASS scores and her high rate of referrals.
While no relationship could be discerned, these findings provide context for qualitative
and case study analysis.
Table 8 - Mean CLASS® Scores combined with Rates of Referral

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

10
8
6
4
2
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Teachers
CLASS Scores Fall 2015

CLASS Scores Spring 2016

CLASS Scores Fall 2016

CLASS Scores Spring 2017

Referrals 2015

Referrals 2016
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12

Referrals 2015 & 2016

CLASS Scores

CLASS Scores & Referrals 2015-2016

Qualitative Methodology & Results
This is a mixed methods study, and by “mixed methods”, I refer to the integration of two
forms of data. The form of integration I used involved the process of merging; Bringing together
data sets “for analysis and for comparison” (Fetters, Curry & Creswell, 2013, pp 2140). For the
qualitative data analysis portion of this study, I utilized a case study design, and this approach
allowed for the group to be analyzed as a cohort, while also providing an opportunity for a
focused analysis of each teacher’s unique and generalizable features as they relate to the research
question. Finally, I followed a stepwise process described by Assaroudi, et. al (2018) in which
data considered to contain primarily “low-levels” of abstraction were obtained, based on apriori
themes, and were than analyzed according to the following steps:
Cases. I created a summary sheet for each teacher, containing all quantitative data related to
each participant specifically and a paraphrased summary of each teacher’s views on the themes
reflected in the survey questions. This included classroom background information, teacher
background information and CLASS® scores. Each case was analyzed individually.
Coding. I employed the step-wise process for qualitative analysis outlined by Assarroudi et
al. (2018), and this involved the following:
A priori or “initial” codes (also described as a “formative categorization matrix”) (Mayring,
2000, 2014). These codes were derived from the theoretical frame and were “expected” based on
established research drawn from the literature review for this study and were generated by the
theoretical frame of this study. These would be considered “lower-levels” of abstraction.
Interview Guide. The a priori codes informed the development of questions for the semistructured interview, which contained open-ended questions. For example, the following question
was asked to elicit information related to their cultural background and their perceptions of
cultural differences:
“Some teachers find themselves in classrooms in which the children and families come from very
similar backgrounds while other teachers find themselves working with children and families with very
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different backgrounds and experiences. In what ways do you find your background and experiences
similar to the background and experiences of children and families you work with? In what ways are
they different?”

Additional and expanded themes. As recommended by Elo & Kyngas (2008), following the
interviews, additional or “expanded themes” or codes were derived through an inductive
approach. Reviewing Figure 6, apriori themes are captured to the left of the table. These themes
were designed to elicit responses related to teachers’ ideas about the families and children, and to
discern if their backgrounds, norms and values influenced their ideas about the families they work
with. The themes related to teachers’ ideas about family childrearing practices, whether these
practices were different or similar to practices the teacher had been raised with, to see if the
teacher felt these practices were efficacious or supportive to their work as teachers, and more.
Each theme represented a lower-level of abstraction related to the question for this study.
Additional themes emerged through the inductive process during the data analytical phase and
these are discussed in detail later in this chapter.
Anchor Samples. Assaroudi et al., (2018) described the “anchor sample” as “an explicit and
concise exemplification, or the identifier of a main category, selected from meaning units” (page
51). The process for arriving at these themes involved the identification of “significant
statements” as described by Creswell (2013). The goal was to develop a list of “non-repetitive,
non-overlapping statements” (pp. 193). These “significant statements” were then grouped into
larger units of information, reflecting “meaning units” or themes, (Creswell, 2013).
Textural description. This involved the development of a summary of key concepts, and as
Elo & Kyngas, (2008) propose, involves the process of inductive abstraction of main categories
from preliminary codes. This is also where data containing “low-level” abstractions were
synthesized to arrive at higher-level abstractions. This summary is located in Appendix B.
Theoretical definition of the main categories. Through the process of synthesis reflected in
the textural description, two key constructs emerged through the inductive process: Empathy and
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Judgement. These constructs were identified based on the prevalence of statements made by
teachers. As noted earlier, apriori codes were initially related to low-levels of abstraction in the
data, but were designed with the goal of arriving at higher levels of abstraction once synthesized
through the textural description. Empathy and judgement emerged as higher-order constructs, and
apriori codes, as well as later emergent codes, are integrated within these overarching themes.
Referring to the theoretical frame, I understood judgement to manifest itself in three distinct
ways: a) professional judgement (related to a child’s development and academic achievement);
b) disciplinary judgement (related to discipline and behavior management); and c) blame
judgements (“attributive” judgements). For this phase of data analysis, judgement was assigned
two codes: attributive judgement and professional judgement, and professional judgement
included both professional and disciplinary judgement, inasmuch as classroom management or
discipline are considered to be part of a teacher’s professional role. Comments demonstrating
professional judgement were excluded, and comments demonstrating attributive judgement were
then measured in NVivo by determining the median of comments based on coverage percentage.
This is always a percentage of the total source coded to a “node” and pertains to the number of
characters as a percentage of the total source. NVivo describes a “node” as a “collection of
references about a specific theme, place, person or other area of interest". The purpose was to
clarify those judgements that a teacher must make as part of her professional role, and those
judgements that teachers are inclined to make about families or children, based on social norms
and values.
Mixing Data - Quantization. For this study, the two sets of data were analyzed both
separately and together and quantization (Creswell and Plano-Clark, 2018) was used as a means
of transforming the qualitative data to quantitative data for analytical purposes. As noted earlier,
two key themes were identified, and content analysis was undertaken to locate comments
reflecting one or the other of those themes. Content analysis for the codes of Empathy and
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Judgement involved the use of NVIVO for coding. As mentioned in the previous paragraph,
judgement was then divided into two themes: attributive judgement and professional judgement.
NVIVO also provided data related to coverage percentage, which indicates how much of the
source content was coded at a particular node, and this aided in the quantization of the data.
Empathy was measured as “high” or “low” by capturing the median of the node of empathy.
Because there were eleven teachers, I made the decision to count the “median” at the sixth
teacher. Those who fell below the median were considered “low-empathy” and those above the
median were considered “high empathy”. Attributive Judgement was analyzed similarly, by
identifing the median percentage coverage, and then categorizing teachers comments in High and
Low categories. Tables 9 & 10 illustrate the percentage of coverage for Empathy and Attributive
Judgement.
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Figure 6 - Theme and Codes Table

Themes or Meaning Units Derived from Semi-Structured Interviews
The questions developed for the semi-structured interviews elicited varied responses from
teachers, where they shared their thoughts and ideas related to the research question. Figure 6
provides the themes utilized for coding, as well as the process of analysis undertaken. As
reflected in the “Apriori Themes” column, these were the codes derived from the theoretical
frame for this study and they informed the questions for this study. These were considered “lower
level” data. Through the process of analysis, these lower-level data points later integrate into
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“higher level” constructs (Assaroudi, et al., 2018). Figure 6 reflects the process of analysis which
moved those lower level constructs into higher level constructs.
After using initial apriori themes as the basis for the questionnaire, teacher responses
offered new themes for analysis: “Discord” emerged as a theme as a result of teacher narratives
describing events which caused them expressed distress related to their work. In these cases,
teachers would share a narrative regarding an interaction or conflict (both with parents or
children) in which they shared strong personal feelings related to the incident. Some events
commented on related to physical injury while working with a child and discordant relationships
with families where there was a referral process or an abuse and neglect filing which appeared to
cause a breakdown of relations with that family. Teachers recalled these events and
acknowledged strong feelings about those events. This also aligned with the theoretical frame
inasmuch as “discordant relationships” was an indicator of a relational breakdown linked to
behavioral challenges within the classroom. In addition, as reflected in the second column in
Figure 6, apriori themes were reconceptualized based on teacher responses. For example, the
apriori theme of “behavioral health intervention” contributed to “Referrals and Remediation” and
“Program Supports, Structure and Staff”. The apriori theme of “Teacher Background” contributed
to “Teacher’s Ideology”, “Family and Cultural Norms”, and “Teacher and Family Relationships”.
The next process for analysis involved the creation of “Anchor Samples” (Assaroudi et
al., (2018). This process moved the lower-level data to higher-level constructs. These “nonrepetitive, non-overlapping statements” (Cresswell, 2013) represent the identification of teacher
constructs through the process of induction. For example, the expanded theme of “teacher and
Family Relationships” moved to the Anchor Statement “Sociocultural match and mismatch –
degrees of empathy” because teachers discussed the role empathy played in the cultivation of
relationships, and described how easy or challenging it was to locate empathy based on similar
backgrounds or very different cultural backgrounds. “Teacher and Family Relationships” also
contributed to the Anchor Statement “Professionalism, Intimacy and Judgement in teacher and
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Family Relationships” because teachers expressed the importance of fostering trusting
relationships with the families. A new theme emerged from this process: “Abuse and
Negligence”, and it was derived from the Anchor Statement related to Attributive and
Professional Judgement. “Abuse and Negligence,” as a not-uncommon phenomena within the
Head Start community, emerged as a theme of significance; a majority of teachers interviewed
referenced the abuse and neglect filing process (with their State Agency), while discussing their
thoughts and ideas about the children and families they work with.
A textural description was then developed (located in the Appendix) and involved the
process of inductive abstraction of the Anchor Statements into the development of a summary of
key concepts. The textural description was the final step in moving lower-level data into higherlevel constructs. The higher-level constructs which resulted from this process were “Empathy”
and “Attributive Judgement.”
“Sociocultural Match” and “Sociocultural Mismatch” surfaced during the process of
developing the textural description. These codes were both based on the responses of the teachers
when asked about their background and derived from the theoretical frame for this study. As
noted earlier, one feature of this study was to explore bias with the orientation of “same as me”
and “different from me” – rather than explore biased feelings towards specific marginalized
groups, thus the formation of these categories. “Sociocultural match” refers to teachers who felt
they had similar background characteristics to the families they served or were able to locate one
or two characteristics that enabled them to feel empathy. “Sociocultural Mismatch” related to
teachers who did not feel they had similar background characteristics to the families they served
and who discussed points of friction related to sociocultural and economic difference.
As mentioned earlier, match and mismatch were condensed into the higher order theme
of “empathy”, as teachers who identified features in common, integrated ideas of empathy into
their responses, whereas teachers who didn’t identify any features in common with families, did
not. The interplay between empathy and judgement offered interesting opportunities for analysis
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and was identified as recurring theme in discussions with teachers. They talked about the
importance of empathy in building relationships with families, the ease or difficulty of locating
empathy based on cultural commonalities, and the way the empathy can contribute to trust. Based
on their comments, I induced that empathy played a mediating role with attributive judgement;
when teachers were able to empathize, their attributive judgements were lessened. As Amy
explained: “I have found you can’t blast a parent. Because maybe they just don’t know how to, or
they got stuck in a rut and they don’t know how to change that.”
“Attributive Judgement” emerged as a higher order theme and this is consistent with the
theoretical frame for this study. Attributive Judgement is seen as a mechanism which can lead to
bias and so this theme served as a possible indication of bias. The respondents described the
feelings of judgement they had, as well as their internal efforts not to judge behaviors that they
found to be inappropriate on the part of the parents, or their “ideology” regarding judgement.
While one can locate bias in judgmental comments, one cannot say that all forms of judgement
relate to bias. There are times when judgement is an essential and necessary component to
professional teaching practice. In an effort to distinguish between the positive or negative valence
of judgement, the theme was sorted into two categories, attributive judgment and professional
judgement, with attributive judgement seen as containing elements of bias, and professional
judgement speaking to the teacher’s professional role. The following is an example of a comment
reflecting attributive judgement:
I really had a hard time, but it was that personal bias… the child was very violent, and very um… however
his father was incarcerated, his mother was a single mom who didn’t really work. She had no real parenting
skills, um, they were involved with DCF, they were on food stamps (Amy)

In this comment, the teacher acknowledges her feelings of bias and her challenge with a
child’s behavior, and then goes on to describe the family life and the quality of parenting the child
she believed the child was experiencing.
The following is an example of a comment demonstrating professional judgement:
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She didn't look like she'd had a bath, so we were really concerned with that, and usually she comes in so we
also contacted her and she said that they hadn't had the money to do laundry, so we washed the clothes that
she was wearing and kind wiped her off and put some school clothes on her, and then we ended up getting
clothes donated, so we like sent some home to her to have clean clothes until they could wash them.
(Dolores)

This teacher explains that in her professional assessment, she perceived that the child’s
needs were not being met in terms of cleanliness and appropriate clothing, and described their
process of inquiring into the family’s situation, where they arrived at a plan to support that
family.
Table 9- Percentage of Comments which included Empathy/Judgement
Empathy
%
Laura

9.45

Dottie

8.59

Martha

8.46

Amy

8.22

Dolores

6.11

Margaret

4.86

Julie

4.29

Lila

3.13

Jenny

2.99

Ida

2.65

Mary

2.15

Table 10- Attributive & Professional Judgement
Attributive
% Coverage

Professional
% Coverage

Lila

3.06

0.33

Dolores

5.01

2.06

Jenny

9.85

1.06

Ida

6.35

1.01

Mary

5.72

0

Julie

6.85

0

Margaret

4.21

0

Amy

2.2

3.08

Dottie

11.68

0.18

Laura

8.56

6.39

Martha

11.11

0
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Qualitative Results
Bias was located primarily in attributive judgmental comments (as opposed to
professional judgmental comments, discussed in the previous section). These were prevalent, and
focused primarily on the parenting practices utilized by parents in their program. Attributive
judgmental comments made by these teachers included comments indicating their belief that
families from low SES status are at heightened risk for a range of poor outcomes.
Judgement. As noted before, I distinguish here between attributive judgmental
comments and professional judgmental comments, and propose that biased comments were
located in those comments demonstrating attributive judgement. Attributive judgement was
defined as being a “blame judgement”, that is a judgement which attributes blame for a situation
to an individual. Professional judgement would be those judgements that are part of teachers
professional role. As regards attributive judgement, teachers saw a close relationship between
parenting and children’s behavior, and they made attributive judgmental and/or biased comments
related to the poverty of the families, where there were concerns about perceived lifestyle choices
related to substance abuse, media consumption, disorganization (in the home), and neglect. They
talked about children who weren’t dressed properly, or who weren’t bathed, where teachers
perceived that the children’s needs may not have been prioritized at home. They also identified
cultural differences which they believed influenced the types of behaviors they encountered with
the children. They didn’t say “the boy from Iran has poor self-help skills”. They instead said “the
Iranian parents have taught the boy that he doesn’t need to learn self-help skills”. If a little girl
was whining, they didn’t just say “this little girl whines”, they said, “This little girl’s mother must
engage in parenting which rewards whining”. As Jenny explained, one shouldn’t “punish the
child for the lack of the parent.” An example of an attributive judgmental comment with possible
bias related to ethnicity:
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“…the other fact is the different nationalities. You know the Nepali families are very different um holidays...
different upbringing of their children..different family dynamic. Um then I grew up with. I grew up with
grandparents being close by, and stuff, but theirs are very different.” (Martha)

Amy explains in this comment that for cultural reasons, a parent wouldn’t understand that
their children would need to wear seasonally appropriate clothing; because of this lack of cultural
understanding of our climate, the child was not dressed warmly enough and this was something
the teacher needed to address. In this next statement, Dottie talks about how a Nepalese
upbringing may be resulting in a situation where the “child is just all over the place”. She is
making an assumption about Nepali parenting norms, and believes she sees the outcome of this
type of parenting approach in the child’s behavior during home visits:
“Well one of the Nepali families. Some of them are a little - some of them are really lax with their child, and
letting the child pretty much be in charge and do what they want. Especially we see this in the home visits,
where the child is just all over the place.” (Dottie)

Professional judgmental comments were less frequent, and where comments within this
category also contained judgmental ideas about parents, those ideas were integrated into broader
reflections about their practice. For example:
“…it’s been very difficult to make sure that we aren’t judging our families… that their choices are their
choices and the reason that they are making… you know… letting their child play “Death Wish”, or whatever
it may be, it’s their choice and they have reasons. That’s very different than being neglectful. Would I choose
to feed my child Kit-Kats and root beer for breakfast? No. Do I know what they went through this morning
that lead to Kit-Kats? I don’t know. It could have been four hours of screaming and they said “fine”… so
making choices is very different. Being neglectful. Um. That’s that fine line.” (Amy)

In this example, Amy does share examples of questionable parenting behaviors, such as
feeding children candy for breakfast, and she also reflects on judgement in her professional role
as a teacher. Dottie expresses a similar sentiment:
“Like I had my own opinions, but you have to keep those out of it. And sometimes that's hard”. (Dottie)

In this next comment, Ida expresses her disappointment that more parents didn’t attend a
parenting education session. There is a judgement embedded in this comment related to the
parents of a child where she felt they needed this support; however, her comment was grounded
in her professional goals for the child and family and no elements of bias were located:
I mean we thought we would get parents to go to one this year, but they didn’t go. None of our parents went.
We would really have liked the girls’ mom to go, because it was definitely something she could have used.”
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One interesting data point related to attributive judgement, relates to the fact that only
one person in our cohort had more comments coded as professional judgement (3.08%), than as
attributive judgment (2.2 %), and this was Amy. Reviewing Amy’s comments, while she did offer
some comments demonstrating attributive judgment (examples are provided elsewhere in this
chapter), she also at times attempted to explicate her understanding of best practices as they relate
to diversity. For example:
“I hold strongly to the fact that we have an open-door policy, and I invite families in. So if a child is really
having a difficult time, we have that conversation with the family, saying you know “they are really having a
hard time in this area. Would you be able to come and help us figure this out? You know them better.” We
are asking them for help – the families, because it may be something that we are missing. It may be
something… I have a child who, it was not okay to sit on the floor and we were sitting on the floor, so… we
put a chair in the circle. You know? To me, it’s like those little things, but without knowing that…” (Amy)

In this comment, Amy explains that she tries to foster open communication with the
families and understands that there may be cultural differences contributing to misunderstandings
about the child’s behavior. In this next example, she discusses an eating issue she had with a
child, where the child demonstrated extreme anxiety when it was time to sit at the table to eat
lunch. Amy and the parent engaged in discussion about how best to address this concern:
They wanted avoidance. I wanted to teach him… at least be included to what was going on. Um, so it was
working with the parents to kind of teach them “in school this is really what’s going to be expected when he
gets to kindergarten.” Especially with their first child they didn’t know. I find that we use a lot of, um, when
parents are resistant, by throwing in “In kindergarten…”, or you know, “when they get to public school…”,
and parents are a little more “Oh…I don’t want that to happen”, so it’s a kind of.. (Amy)

Here Amy acknowledges that she and the parents may have had differing views on how
best to respond to this child’s anxiety about eating. While she and they may not agree on what
strategy to employ, there are no indications of attributive judgement related to their parenting. As
Amy also had a high percentage of empathic comments (8.22 %) it may be that empathy
mediated the presence of attributive judgements. Reviewing contextual data related to Amy, she
was one of the two most experienced teachers within this cohort, with 21 years of experience over
all and 15 years of experience in Head Start. She was also at the top of her cohort was regards
CLASS Scores in every domain and she only processed seven referrals over two years, which was
at the low-end for her cohort. Her classroom typically had a very high number of dual-language
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learners (13 out of 18 children were dual-language learners in her classroom for both years of this
study). What conclusions might one draw based on Amy’s case? As she shared in her interviews
that she experienced poverty in her childhood, this may have assisted her in feeling empathy for
the families.
In sum, judgement emerged as a key theme from the qualitative data. Judgement as a
theme was defined as either being “attributive” or “professional” for this study, and bias was
primarily located in attributive judgmental comments.
Empathy. Empathy was identified as interacting with judgement in interesting ways; a)
Empathy was identified as a reason why some teachers were drawn to this population; b)
Empathy related to a shared background of poverty (i.e. “I’ve been there”) and helped teachers
understand the challenges that parents may be experiencing and therefore played a mediating role
on their blame judgements. The following examples illustrate the different types of empathic
comments made by teachers, and where empathy did or didn’t mediate judgement or bias. The
first example was identified as an empathic comment, where no judgement is present:
“It definitely, it's hard because there are a lot of little things which at the same time you have to
decide, or you know where these parents are living. You know the life that most of them have. It’s... they are
struggling to do better. They are at the bottom of the barrel to say, and I've been there. I know what it feels
like. I know what it feels like to have people look at you that way”. (Martha)

Sometimes teachers expressed that they joined Head Start because of their feelings of
empathy for families from low SES;
“I also feel that I’m drawn to Head Start because my mother was a stay-at-home mom, and my dad was the
only working income, and so we used the church. We had a brown-bag from the church and we had all those
same struggles that some of our families have, so…that’s part of why I’m drawn to them…” (Amy)

In the following text from Martha, she demonstrates empathy, and understands the
challenges related to low SES status. However, she nevertheless expects parents to prioritize
participation in their children’s education.
“…I think just the participation as much as they can and I know that's hard and I tell them parents that I know
I was on the other side of that. I was in school when my son was in Head Start. I didn't get to do the field trips
I didn't get to do everything, but I was at every parent meeting at night or you know and did as much as I
could, even though I couldn't physically be there during the day. (Martha)
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In Martha’s example, one can see the interplay between judgement and empathy – her
shared background helped her to understand the scope of the challenge for some parents, but she
nevertheless had expectations which she expected them to meet. In this next example from Dottie,
empathy does seem to influence the assumptions/understanding of the teacher about the child and
family:
“But like I have another family where right now she's not seeing what I'm seeing, but I think also because she
is going through a lot right now, through trying to find suitable... or consistent housing... some place to live
because she has been evicted. So I think, and she also has a child with behavioral needs who has a diagnosis
of autism, so I think he picks up on some of those behaviors, but he is such up and down and in and out and I
think there are transitions - there are so many people involved at the house, that he just doesn't know how to
act. and I think that is what is messing him up right now”. (Dottie)

In this statement, Dottie explains that she has a concern about a child and the parent
doesn’t share or “see” that concern. Dottie theorizes that the mother is overwhelmed by her
housing situation and the fact that she has another child who has been diagnosed with Autism,
She also theorizes here that the child is picking up behaviors from his/her sibling with Autism.
Finally, she proposes that there may be many transitions within the family which may be
affecting his emotional stability. This comment contains judgement and empathy; the judgement
is that the parent is not acknowledging her son’s issues, and she may not be providing the focus
and support needed to help her son. The empathy within the statement is demonstrated through
the teacher’s understanding of the contextual issues within that family. Her empathy may be
mediating the judgement to a degree. This falls in line with studies that show that blame can be
mediated by additional knowledge about the family, or “historical causation” (Gill & Ungson,
2018). This idea is also represented in the following comment made by Amy;
“It brings you back into accepting the parent where they are at, because there is always a reason for what’s
going on. Um. And I found that most of the time the child... The parent that drops off in the a.m., it’s because
the child’s been screaming in the car for the past half hour, or got they got up at midnight and didn’t go back
to bed and they are done, they are exhausted, or they had, you know, a court case, or they had a really
difficult day at work…” (Amy)

Here, Amy’s feelings of empathy for the parent help her to understand why a parent
might make a particular choice or engage in a particular action, and the empathy mediates her
judgement.
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In summary, Empathy performs an interesting function with respect to blame or
attributive judgements. Teachers demonstrating empathy were able to integrate contextual
information about the family to better understand what barriers may exist for them. Having
acknowledged that bias was more likely to be located in comments containing “attributive
judgement”, and having identified that empathy mediated comments containing “attributive bias”,
I would argue that empathy mediates the potential for bias in comments containing attributive
judgment. Put another way, when Teachers have a greater understanding of the circumstances the
parent may be navigating, they are less likely to judge the parent. Further, they are less likely to
have biased thoughts and feelings about that family. This data also tells us that when Teachers
have a similar background to the families, they are better able to understand those circumstances
and so it is easier for them to locate empathy.
Qualitative Results Summary. Referencing Table 11, which offers comparison data
regarding the percentage of comments reflecting bias empathy, attributive judgement and
professional judgement, Qualitative data suggests that some teachers do have biased thoughts and
feelings about parents, reflected in their attributive judgements, and the teachers who tend to
make those attributive judgements rarely come from a similar background to the families for
whom they have those judgements. Interestingly, there were virtually no comments displaying
biased thoughts or feelings about the child directly. Those judgements tended to focus on the
efficacy of the parents’ child-rearing practices where the teachers perceived that those practices
impacted the child’s conduct in the classroom. When a teacher encountered a child with
challenging behaviors, they linked those behaviors to poor parenting practices, I draw a link
between the teacher’s perception of family childrearing practices, the child’s behavior, and finally
the child’s ability to successfully acclimate to the classroom environment. Teachers who shared
similar backgrounds to the families found it easier to locate empathy for those parents, which
mediate the presence of bias in their comments.
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Table 11- Attributive Judgement, Professional Judgement & Empathy
Attributive
Judgement %

Professional
Judgement%

Empathy
%

Lila

3.06

0.33

3.13

Dolores

5.01

2.06

6.11

Jenny

9.85

1.06

2.99

Ida

6.35

1.01

2.65

Mary

5.72

0

2.15

Julie

6.85

0

4.29

Margaret

4.21

0

4.86

Amy

2.2

3.08

8.22

Dottie

11.68

0.18

8.59

Laura

8.56

6.39

9.45

Martha

11.11

0

8.46

Quantization & Results. As part of this mixed methods study design, it was necessary to
be able to “mix”, merge, or integrate the quantitative and qualitative data (Fetters, Curry &
Creswell, 2013). The approach employed for this process involved integration through data
transformation. This section discusses the process of data transformation, which involved
quantizing qualitative data to a quantitative form for integration with the quantitative data
collected for this study (Creswell &Plano-Clark, 2018). Further, this section discusses the results
of the merging process.
Data was “quantized” using content analysis. Referring to the Theme and Codes Table,
Figure 5, qualitative data was analyzed using coding and winnowing as part of that analytical
process. The content analysis yielded two over-arching themes: judgement and empathy, and
judgement was sorted into a negative valence, attributive judgement and a positive valence,
professional judgement. I observed empathy to interact with teachers’ judgement in ways that, at
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times, mediated judgmental ideas about the parent. Nvivo provided percentage data of source
interview content related to a particular “node” or theme. Table 11 provides data related to the
percentage rates related to these themes for the teacher participants. Table 13 provides quantized
data for main categories.
As part of the discussion of quantization, it must be noted that the quantitative data
designed to be merged with the qualitative data came with qualifications. For example, there was
a study-design flaw, discussed earlier, which related to behavioral health outcomes. Lack of
specificity about the time of data collection rendered certain of those outcomes useless as
dependent variables; I could not confirm that Individualized Education Plans, medication, and
other types of remediation efforts, were influenced by the teacher during the course of the study.

Table 12 - Quantized Qualitative & Quantitative data – High Empathy

All
Teachers
High
Attributive
Judgement

Low
Attributive
Judgement

Classroom
size Mean
both years

CLASS
Scores
Mean
both
years

DLLs
Mean
both
years

IEPs
Count
Both
Years

Teacher
Experience

Age

2
4
5

16
17
15

4.56
5.31
4.73

8
9
6

5
0
1

15
13
9

39
unknown
unknown

8
7

18
17.5

6.09
5.11

13
2

5
1

21
4

39
25

High
Empathy

Both
years
referrals
Count

Laura
Dottie
Martha

Amy
Dolores

Table 13- Quantized Qualitative & Quantitative Data - Low Empathy

All
Teachers
High
Attributive
Judgement

Classroom
size Mean
both years

CLASS
Scores
Mean
both
years

DLLs
Mean
both
years

IEPs
Count
both
years

Teacher
Experience

Age

6

17

4.58

1

1

12

52

6

11.5

5.33

7

4

12

unknown

Low
Empathy

Both
years
referrals
Count

Jenny
Julie
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Low
Attributive
Judgement

Mary

20

17.5

5.14

5

4

12

36

Lila

5

18

5.69

1

2

11

44

Ida

7

15

4.79

1

5

24

44

Margaret

4

11.5

4.87

1.5

4

6

31

Those actions could have taken place prior to the study, perhaps by another teacher. I
could be sure that referrals were processed by the teacher during the period of the study, however
referrals alone are not an adequate measure for behavioral health outcomes. Therefore, the data
collected related to behavioral health could not be considered a dependent variable. The data was
interesting from a contextual standpoint, however. As reflected in Table 12, I merged high/low
empathy & attributive judgement with selected quantitative data, as a way of gaining contextual
insight for this study. Reviewing the merged data, some interesting findings emerge. One point of
interest is that the teachers located in the High Empathy category nearly all worked in classrooms
with a high number of Dual Language Learners (regardless of high or low attributive judgement).
Another interesting point was that Amy had the highest overall CLASS scores and fell into the
High Empathy/Low Attributive Judgement category. There were more referrals processed by
teachers in the Low Empathy category (regardless of judgement); High Empathy teachers
processed a total of 22 referrals, whereas Low Empathy teachers processed 51 referrals.
Table 14 -Quantized Qualitative Data

All teachers
High Attributive
Judgement

Low Attributive
Judgement

High Empathy

Low Empathy

Laura

Jenny

Dottie

Julie

Martha
Dolores
Amy

Mary
Lila
Ida
Margaret
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Integration of Case Studies. Having placed the teachers in the four quadrants reflected
in Table 13, an integration of data for each teacher was performed through the creation of
participant profiles. These profiles integrated all data collected for this study, such as the
teacher’s CLASS scores, their referral rates, their background information, classroom background
information, a summation of comments made during the semi-structured interview. These then
were grouped by quadrant, where generalized inductions were made based on the commonalities
between teachers within each quadrant.
High Empathy/Low Attributive Judgement – Those teachers who were in this quadrant
shared classrooms of similar size, varied in age, scored in the mid-to-high and high-range on their
CLASS Scores, and had a higher number of dual-language learners in their classrooms.
While there weren’t clear patterns related to the quantitative data, there were interesting
patterns evident within the qualitative data. For example, one commonality for this group of
teachers these teachers experienced poverty during childhood. When reviewing their comments
coded in the Attributive Judgement category, one could see empathic elements within their
judgmental comments. For example, this comment from Amy:
“I really had a hard time, but it was that personal bias… the child was very violent, and very um… however
his father was incarcerated, his mother was a single mom who didn’t really work. She had no real parenting
skills, um, they were involved with DCF, they were on food stamps.”

She makes attributive judgements regarding the parenting skills of the family in question,
but she also precedes her comment by describing her own struggle, and acknowledging her
personal bias. Dolores also made an attributive judgmental comment which integrated empathy:
“There are differences of like, drug use. I was not around that or anything. My grandparents were...I guess...
they drank a lot, but I being little didn't have the knowledge to know all of what's going on because my
parents kept me away from it, where now children know what "drink beer" is...”
Dolores talks about substance abuse concerns with her families but takes a moment to
reflect on her own grandparents use of alcohol. In summary, an interesting feature within this
cohort was the integration of empathy into attributive judgmental comments.
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As regards empathic comments, these teachers had an “ideology” regarding empathy. For
example, Amy explains:
“I don’t put judgement, because it’s… everyone makes choices and some choices aren’t theirs to… that
they’ve been able really to choose, but unless I know, I can’t, you know, I try really hard not to judge what’s
going on. Um, the parents… they made the choices they made for the reasons they have, and um, I honor
that.

In this comment, she is making a “meta” comment about her work as a teacher, and her
conscious effort not to judge. Dolores also expresses a statement about her practice as a teacher
and her desire to be a support to families, acknowledging her shared background with many of
her families.
“I was trying to be supportive of the families as well, because I mean myself, I was a single mom for a while,
so I know the struggles and I've tried to like want to know that they come to me for questions”

In summary, the individuals in this group demonstrated a conscious effort to apply
empathy in their work with families, and one could see empathy as a mediating element within
their attributive judgmental comments as well.

High Empathy High Attributive Judgement
The teachers in this cohort were Laura, Dottie and Martha. They all scored in the highmid-range for CLASS. Their years of experience ranged from nine years to fifteen years. All
teachers in this cohort had higher numbers of dual language learners in their classroom. Group
size ranged from fourteen to eighteen. This group didn’t process as many referrals as colleagues
in other quadrants. As regards teacher background, two of the three teachers (Laura and Martha)
explained that they had experienced poverty in childhood. Dottie acknowledged that she grew up
in a predominantly white community and shared that she experienced “culture shock” when she
first began teaching. She explained:
“The first year I was here, it was a huge like "Whoa, step back, we've got to do some research to figure out
some of these things and these pieces"... and so now I feel more comfortable like approaching the families,
working with the families, talking to the children, teaching the children in the classroom”.
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Martha shared that she had been a Head Start parent, and she felt that this helped her in
her work with parents. Laura also shared that she “…grew up poor” and she feels this has given
her a deeper understanding of the families she works with. When reviewing their many comments
containing attributive judgement, once again one could identify the mediating role of empathy.
For example, Dottie shared the following comment:
“So, some of those families that are in limbo, it's like, I know each has a lot going on, but you have to really
take care of this child too.”

Her comment makes a judgement about the parent’s attentiveness to their child, and also
includes an acknowledgement that “…each has a lot going on”. In this next comment, Laura
describes her concerns about a family:
“One very hard family to work with was.... things were not going right at home. You could tell things were
not going right and it turned out that the mother and father were in the process of splitting up and there may
have been some affairs and there had been abusive language - I don't know if there was physical abuse but
you could just feel it pouring out of them, and that was one where I was trying to be supportive. The father
made me really uncomfortable, and I disliked him tremendously. For some reason he was very fond of me
and thought I was great. Okay. Glad you feel you are getting what you need out of this. Um, so that was...”.

In this comment, Laura describes a situation where she perceives a possible marital crisis.
The attributive judgements in her comment related to the idea that things were not “right” at
home. The empathy was reflected in the phrase “…you could just feel it pouring out of them…”.
She acknowledged her own feelings about the father and her discomfort.
Martha made many attributive comments containing empathy, and this is one example:
“I don't think parents realize when you are showing up every day that's a routine for you. That's responsibility
for you. That's quite a big life structure that I don't think parents realize, you know.”

In this comment, Martha is indirectly expressing her expectation that parents bring
children to school with regularity (In preceding comments she had been discussing how
disruptive it was to a child’s acclimation to the program when attendance was sporadic), yet her
expectation is phrased in am empathic way, where she proposes that parents who fail to do this
may not realize the importance of regular school attendance.
When reviewing empathic comments within this cohort, it was harder to locate those
“meta” comments which described their ‘ideology”. Instead, it appeared that these teachers
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thought a great deal about their families and about the homelife of the children, and their theories
were more focused on the parenting the children were experiencing, as well as their interest in
supporting parents in the work of child-rearing. For example, Martha again discusses the
importance of attendance:
“I had a little boy last year that mom would do that every now and then. She would be like "today is my day
off and I'm going to keep (child’s name) home, and I get that. she was working crazy hours and she was
working two jobs, so that is understandable. Of the occasional call me and say "Hey I actually have the day
off. I'd like to see my kid". By all means, but don't make it consistently.”

In this comment, she empathizes with the parent who works two jobs and occasionally
wants to keep her child at home, while also sharing her expectation that those instances be limited
so that the child can enjoy the full benefits of the program. Laura also discusses her work with
parents. In this comment, she describes a situation where she wasn’t able to arrange a home-visit
with a family because the family was not replying to her requests:
“There have been times when I went knocking on their door and they weren’t expecting me, but we’ve been
trying to get in touch for a very long time, and we weren’t getting the response, so “knock knock here I am…
Hi!” The child let me in, so I was in! (Laughter). As long as you go in not accusatory just very welcoming,
you know “we had such a hard time meeting. I really wanted to talk to you. Let’s get this done. I’ll be quick!
I promise”.

In this comment, Laura described her efforts to conduct a home visit, and when the
family failed to respond to her requests, she described her strategy for gaining entry. The empathy
in this comment relates to her approach, which is to not be accusatory but welcoming. Because of
her shared background of poverty, she felt she understood the families and therefore arrived at
effective strategies for engagement. Dottie also expressed her ideas about the children’s home
life:
“The parent was claiming the child had anxiety, maybe the child did, but the child was fine five minutes once
the parent left. But the parents were "no no no can't do it" so I think things like that... where the parent wasn't
ready. “

In this comment, Dottie describes a situation where she perceived the parent to be unduly
concerned about the child’s acclimation to the classroom. She believed the child was able to
navigate separation from the parent, even though the child demonstrated distress during
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separation. The empathy in this comment lay with her theory that the distress was located in the
parent’s anxiety, rather than in the child’s anxiety.
In summary, the features of this cohort involved the following: Again, two of the three
teachers had experienced poverty and they drew upon that shared background to understand the
parents. The teacher who didn’t have that shared background focused on ways to educate herself.
These teachers made many comments which demonstrated their concern and focus on the
homelife of the children and their work with families. Their comments integrated attributive
judgement and empathy in many instances.
Low Empathy High Attributive Judgement
Jenny and Julie were teachers located within this cohort. As regards CLASS scores, they
both scored in the high-mid-range. They varied as regards group size, as well as the number of
dual language learners in their classrooms. This cohort tended to process a high number of
referrals (Jenny-6; Julie – 11). As regards background differences or similarities with the
families, Jenny shared that she came from a middle-class background, where “…where you don’t
worry about the things that these people have to worry about.” Julie didn’t describe her
socioeconomic status, but instead shared that her parents had divorced, and she explained that
because of this she feels empathy for children from single-parent homes or homes where there
was divorce. In reviewing the attributive judgmental comments made by this cohort of teachers, it
was harder to locate comments which also included empathy and that differentiated this cohort
from the teachers from the “high empathy” cohorts.
For example, Jenny made attributive judgmental comments that did not contain empathy:
“Sometimes we have had parents who don't think the rules should apply to their children. So of course, their
children don't think the rules should apply to them either.”

When discussing concerns about her families, she observed:
“Um, things that are not necessarily neglect, but not in the best interest of the child. “

Julie described a situation where a child had lost her mother, and where she had concerns
about the father’s ability to parent:
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“There was a child who lost her mother, and she had known her father as someone who was her father, but
she had never lived with him and so she and her older brother went to live with the dad after the mother
passed away and so it was literally a new relationship, but dad didn't know how to be a dad, and didn't have
that connection, and so this child was 3-3.5 years old, there wasn't that huge bond there and it was hard, so he
would come in and he would be literally on his cell phone "by (child's name)" and walk away, and we would
be like ‘she really wants you to give her a hug’. Oh my God. So traumatic.”

In this comment, Julie expresses her certainty that the father has poor parenting skills had
has failed to foster a connection which his child. In reviewing the attributive judgmental
comments of this cohort, there was no indication of empathy in these comments towards the
families, though in Julie’s case, empathy for the child was apparent.
As regards empathic comments, there were fewer among this cohort. The empathic
comments reflected a limited curiosity about the experience of the families, and in some cases the
comment describes an inability to empathize. Instead, they shared their perceptions of their
family’s issues.
For example, Jenny explained that because she didn’t come from a similar background,
she may be able to feel sympathy, but perhaps not empathy:
“I can really sympathize, but I can't necessarily empathize, because I didn't have those struggles. I feel for
them, but I don't necessarily understand what they are having to go through.”

Julie did demonstrate empathy for the children in her comments, and but it was harder to
locate empathy for families in her comments:
“The little boy that had a connection to mom and was really missing mom, he was also one that... he would
have some days that he was just so sad and you could give him as many hugs as you wanted and you can let
him do, like literally "what do you want to do today?", and have him choose and he would still be like sad
face, mopey, slow, like really lethargic and it was really sad. It was hard to get him to be happy about
something.”

In this comment, she perceives a close relationship between the mother and child, and she
also draws a connection between their close relationship and his depressed state.
When reviewing both the attributive judgmental comments and the empathic comments, a
common theme is apparent, which pertains to the well-being of the children in their classrooms,
and the parent’s failure to meet their children’s needs.
Low Empathy Low Attributive Judgement
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Teachers in this cohort varied in age and experience and varied in terms of group size.
They tended to have fewer dual language learners in their classrooms. Their CLASS scores were
in the mid-to-high range. None of the teachers in this cohort indicated that they experienced
poverty in their background. When asked about teacher background, Lila didn’t reference her
socioeconomic status, but instead noted that she came from a two-parent family and described the
motherly role she played towards her younger brother. Similarly, Mary did not mention her
socioeconomic status but instead described her family dynamic with her father, who was very
strict. Ida explained that she came from a predominantly white town with minimal diversity and
she had no personal experience with poverty. She noted “…my kids don’t know how good they
have it”. Margaret, who acknowledged that she didn’t come from the same socio-economic
background as her families, found commonality with them through her role as a parent. She
referenced in her interview how it felt for her to bring her son to his childcare setting, and how it
made her feel, and she applied that to her thinking about the families, and what they might need
from her.
“Now that I'm a mother I can see exactly where she was coming from.”
“I mean, you want someone to do it for your kid especially, if you weren't able to do it for themselves. I know
that family has a lot of kids, and she's mentioned a couple of times about money issues so, it’s sad, and you
just want to help them.”

In reviewing their attributive judgmental comments, there was commonality with the
Low Empathy High Judgement cohort in that there was very little empathy located within the
judgmental comments. For example, Lila described her concerns about what children might be
witnessing in the home:
“What children are seeing um you know, we’ve had abusive situations where children are witnessing abuse,
um, you know like, not themselves but maybe you know like partner… I usually… drug activity, you know.
We’ve found drugs in their bag before. Just little things”

Similarly, in this example from Mary, she describes her concern about the type of media
children in her classroom may be exposed to:
“A lot of times, you know, kids are saying that they are watching these crazy movies. When they say what
they are watching we are looking at each other like "are you kidding me?" Like realizing what's appropriate
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and what's not appropriate for a three-to-five-year-old is definitely something you would want to talk about
because that has been huge.” Mary

Mary’s comments did not demonstrate clear empathy but focused on understanding how
families function in terms of meeting their children’s needs. It is worth recalling that Mary had an
atypically high number of referrals, yet this was not a trend for this cohort of teachers. Similarly,
Ida noted:
“A lot of times we think that that they're spending money on cigarettes instead of their kids…”

And
“…There are a lot of them that aren’t being positive role models for their kids”.

Interestingly, though this group fell into the “Low Empathy” cohort, it was easier to
locate clear instances of empathy for the parents in their comments, though there were fewer of
these comments. For example, Lila imagined how a parent might feel when engaging with a
teacher:
“They feel like “oh you are looking at me, you are looking down on me”, so if you can make a positive equal
playing field, I think that works.”

She also was able to understand how a parent might feel when a teacher discusses
concerns about their child:
“…parents can get hurt and defensive about their children, as I would do .”

Similarly, Ida explains in the following comment that her understanding of her families is
that they have many children, and this hinders their ability to be organized, which keeps them in a
constant state of crisis:
“They are feeling overwhelmed. A lot of them have four or five kids, it’s always somebody’s got an issue,
you know.”

For example, in the following comment, she talks about a child who was always dirty.
She first assumed the parent was not keeping their child clean, but as she became familiar with
the child, she came to understand that he engaged in behaviors which kept him perpetually
unkempt, despite the best efforts of the adults around him:
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“…and as we had him a little bit longer, and his face was always dirty, we realized that all he does is going
like this all day, so like she may wipe him but immediately he is back to so...you know you learn too as you
have the kids a little longer.”

In this following comment, Mary shared a “meta” comment about her work with parents,
describing the value of working with families:
“They are their first teacher, you know, teaching them um from the time they are a baby, and a lot of times
they know what they feel like they should be learning and not learning of where they are at in their
developmental level which does help us.”

In summary, this cohort of teachers showed similarities to the Low Empathy High
Judgement cohort in that their attributive judgmental comments did not contain any elements of
empathy. Unlike that cohort, however, they did demonstrate clearer instances of empathy at
times.
High/Lo Overall Summary.
In summary, there were interesting differences between the four cohorts of teachers.
Teachers who were located in the High Empathy cohort (regardless of judgement) tended to
process fewer referrals, and they tended to have a higher number of dual-language learners in
their classroom. Empathic teachers had slightly higher CLASS scores than those in the Nonempathic group. Empathic teachers tended also to have a shared background with the families and
most had experienced poverty in childhood.
High Empathy Low Judgement teachers share commonalities with the High Empathy
High Judgement teachers in that both cohorts integrated empathy into their judgmental
comments. They differed in that the High Empathy Low Judgement teachers shared comments
demonstrating an “ideology” regarding judgement. High Empathy High Judgement teachers
generated more comments related to their theories about their families, indicating that perhaps
they gave more thought to the dynamics of the families in their program.
Low Empathy High Judgement teachers and Low Empathy Low Judgement teachers both
generated attributive judgmental comments in which no empathy could be located. However, they
differed in that Low Empathy High Judgement teachers did not demonstrate any empathy of note
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in their comments about families, where the Low Empathy Low Judgement teachers did, at times,
offer clear instances of empathy, or an effort to center the parents as regards “ideology”.
In summary, the qualitative results indicated that bias was most often reflected in
attributive judgmental statements. teachers who demonstrated high empathy mediated their
judgmental comments with empathic comments. Those teachers most often came from similar
socioeconomic backgrounds.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
How do teacher beliefs and background and classroom climate jointly and/or
independently contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child behavioral health?
The purpose of this study was to examine the behavioral health remediation process for
young children. The goal was to gain a clearer understanding of the factors at play between the
teacher and the child within the early childhood classroom, where child behaviors within the
classroom give rise to behavioral health remediation efforts. Because of disproportionality data
indicating possible bias, the study was designed to determine if teacher beliefs and background
impact their perception of a child’s behavioral health and/or classroom climate. The population
for this study were Lead teachers at a New England Head Start program, working with young
children aged three to five within their classrooms. This study utilized both qualitative and
quantitative data; quantitative data reflecting each teacher’s background, along with their
respective classroom’s composition and behavioral health outcomes. CLASS® scores were
collected for each teacher’s classroom in an effort to measure the relational climate of the
classroom as it related to the research question. Qualitative data was collected through the
utilization of semi-structured interviews, and teachers were queried to elicit their thoughts and
feelings about their work with children with behavioral health challenges. Because the concern
for bias is a feature of this research question, comments were reviewed for signs of bias and
judgement.

Overall Conclusions
This study was designed to examine the process indicators of behavioral health
assessment in early childhood classrooms, a process set in motion by teachers. The goal was to
determine if a relationship could be identified between the thoughts and feelings of the teachers,
their perception of causal attributes of the child’s behavior, classroom climate, and behavioral
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health identification or remediation and if biased thoughts or feelings effected teachers’
assessments of children’s behavioral health. I located bias in judgmental comments and these
comments were identified among the teacher responses to the semi-structured interviews. This
took the form of negative attributions made by the teachers about the families as regards their
parenting and childrearing practices. Some of these comments related to their ideas about low
SES households. Primarily, the judgmental comments were focused on the families rather than on
the children, and these were considered to be attributive judgmental comments rather than
professional judgmental comments. Teachers also expressed that they were better able to foster
trusting relationships with families with whom they had a shared background, and most often that
shared background related to socioeconomic status, where some teachers expressed that they
knew what it was like to be poor. The shared background of poverty did not always mediate bias,
however, where the cultural differences were significant. For example, as Amy explained:
Yeah, so I , so I suppose if I was in an a majority-English speaking program, myself would be put into there a
bit more, but because most of my families don’t speak English, I find that it is easier to pull my culture out
because it is not the same.

Further, low SES contributed to deficit-based ideas about the families for certain teachers who
were not from a low SES background, though there were exceptions.
Only 1% of children in this study were expelled, and referral rates did not reveal any
concerning patterns or trends associated with disproportionality or bias. This statement is made
given that behavioral health outcome data could not be counted as a dependent variable due to
collection error. Teacher background data indicated that these teachers were white, female, and
experientially economically diverse. Teachers from low socioeconomic backgrounds did express
greater empathy and understanding of the poor families in their program and attributed that
understanding to their background.
As noted earlier, bias was uncovered in the responses of the teachers. Their responses
focused on the cultural differences and/or similarities they perceived between themselves and
parents, their efforts to cultivate trusting and mutually supportive partnerships with the parents in
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the service of the children, their ability to communicate with parents, and their ideas about
judgement. With the exception of comments related to low socioeconomic status, teachers rarely
made global assessments about cultural norms, race, or most other demographic aspects of their
families, but rather described the ease or challenge they had in establishing relationships with
those families, and the concerns they identified about the childrearing practices of those families.
For example, Jenny described a challenge she experienced where a black parent expressed
concern that the child was experiencing microaggressions as one of the few black children in the
class. As discussed earlier, Jenny believed that the sole reason for this child’s social challenge
was related to the parent creating this perception in the child’s mind. She explained, “The mom
would come and say ‘they won't play with her because she is black’, and that's not it, and that's
all she was hearing, and this mom was telling this child that, and so she was creating that.”
Signs of bias were captured in comments where teachers perceived that parental influence was
having a negative impact on the child’s ability to participate in the classroom successfully, rather
than through utterances which expressed a negative view of a particular group. Rather the bias
was expressed as a judgement, and the judgement involved social norms as they effected the
child’s perceived development. Here I again distinguish between professional judgement and
attributive judgement and clarify that biased comments were located in comments characterized
as attributive. The interesting point here is that most attributive or blame judgements were
directed towards parents and there were virtually none that were directed towards children. As
discussed in Chapter 2, the primary concern was that bias might be resulting in disproportionate
rates of referrals and expulsions, placing the child at risk. What we learned from this study, was
that for young children in the Head Start system, expulsion and referrals were less of a risk than
the possible “expulsion” of the family through the abuse and neglect reporting process.
As regards expulsion, which was one of the more concerning manifestations of
disproportionality for young children, this is not reflected in Head Start populations as a result of
regulatory intervention on the part of the Office of Head Start. Therefore, a question emerges
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about the Head Start system within this study. While expulsion was not a risk for children
enrolled in Head Start because of regulatory guidance, a question emerged related to abuse and
neglect reporting as another potential negative outcome related to teacher judgement and bias.
Acknowledging the findings of this study which indicate that teachers make blame judgments
regarding the parents care of their children, there may be a relationship between these two
findings. Proposing that the system of Head Start be considered as a factor, the following sections
explore the ways the system may have impacted results from this study:
The Head Start Effect. I would like to propose that the Head Start program, the
educational institution which encompassed the teachers, children, families and classrooms,
emerged as a post-hoc factor within this study – a factor which was not accounted for nor
measured. Once again referencing Bronfenbrenner’s ecocultural frame, this organization’s
policies, procedures and regulatory guidance may have impacted the results. The following
sections review the data collected and the effect of Head Start’s structure and regulations, where
appropriate.
The Head Start Effect & CLASS® Scores. A major hypothesis of this study is that the
participants revealing biased thoughts and feelings in their interview, receiving atypically low
CLASS® scores, and demonstrating a high rate of referrals, perhaps with demographic changes in
their classroom (an increase in bilingual children, or a disproportionate number of boys, or a high
number of IEPS already in place) would be associated with higher rates of referrals. That type of
linear clarity did not occur. First, scores for these teachers were similar to national CLASS®
scores for Head Start programs, indicating that these teachers maintained positive classroom
climates. There was very little variance among scores and so no inferences could be gleaned
about the relational climate of the classrooms, except that because of absolute values, they were
generally positive environments for the children. Finally, as discussed earlier, the cohort of
behavioral health outcomes identified initially, could not be considered as outcomes for this
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study. Referral rates were analyzed however, and the other cohort of outcomes provided
contextual information which contributed to the qualitative analysis.
While bias and judgement were uncovered within the teacher’s comments, the teacher’s
bias was not associated with negative classroom climate. Further, a link was not demonstrated
between the teacher’s thoughts and feelings about bias, the relational climate of the classroom as
demonstrated by these scores, and rates of referral as discussed in the next section.
Head Start & Abuse and Neglect. Data gathered during the interview process contributed
to a post hoc finding of teacher bias related to abuse and neglect reporting. Abuse and Neglect
emerged as a theme through the qualitative portion of the study, when teachers referenced child
and abuse reporting. They referenced it when discussing their relationships with families. They
recalled family-teacher relationships disrupted by the filing of a report; families who might be
less trusting of teachers out of fear of an abuse and neglect filing; Teachers expressed frustration
when they suspected possible abuse or neglect but didn’t have enough evidence to justify the
filing of a report. Teachers shared that they restricted the information they shared with parents
where they worried the parent might use corporal punishment with the child in response. As Lila
explained:
“What children are seeing um you know, we’ve had abusive situations where children are witnessing abuse,
um, you know like, not themselves but maybe you know like partner… I usually… drug activity, you know.
We’ve found drugs in their bag before. Just little things.”

Margaret described the phenomena of abuse and neglect reporting within the program:
“...and then I guess being different would be just like a lot of trauma backgrounds. And like the alarming
amount of times that we have to get DCF involved. “

Table 14 provides coverage percentages for comments made related to Abuse and
Neglect and merges those percentages with Attributive Judgement/Empathy percentages. While
the percentage of related comments are not robust, the concern for abuse and neglect was
intimated in many comments that were not coded specifically for this topic. As Martha explained:
“…And that is our biggest issues is that sometimes there is just those little things that are not enough to add
up to file. I think that is most of us, I would say is, probably our biggest dilemma with our jobs, is to know
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that somewhere in your gut you know something is wrong and yet little things... that don't add up enough to
file.”

I would argue that abuse and neglect reporting, and its prominence within the Head Start
population, acts as a framing for the teachers in terms of how they regard the families. The
negative outcome is similar to outcomes associated with expulsion with other programs. While I
didn’t see expulsion, I saw abuse and neglect as emerging in a way that illustrates how bias might
manifest itself in a Head Start classroom.
Given that children enrolled in Head Start experience many factors placing them at risk
for child abuse and neglect, regulations and guidance are designed to support staff in the
identification and reporting of possible child maltreatment. Head Start staff (and all early
childhood staff) are considered to be “mandated reporters” of child abuse and neglect, and “…are
legally obligated to report suspected child abuse or neglect to the appropriate state child
protection agency…”. Further, this regulatory guidance requires that programs “…have internal
procedures in place for staff to report suspected cases of child abuse and neglect” (U.S. DHHS
2015). Because Head Start serves a population at risk for abuse and neglect, and because Head
Start regulations and guidance require an organizational infrastructure designed to identify and
report abuse and neglect, teachers working within this structure would understandably dedicate
some focus to abuse and neglect when working with children and families. Just as Head Start as a
system discourages expulsion through its regulations and guidance, the system encourages
teachers to be alert to the possibility of abuse and neglect, and this encouragement has the force
of law. Abuse and neglect reporting may be a process indicator of behavioral health remediation
and should be considered in future studies. In this organizational context, expulsion of the child
may not be the concerning outcome, but rather the filing of an abuse and neglect report on the
family.
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Table 15 - % of Abuse & Neglect comments & Empathy/Attributive Judgement Data
All teachers

High Attributive
Judgement

Low Attributive
Judgement

High
Empathy
Laura

0

Low
Empathy
Jenny

Dottie

0.96

Julie

1.13

Martha

2.59

Dolores

0

Mary

0

0.75

Lila

0.23

Ida

6.06

Margaret

1.55

Amy

A&N%

A&N%
0.34

Judgement and Empathy. This study highlighted an interesting intersection between
judgement and empathy; two themes which emerged from the data. As discussed earlier,
judgement showed itself in two forms within the study. First, judgement references the
professional role of the teacher to assess the academic and developmental progress of the
children, which can involve assessment of child behavioral health. Second, judgement references
the role of disciplinarian within the classroom, where the teacher must make determinations about
children’s compliance with classrooms rules. Third, judgement references the “blame
judgements” earlier discussed which act as a lens for the teachers in terms of how they evaluate
or assess the childrearing strategies used by parents, and some negative attributions were
identified. For the purposes of this study, judgement was parsed into attributive judgement and
professional judgement, and judgement related to discipline was combined in the professional
judgement category, as behavior management is considered a professional role for the teacher.
As noted in Chapter 4, empathy emerged from the question of cultural match or
mismatch between the family and teacher, and this match or mismatch impacted the teacher’s
ability to understand the experiences of the families in their programs. Thus, where a teacher
might have made a negative assumption or judgement about a family from a low SES
background, they were better able to understand the experiences of their families from poverty as
a result of empathy, and this understanding supported the formation of positive teacher-family
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relationships which teachers believed supported the child’s experience within the classroom.
Empathy as a theme, played a mediating role for judgement. When a teacher felt empathy
towards a family because of similar cultural or economic experiences (or other background
factors), their feelings of judgement about the family were mitigated. A teacher from a lowsocioeconomic background would understand why a parent from a low-socioeconomic
background struggled to pack seasonally appropriate clothing for a child, whereas a teacher from
a more financially stable background might assume the parent was negligent.
Empathy. Scholars have proposed that empathy involves both affective and cognitive
processes. The affective approach defines empathy as “an observer’s emotional response to the
affective state of another” (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004, pp 164). For a person to
experience affective empathy, the observer’s feelings match that of the subject; the observer’s
feelings are appropriate to the situation (pity when confronted with sadness, for example); the
observer must demonstrate expected emotions, such as feeling compassion or concern when
confronted with another’s unhappiness (Batson, 1991; Eisenberg & Miller, 1987; Hoffman, 1984;
Stotland, 1969; Stotland, Sherman & Shaver, 1971). Theories related to the cognitive processes of
empathy focus on a person’s ability to understand the other’s feelings, and this is sometimes
referred to as “theory of mind” (Astington, Harris & Olson, 1988; Wellman, 1990) This has also
been described as “mindreading” (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Whiten, 1991) and involves “setting aside
one’s own current perspective, attributing a mental state to another person” (Baron-Cohen &
Wheelwright, 2004, pp. 164).
In education, scholars have proposed that empathy is a critical trait and skill necessary
for “teachers working with children and for partnering with families” (Peck, Maude &
Brotherson, 2015, pp 169). “Partnerships” within this context can be defined as “relationships
between families and professionals in which they mutually agree to defer to each other’s
judgements and expertise” (Turnbull, et al, 2006). Pertinent to this study, empathy is considered a
critical feature of teaching only when working with diverse populations. When a teacher is
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empathic, she is better able to foster inclusive practices which support the diversity of the
children and families in her classroom. Empathy has been found to help teachers understand the
cultural practices and behaviors of their diverse family population (Peck, Maude & Brotherson,
2015).
Empathy and Life Experiences. As empathy emerged as a theme for this study, the
context in which teachers discussed empathic feelings was linked to their own personal
experience and to a cultural match or mismatch. So, while scholarship and the study of empathy
have focused on affective and cognitive processes, findings from this study indicate that shared
personal experiences play a significant role in assisting teachers in locating empathy. For
example, scholarship in the area of English Language Learning has proposed that preservice
teachers who travel to other countries as part of their teacher preparation find that their ability to
work with diverse families is enhanced because they have the experience of being the “other”
(Medina, Hathaway and Pilonieta, 2015; Smolcic & Arends, 2017).
Further to this, Ullucci (2011) interviewed three white teachers considered to be
particularly effective and skilled in educating children of color in urban settings, to understand
what differentiated these teachers from those teachers who typically struggle to be culturally
competent. Teacher responses echoed responses from this study, inasmuch the prominent themes
involved shared lived experiences; these white teachers were raised in multiracial neighborhoods,
went to schools where there was significant diversity and where they formed relationships with
non-white students. These teachers witnessed the struggles their peers experienced related to race
and bias. These teachers also “knew what it was like to struggle, due to their class, and/or
ethnicity” (pp 575). Ullucci proposed in her study that having first-hand knowledge of diversity
was critical. Therefore, the background of the teacher played a role in the teacher’s ability to
locate empathy so as to build effective partnerships with diverse families, and this was echoed in
the comments of the teachers interviewed for this study.
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There was one area where this study differed in terms of conclusions and results from
Ullucci’s. She argued that white teachers had all experienced hardship in terms of socioeconomic
status, and that their low SES origins helped them to understand what it was like to be thought of
as an “other”, and argued that shared experiences “build solidarity and empathy between people,
regardless of race” (pp 576). Comments from teachers in this study didn’t align with that
construct. Low socioeconomic origins certainly helped them understand the lives of many of their
families, but where they worked with families from very different cultures, or who were not
fluent in English, there were more instances of bias or disconnection in their comments. As
participant Martha explained:
“So and then on the other fact is the different nationalities. You know the Nepali families are very
different...holidays... different upbringing of their children...different family dynamic. Um then I grew up
with. I grew up with grandparents being close by, and stuff, but theirs are very different”.

Teacher and Child Relationships. One aspect of this study relates to the quality of
relationship between the teacher and child, as the question under study relates to the role of
potential bias on the quality of those relationships, and how those relationships might become
discordant, resulting in behavioral health outcomes that may not be supportive to the child’s
development. Having identified that curiosity and knowledge about a child’s history and
neurophysiological health can play a mediating role with respect to the teacher’s judgement of
that child, a concerning side-effect needs to be noted here. Christenson, Ysseldyke & Wange
(1983) found that teachers attributed child referrals to “within student deficits” 97% of the time,
rather than to any factors related to their teaching or the classroom environment. As this study
explores the cognitive processes involved in shifting away from harsh judgement, to an empathic
disposition and curiosity about the child’s background, the reflective teacher is asked to take this
process one step further, and to explore the possibility that they play a part in the child’s
behavioral health, and this relates to the study with respect to the quality of teacher and child
relationships.
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Teacher’s responses in this study aligned with Christenson, Ysseldyke & Wange’s (1983)
study inasmuch as they rarely focused on the quality of their own relationship to the child, and if
the quality of that relationship might have had an impact on the child’s behavior. When teachers
did reflect on the quality of their relationship to children, they discussed children whom they were
drawn to, and they reflected on those situations where they were not able to make a connection to
the child. Some teachers expressed their determination to make a connection even if it was
challenging. Other teachers explained that when they couldn’t make a connection to a child, their
teammate would make that connection (and this was also discussed about parents – where if a
teacher couldn’t connect with a family, their teaching colleague might). Generally, teachers did
not see the quality of their connection to their students as being a factor impacting the child’s
behavioral health, but they did see quite clearly a connection between home culture and
childrearing practices and the child’s behavior.

Limitations of the Study
This cohort of teachers was not representative of the larger population of early childhood
teachers, given the specific regulatory requirements involved to teach in a Head Start classroom.
The goal of this study was not to arrive at a generalizable result, but rather to understand the
process in greater depth. Kukull and Ganguli (2012), in reviewing generalizability in medical
research, proposed two methods of sampling; “population-based” sampling and “clinic-based”
sampling. While a population-based design would attempt to achieve a random sample
representative of the wider population, a clinic-based investigation can facilitate an “…in-depth
study of ‘clean’ diagnostic subgroups” (pp. 1887). I would propose that this group of teachers
comprised a “clean” subgroup of teacher participants in a setting where confounding variables
have been controlled for, offering an opportunity for an in-depth exploration of the topic.
Study Design. This study was designed to answer several questions. How did the
thoughts and feelings of teachers effect the behavioral health outcomes for the children in their
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classroom? Quantitative data was collected related to the teacher’s background, the classroom
composition, and the relational climate of the classroom using the CLASS® tool. Qualitative data
involved the use of semi-structured interviews, where teacher’s thoughts and feelings were
uncovered.
While this study attempted to draw a picture of the relationship of bias to relational
climate and then to behavioral health outcomes, there were factors which complicated the
analysis. The small number of teachers who participated in the study created a limitation in terms
of the strength of this data. Participation was voluntary and many teachers within the program
chose not to participate, despite efforts to meet them at times and locations convenient to them,
and the offer of a stipend. While many teachers chose not to participate there were no
demographic differences between those who did and those who did not participate. Further, as
previously discussed, challenges were encountered within the study design, as noted earlier, and
several of the behavioral health outcomes designed to serve as dependent variables, could not be
considered as such because of data collection issues. Another complicating factor involved the
population and setting. For example, with respect to the use of the CLASS® tool, the program
experienced regular CLASS® assessments as a result of Head Start’s Monitoring and Review
system which utilizes the CLASS® tool. Therefore, it is possible that the program may have
engaged in preparation for those assessments. It is also possible that the background, experience
and credentials of the teachers might have been different in a different programmatic context, as
here again Head Start mandates that Lead teachers meet credentialing criteria which tend to
exceed most state licensing criteria (1302.91). Early childhood data indicates that across early
childhood settings, most teachers would not meet Head Start criteria. While situating the study in
a Head Start effected certain findings, the design benefited from the fact that these structural
variables were equalized, allowing for a focus on the research question which relates to role of
bias and its influence on the quality of teacher and child interactions as they relate to behavioral
health concerns.
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Conclusion
The question for this study was “How do teacher beliefs and background and classroom
climate jointly and/or independently contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child behavioral
health? The answer derived from this study was that teacher’s beliefs and background effect
their perception of the family’s childrearing practices, and culture and that evidence of bias was
located in judgements about the family rather than judgements about the child. Further, this study
found that teachers were more likely to foster empathic and close partnerships with families
where they had a shared background. Tying this to cultural competency, teachers from a low
socioeconomic background were able to locate empathy for the families in their care because they
understood the experience of being an “other”. This did not carry over to families where there
were significant cultural or linguistic differences, however. Another finding of note was that
while expulsion was not a hazard for children in Head Start programs, abuse and neglect filings
did surface as a possible hazard for the family. While there had been a concern for childexpulsions, the data revealed that the greater risk might be family-expulsions resulting from abuse
and neglect reporting.

Recommendations
Implications for practice. We often worry about the disproportionality data related to
child outcomes, and the interesting finding from this study was the way that bias might impact
teachers’ relationships with families, creating risk for the families. Where a risk may exist for
young children to experience expulsion outside the Head Start system, within the system the risk
may be related to Abuse and Neglect filings for families.
Abuse and neglect reporting emerged as a possible negative outcome for children and
families where attributive judgements were identified and introduced questions and features to
our understanding of this type of judgement in educational settings serving families with low
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socioeconomic status. While the more expected outcome of expulsion was not possible within
this Head Start program for regulatory reasons, abuse and neglect reporting did emerge as having
prominence within the comments of the teachers. I would propose here that in Head Start, the
outcome of potential bias is abuse and neglect reporting, and this should be considered in addition
to expulsion.
Given that Head Start appeared to play a mediating role with respect to bias for families
and children, a study exploring educational systems, their design, and their impact on
marginalized children and families seems in order.

Final Conclusion
If a child enters a classroom with behaviors considered challenging by the teacher, a
negative recursive cycle can be set in motion with respect to their relationship. The teacher may
feel that the child’s behavior is reflective of a home-culture unsupportive to the educational goals
of the institution. Or, the teacher and child may come from diverse cultural backgrounds, and so
there may be a mis-match with respect to behavior and communication, resulting in
misunderstandings. In those moments when a bond is formed positively or negatively, a review of
those dynamics can help us to uncover the building blocks to systemic bias and to see how deficit
theories or cultural incompetence might translate to the “day-to-day”, and how those day-to-day
encounters each act as a thread in a broad fabric of bias for children engaged in our system of
education. As Sparks, LeeKeenan and Nimmo observed regarding teachers in dominant-culture
programs “…staff may act out societal power relationships of advantage and disadvantage and
socially prevalent biases, even if they are not aware of what is happening”. (2015, position 13%)
Notwithstanding my own personal and professional affinity for the Head Start System
and their committed staff, I expected that the data would outline a linear phenomenon – a child
from a marginalized group whose behavior is misunderstood or negatively assessed by a teacher,
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resulting in a potentially negative behavioral health outcome for the child. The bias I expected to
encounter would have been more overt or explicit.
While professional development may have assisted teachers in fostering positive
classroom climates as measured by the CLASS tool, it may not have mitigated against feelings of
bias towards families. This study also revealed the relationship between empathy and judgement,
where teachers were better able to empathize with families where some shared background
characteristic existed – and this was most often related to socio economic status. The more
teachers understood or had familiarity with a family’s circumstances, the less opportunity there
was for misunderstanding or misplaced blame, and the greater the opportunity for the formation
of a mutually supportive rapport between teacher and parent.
Finally, this study helped to uncover the interplay of attributive judgement, and empathy
as they manifest themselves in daily interactions between teachers, families and children. In this
study, attributive judgement surfaced as a primary mechanism for bias, and teachers manifested
this type of judgement through their professional assessment of a child’s development or
academic progress, their assessment of the family’s childrearing practices, and through their
assessment of possible abuse and neglect. The teachers responses helped to highlight the role
empathy plays in this dynamic; the cognitive processes involved with empathy involve roletaking, taking another’s perspective, consciously “decentering” and “attributing a mental state (or
‘attitude’) to the other person (Leslie, 1987), which can mitigate those “blame judgements” which
might otherwise impact the teacher’s view of the child. The teachers in this study discussed the
importance of empathy in their efforts to foster connections with families.

Implications
Implications for System Design. This study explored the possible presence of bias for
teachers through the mechanism of attributive judgement. While I cannot confirm that children
would have experienced positive or negative outcomes within this system based on existing data,
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we do know that there were very few expulsions, and we also know that Head Start regulates
against expulsion. Abuse and neglect reporting did surface as a possible negative outcome for
families, however. This raises the question of the role that systems might play for children. Head
Start’s regulations were protective for children as regards expulsion, but their policies regarding
abuse and neglect created risk for children and families. This demonstrates the role that regulation
and system design can play. Therefore, one recommendation is that when policy makers and
educators consider strategies to reduce/eliminate bias in educational settings, that the system itself
be examined as well. Within the Head Start system, I have crafted a brief list of systemic factors
which surfaced within the data for this study, but it needs to be noted here that Head Start is a
complex organizational system and there are many other aspects which may also be relevant:
-

The regulatory discouragement of expulsion, and the requirement that any placements be
thoughtfully facilitated and be planned with the child’s best interests in mind.

-

An ongoing and systematic effort towards professional development which focuses on
classroom climate, where “climate” relates to the quality of interactions between the teacher
and child.

-

Abuse and Neglect Reporting – As noted earlier, while expulsions were not an outcome
within the study (attributed to Head Start regulatory prohibition), teacher responses indicated
a possible connection between bias, and teacher concerns for abuse and neglect. Systemically,
therefore, this may be an area for future analysis from a systems-design perspective – to
mitigate against abuse and neglect filings which may be driven by bias.

-

Recruitment & HR Practices – teachers in this study often noted that when they had similar
backgrounds, they found it easier to form empathic relationships with families, and Head
Start encourages the practice of hiring staff from within the parent body, which supports
greater empathy and understanding between staff and families. In Performance Standard
1302.90(b)(6) “A program must consider current and former program parents for
employment vacancies for which such parents apply and are qualified (2015).” Further,
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1302.90 (d) requires that staff or consultants be familiar with the “…ethnic backgrounds and
heritages of families in the program and are able to serve and effectively communicate, either
directly or through interpretation and translation, with children who are dual language
learners and to the extent feasible, with families with limited English proficiency.” They go
on to also require in subpart (2) that “if a majority of children in a class or home-based
program speak the same language, at least one class staff member or home visitor must speak
such language”. The role of hiring within educational systems should be considered when
mitigating the ill effects of bias.

Implications for Professional Development. This study yielded interesting insights in terms of
teachers’ thoughts and feelings about their work, and their ideas about children and families in
their classrooms. From these insights, I offer the following suggestions for professional
development, recognizing that some of these suggestions have already been embraced by many
systems.
Teachers’ comments indicated that where cultural norms deviated from those of the
teacher, there was a greater chance the teacher would have judgmental thoughts or feelings about
those parenting norms, effecting both the quality of the teacher’s relationship with the parents, but
also the teacher’s perception of the child’s behavior. For this reason, I support ongoing
development which focuses on cultural competency. Culturally competent early childhood
programs are defined as “those that have skilled and effective teachers, low teacher-child ratios
and appropriate group sizes, age-appropriate curriculum, engaged families, well-designed
facilities, linkages to comprehensive services, culturally and linguistically appropriate
assessment, and available and accessible bilingual education and services” (Chang, 2006, p10).
Further, as empathy was determined to be a protective or mediating variable where judgement
and bias were involved, workshops which assist teachers in locating empathy would be of benefit.
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Reflective practice and bias. Teacher responses often reflected their theories or ideology
related to teaching young children and working with their families. Their responses indicated
their desire to establish mutually supportive relationships with families, where they forthrightly
outlined barriers they encountered in pursuit of this goal. Judgement and empathy were prominent
themes in their responses and so reflective practice emerged as a construct as this relates to the
cognitive work a teacher undertakes to achieve empathy when working with diverse families.
This study proposed that along with professional development activities which promote reflective
practice, teacher’s benefit from life experiences that help them understand the experience of being
an “other”. Reflective Practice has emerged as an efficacious approach to work with children who
have experienced trauma. As defined by Heffron and Murch (2011), Reflective Practice is
defined as a “relationship-based supervisory approach… [in which] the supervisor creates a safe
and welcoming space for staff members to reflect on and learn from their own work with a trusted
mentor/supervisor at their side” (page 5). When teachers are confronted with differences related
to race, ethnicity, class, faith and other variables, an opportunity to reflect on their thoughts and
feelings is critically important as they form judgements which can either positively or negatively
impact the trajectories of the children in their care.
In summary, systems play an important role for both the teacher and the family.
Regulations can mitigate against such concerning outcomes as expulsion, and they can encourage
the hiring of people within the community, as well as those who are representative of the
community. Conversely, systems can promote behaviors which may not be in the best interest of
children and families, such as the risk abuse and neglect filings might create for families.
Culturally competent programs involve an integration of systems design, hiring practices and
professional development to create a positive environment for families where risk is averted, and
children can experience the benefits of quality early childhood education.
Once again, I would like to express my gratitude to the teachers for participating in this
study, for openly discussing their complex work and for sharing their views and perspectives.
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Their forthright responses were rich and illuminating, and their participation in the study was a
generous act. Recognizing that studies confirm that much of our biases are automatic (Lowery,
Hardin & Sinclair, 2001) or implicit (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), these teachers are not alone,
and as mentioned earlier in this study, I count myself among those who grapple with automatic
and implicit bias. Having identified the fact that this feature of our psyches is a tangible factor
having a potentially negative impact on children from marginalized groups, I will reference
Lowery, Hardin & Sinclair, (2001) who have studied methods which might assist individuals in
consciously controlling their bias. They determined that prejudices and stereotypes “are subject to
tacit social influence…” (pp. 844). The authors found this to be both a positive conclusion, and
also concerning. As they explained “If attitudes readily change from situation to situation, to what
extent can they serve as the basis for long term stable change?” (pp. 852). My response, based on
the results of this study, would be that a system can create that stability. I would argue that “social
influence” with respect to this study would be the institution of Head Start. As discussed, this
system did appear to play an influential role for the outcomes of children, even when it was
determined that their teachers might have expressed thoughts and feelings demonstrating bias. If
this can be confirmed in future research, it’s an exciting idea, that when bias is uncovered,
systemic design can protect our vulnerable children from its ill effects, assuring that children
passing through our system of education benefit from the positive developmental experience of a
quality early childhood education.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHER SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW AND PROTOCOL

Semi-Structured Interview Protocol
Background Survey Questions
Your name: ____________________________________

Gender:

_________________________
Your classroom: _________________________________

Age:

____________________________
Center Name: ___________________________ Head Start Program
Name:_______________________
Center Location: ___________________________________

Today’s Date:

_____________________
Age Range of children in your group (s): ____________________________
Is English your first language? _______________________________
If English isn’t your first language, please note your first language here:
________________________
Your ethnicity origin (or Race): Please specify your ethnicity (circle one):
a)

White

b)

Hispanic or Latino

c)

Black or African American

d)

Asian/Pacific Islander

e)

Other
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EMPLOYMENT AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
1. Early Childhood or Head Start Employment

a. How long have you been employed by this Head Start Program or early childhood program?
__________ (years).

b. In total, how many years have you worked with any Head Start or Early Childhood program as a
classroom teacher? __________ (years).

2. Educational Background

a. Did you complete high school? Yes

No

b. Did you complete an Associates Degree? Yes

No

i. If you did complete an Associates Degree, what was the major field?

c. Did you complete a Bachelors Degree? Yes
No
i. If you did complete a Bachelors Degree, what was the major field?

d. Have you completed a graduate degree? Yes

No

i. If you completed a graduate degree, what was the degree?

ii. If you completed a graduate degree, what was the major field?

3. ASSESSMENT OF CHILDRENS FUNCTIONING AND CAPABILITIES
a. How many children have been identified in your classroom for behavioral health concerns?
_________________
b. How many children did you refer for behavioral health concerns?___________________
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c. How many children do you anticipate that you will refer? _____________________

d. How many children do you anticipate you will refer in the next two months? ________________

Semi-Structured Interview
These questions attempt to elicit opinions about teachers’ perspectives and beliefs about
children’s behavioral health. This protocol is comprised of questions and prompts. Where a
question fails to generate a meaningful response, prompts will be used to further encourage
discussion.
teacher & Family Background
1. teachers often find that their own personal experiences, how they were raised as children or
perhaps how they are raising their own children influence their role as a teacher. Could you
describe your family background and experiences?
a. Prompt: Family experiences might include the parenting style used by your parents, your
families’ values or beliefs…
2. In what ways do you see your family background and personal experiences influencing how you
interact with the children and families in your classroom?
a. Prompt: My parents were either permissive or confused in their parenting, and so when I see
permissive parents, I feel empathic and it’s easy to give them council.
3. Some teachers find themselves in classrooms in which the children and families come from very
similar backgrounds while other teachers find themselves working with children and families
with very different backgrounds and experiences. In what ways do you find your background and
experiences similar to the background and experiences of children and families you work with? In
what ways are they different?
a. Prompt: When I first started working for Head Start, I realized that I came from a pretty
comfortable middle-class background, and I had never experienced food insecurity or the other
types of challenges that folks from low income backgrounds experience. I didn’t know what it
was like.
4. Have you worked with children whose first language wasn’t English? What do you think is the
best way to support those children in your classroom?
a. Prompt: Some teachers feel that children will pick up English easily through immersion, for
example. There are many different approaches.
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5. Sometimes teachers find it difficult to communicate with families whose first language isn’t
English. Have you ever experienced that? How did it affect your work with family?
a. Prompt: I’ve known teachers who felt nervous about meeting with families whose first language
wasn’t English, especially if they needed to discuss a sensitive or controversial topic.
Parent Involvement and Parenting Practices
6. Some children may face more challenges settling into classroom routines and expectations,
forming friendships or getting along with their teachers. Do you or did you have any children like
this in your classroom this year? Why do you think this happens?
a. Prompt: Some teachers have expressed to me in the past that if a child has never been in care
before, they may need a lot of support as they learn how to be in group care.
7. If a child does struggle to acclimate to your classroom, what part did you feel the parent played in
that dynamic? Was the parent helpful or unhelpful? Why did you feel that?
a. Prompt: I recall a parent who had a really hard time separating from her child. She would say
goodbye, then come back into the classroom to say goodbye again, etc. I wished she would say
her goodbyes with confidence, and then leave.
8. The field tells us that when teachers and parents work together, this can help children succeed in
school. How do you feel parents should support their children’s education? How do parents
support you in your work with their children?
a. Prompt: Some teachers have complained that parents don’t teach their children to respect their
teachers, for example. Or parents may bring toys from home, even though you requested that toys
from home stay home.
9. (contingent – only based on responses to 3a - d) You mentioned earlier that you have some
children with behavioral health concerns in your classroom. How have you attempted to engage
those children’s parents regarding your concerns? How did those parents support you in your
work with their children? How did you feel about the support you received from those parents?
a. Prompt: Did you feel that parents understood the issues you were concerned about?
10. Sometimes teachers draw a connection between parenting practices at home and the child’s
behavior at school. Do you see a connection? If so, how has that been evident in your classroom?
a. Prompt: For example, if a parent doesn’t have the child maintain a regular sleep schedule, lack
of sleep might affect the child’s mood the next day.
11. NAEYC encourages early childhood teachers to provide parenting guidance. Do you provide
parenting guidance to your families, and if you do, what type of guidance do you find you need to
give most often? If you don’t have a chance to give guidance, but wanted to, what type of advice
would you give families regards child rearing?
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a. Prompt: Some teachers feel that parents give the children too much power – that they aren’t
great a setting limits.
12. Sometimes parents have trouble taking care of their children. Children may not bring in seasonal
clothing, or required paperwork, or their attendance might be variable, or parents might not show
up for conferences. Have you ever been concerned about the care a child received from their
parent? In what ways has that been a concern in your classroom?
a. Prompt: I knew a teacher who was very concerned because one child in her class brought
Doritos and cookies to school for his lunch, and felt the mother was negligent.

Attachment & Trust
13. Some teachers find it difficult to see how families show their love, others don’t. What’s been your
experience? In what ways do you feel that families show their love for their children? Have you
ever worried that a child wasn’t loved? Why?
a. Prompt: Some teachers get frustrated when a parent says unkind things about the child in front
of the child, like “she was a terror this morning”.
14. Sometimes teachers really find it easy to love particular children, while finding it difficult to
connect with other children. Have you ever had that experience? Could you tell us about one
child you were particularly drawn to, and one child you really struggled to like?
a. Prompt: There is a baby in my program right now, and I just can’t get enough of her. I don’t
really know why, but I really enjoy spending time with this particular baby.
15. Similarly, teachers sometimes find it easy to like certain parents, whereas other parents can be
more challenging to connect with. Has that ever happened to you? Can you tell me about a
family you really liked working with and why you liked working with them? Similarly could you
tell me about a family you would have preferred not to work with, and why you think that was?
a. Prompt: I know a teacher who is frustrated by a family who are always the first to drop off and
the last to pick up, and who never keep their children home, even when they don’t have to work.

Challenging Behaviors
16. When children demonstrate challenging behavior in the classroom, teachers sometimes feel that
those behaviors can undermine their ability to manage the class as a whole. With regard to the
children for whom you have concerns (now or in the past), what types of behaviors have you
observed? Which of those behaviors do you feel effect your classroom most powerfully?
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a. Prompt: I remember a little girl who, during rest time, would stand on her mat, and say “I’m
standing on my mat! I’m not resting! I’m being loud!” That made me feel powerless, because I
knew and she knew that she would wake up the other children.
17. There are many different approaches to classroom and behavior management. In your opinion,
what type of behavioral strategy works best? How do you implement it in your practice?
a. Prompt: Some teachers like to use rewards and consequences, for example.
18. Are there any behavior management strategies you really don’t like? Why?
a. Prompt: Some people have strong opinions about “time out” for example.
19. As a Head Start teacher, you have been learning about CLASS. Do you agree with that
description of teacher and child interactions? Does it feel comfortable to you, or has it been hard
for you to teach in that way? Can you tell us why it has been either easy or hard for you to make
it work?
a. Prompt: Some teachers might not feel comfortable engaging children in conversation, for
example.
20. What type of supports matter most to you when you have a child with challenging behavior in
your classroom?
a. Prompt: Supports can include a range of things, like visual aids, behavior plans, consultation,
etc.
21. The field tells us inclusion is important. What types of behavioral problems do you think can be
supported in a general ed classroom, and what types of behavioral problems require a different
setting?
a. Prompt: Are there behavioral challenges that you have had trouble accommodating, where you
felt that the child required more than you were able to provide?
22. When teachers believe that a child might have a mood or behavioral disorder, some may feel
equipped with the skills to work with that child (with and without consult from interventionists),
while others may feel that the needs of the child require the skills of a mental health expert and
shouldn’t be within the realm of a classroom teachers duties. How do you feel about this? Do
you see yourself as being able to work with children with possible disorders? Or do you feel that
those children need to receive services in a different type of setting?
a. Prompt: Some teachers feel that there are certain psychopathologies that just can’t be
accommodated in a general classroom.
b. Prompt: I knew a family once, where the parents were very concerned about their daughter’s
cognitive development, but didn’t care so much about her social development, but I was worried
about her social skills, and wished they would think about those a bit more…
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23. Sometimes teachers feel that the children’s parents aren’t instilling those lessons or values that
might support their children’s success in school and in later life. Have you ever felt a parent’s
actions, behaviors or values were unsupportive to the child’s development as a citizen?
a. Prompt: I recall visiting a Head Start classroom, where a preschool age child asked me if I
smoked blunts, and I was very surprised to hear that question from a preschooler…
Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me!
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APPENDIX B

QUALITATIVE RESULTS
Textural Description
This section provides a description of the experiences of the teachers as reported in their
interviews. The analytical process of integrating their responses into a textural description
contributed to the formation of a cross-participant theoretical map, where key elements of their
bias emerged. Therefore, the following offers a composite description of the teachers’
experiences. The description is structured by the “significant statements” as reflected in Figure 5:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sociocultural match and mismatch.
Professionalism, intimacy and judgement in teacher and family relationships.
Communication and language.
Judgement and bias.

Referring back to the research question, which asks how teacher beliefs, background and
classroom climate contribute to teacher’s perceptions of child behavioral health, this textural
analysis illuminated the powerful role of the family within the dynamic. The perceptions that
teachers had about families influenced strongly their perceptions of the children. In nearly every
response regarding child behavioral health, some mention of the family background or home
environment were present, and in many cases, prominent. If a teacher described a behavior under
remediation at school, they would inevitably observe that this behavior was learned “at home” or
reinforced by the family in some way. This observation clarified a mechanism within bias, where
teacher’s perceptions of the parent’s engagement both with the child and the educational setting
strongly influenced the teacher’s ideas about the children they worked with, and thus how they
perceived children’s behavioral health. As teachers considered maladaptive behavioral health to
be reflective of the homelife, or an indication of an organic mood disorder or a disorder of a
different classification, there is an implicit assessment either of the family’s parenting practices,
or of the parents’ ability to meet the developmental needs of their children. It is within the process
of making judgements about parenting practices (inasmuch as all parenting practices are
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reflective of the culture of the parent), the teachers are also therefore making determinations
about the cultures/ethnicities/races of their population where family background deviates from the
cultural norms understood by that teacher in that classroom.
Sociocultural match and mismatch – Degrees of Empathy. teacher responses often focused
on their similarities or differences with the families. Through their responses, teachers placed
themselves on a spectrum of cultural difference/similarity, and the metric they appeared to apply
included race, ethnicity, language and socio-economic status. While 4 of the teachers shared that
they came from low socioeconomic households, they also understood where similarities began
and ended. In more than one instance, a teacher would explain that they were a cultural match
with certain families either because they were from the same community or served a
predominately white group of children. In other situations, teachers found themselves to be a
match because of shared low socioeconomic status, where the teachers reported that they had
experienced poverty growing up. For example, Amy explained her background: “We had a
brown-bag from the church and we had all those same struggles that some of our families have,
so…that’s part of why I’m drawn to them…” teachers also integrated familial or cultural
similarities, such as whether the family was divorced, whether the parent was a single-mother,
into their metric of empathy and difference. The construct of a “spectrum” or “degrees” of
empathy was suggested by responses from teachers where their ability to feel empathy was
mediated by a variety of sociocultural factors which either assisted the teacher in identifying
features in common, or which created barriers to empathy.
Different factors mediate the degree of empathy. A teacher might identify an economic
commonality with a parent, but may also identify significant cultural differences, and thus the
degree of empathy may not be as robust as with a family from a closer cultural match. For
example, Martha explained “I've been on the poverty level of my child making Head Start
qualifications, you know, and I worked my way up with the support of Head Start teachers.”
After explaining how she had a similar history to Head Start families through her poverty, she
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goes on to express those areas where she didn’t feel any commonality: “So and then on the other
fact is the different nationalities. You know the Nepali families are very different...holidays...
different upbringing of their children...different family dynamic. Um then I grew up with. I grew
up with grandparents being close by, and stuff, but theirs are very different”. Therefore, even
though Martha felt an economic commonality with that family, their ethnical and cultural
differences were prominent for her and thus the degree of empathy she may have felt toward that
family was reduced.
teachers who struggled to locate empathy. Some teachers, through their responses, indicated
that they struggled to locate cultural features in common with their families and they
acknowledged the challenge in locating those commonalities. They acknowledged that because of
this lack of shared experience, it was harder to locate empathy. As Julie explained “Um,
sometimes, it's very hard to do... you know I can really sympathize, but I can't necessarily
empathize, because I didn't have those struggles. I feel for them, but I don't necessarily
understand what they are having to go through.”
Degrees of empathy; professional vs. relational engagement. Again, a construct suggested
itself through teacher responses, proposing a professional/relational spectrum of engagement with
families, where one end of the spectrum would concentrate those teachers with a strong sense of
empathy, and where at the other end of the spectrum, teachers unable to locate empathy would
utilize professional stratagems for family engagement. This is not to suggest that teachers
drawing upon empathy don’t also integrate professional stratagems, rather that empathy itself was
acknowledged as a stratagem which they perceived as being of use when cultivating relationships
with families. Where teachers weren’t able to locate any shared features with which to build a
relationship, they developed an approach or “ideology” which enabled them to engage with
families, and this was supported by programmatic policies and professional development. Their
comments indicated an understanding that their differences from the parent population required
them to compensate for this mismatch through educational practices and guidance from the field.
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Amy shared that her background was very different from the children, “…because I’m from here.
So there’s very different…cultural… I mean, it’s very very different, so, um, so …because of that I
worked very hard with my staff and myself to make sure that children that we have are, you know,
like we get to know the cultures so that we aren’t making really simple mistakes that we find are
not a problem, but it could be for the culture”. Amy was explaining that her goal was to learn
about these other cultures and was concerned that she not engage children in ways that were
culturally inappropriate. She didn’t appear to seek those common features/experiences that
engender empathy (so as to foster a positive relationship with the family), but wanted first to
understand the fundamental “rules” that cultures have about daily living. She was particularly
curious about family cultural norms as those impacted the child’s behavior while with her in the
classroom. She was seeking understanding and was curious, and her emphasis was on her practice
as a teacher, and was less focused on the part that empathy plays in the cultivation of a
relationship.
For teachers who relied predominantly on their professional relationship (where they weren’t
able to locate empathy), they expressed the view that they were there to help these families and
children, and support families by supporting positive child-rearing practices through their
teaching and parent education strategies. As Lila explained, “I think um we are working with a
disadvantaged population of families and I think you know, more times than not, they are very
different. You know and I think that part of… the things I believe in, and in raising children,
that’s why I try to pass that on to them”. Lila appeared to be saying here that where she
encountered significant cultural differences, she drew more heavily from professional practice as
a relational approach.
teachers value empathy as a tool for relationship building. teachers indicated that having
experiences/cultural features in common with families effected the orientation of the teacher to
the parent in terms of how they engaged. Martha explained it this way: “I think it gives me a little
bit of understanding for the parents, instead of sitting on the other side of the table.” Martha
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seemed to be explaining that when teachers had experiences or cultural features in common with
families, they were differently oriented to the parent relationally, and in terms of authority.
teachers who felt themselves to be culturally similar, explained the benefit that a cultural
match provided to their cultivation of relationships with the family. For example, Dottie
explained that “the families that are more, like, Americanized, like I can see more similarities,
where I've grown up they'll talk about what they did in high school, what they've done for college,
different life experiences they've had .“ Dottie explained here that when there are cultural
similarities, she found it easier to engage in conversations that might support the cultivation of a
positive relational dynamic.
Factors which engendered empathy. There were a variety of sociocultural & economic
factors which mediated the teacher’s ability to feel empathy. In most cases, teachers who
expressed empathy for the families were teachers who came from low socioeconomic
backgrounds themselves or who could relate to a particular experience the family was having. As
Martha explained, “You know the life that most of them have. It's....they are struggling to do
better. They are at the bottom of the barrel to say, and I've been there. I know what it feels like. I
know what it feels like to have people look at you that way. Um. So I think it’s just important to
always give them that respect that they deserve.” teachers appeared to identify areas in common
with families outside of economic or ethnic status, and noticed such things as marital status or the
experience of being a single parent or being a child of divorce. Mary related that to her
experience of being a single parent, “I was trying to be supportive of the families as well,
because I mean myself I was a single mom for a while, so I know the struggles and I've tried to
like want to know that they come to me for questions”. Julie related to the experience of divorce
as she herself had been a child of divorce: “My mom was a single mom and I have a sister that's
younger than me, um, so and my parents got divorced when I was seven, so I feel like a little
connection to any of the kids that have um single parents or have divorced families and are going
in-between, back-and-forth. I definitely can feel people both ways of that.”
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In summary, teachers who identified a cultural match, most often identified the feature in
common as being poverty, but they did also note other features where they were also able to
locate empathy. In some cases, teachers who related to the impoverishment of their families still
struggled to overcome cultural differences where ethnic diversity was more pronounced within
the classroom composition. teachers in this group frequently compared their own lives and
experiences with their families, and these comparisons effected their perceptions of the families
and of the children through the presence or absence of empathy. Their thoughts about these
differences were also mediated by their “ideology” related to their idea of teaching, parenting and
judgement inasmuch as they reflected on these similarities and differences and strove to
understand them and manage them as a part of their own reflective practice. Finally, most of these
teachers commented about how similarities with families assisted them in locating empathy for
those families, which was supportive to the cultivation of relationships.
Professionalism, intimacy & judgement in teacher & Family Relationships. The cultivation
of strong relationships, and the sharing of information, is encouraged by the field, and especially
within the Head Start system. Developmentally Appropriate Practice (Copple & Bredekamp, Eds,
2009), a set of guidelines disseminated by the National Association for the Education of Young
Children, posits that young children benefit from a close collaboration between parent, teacher
and child, and that the child’s development is impacted by a constellation of factors involving not
only education, but health, nutrition and family life. Head Start as a system is designed to engage
with the family system through home-visits and the cultivation of family development plans. As
discussed on Head Start’s Early Childhood Learning and Knowledge Center (2018), “Family
engagement is a collaborative and strengths-based process through which early childhood
professionals, families, and children build positive and goal-oriented relationships.” Head Start’s
regulations also heavily integrate family engagement and are enforced through high-stakes
monitoring (45 CFR Chapter XIII, 2016). Therefore, teachers are professionally encouraged to
know the families in their classrooms, to understand how they parent, and to foster positive
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relationships with families. This section discusses inherent tensions within this construct as
illuminated by the teacher responses for this study. Also introduced is the role of judgement
within the phenomenon.
Notwithstanding guidance from the field and regulatory enforcement from Head Start’s
Review and Monitoring System, teachers expressed an interest in fostering a relationship with the
family, and this included the sharing of information regarding the home life, which the family
may perceive to be “private”. Lila explained that relationships were important, “Just being
involved. Families staying involved with teachers, and I also think that um possibly relationships,
you know not only for the well-being of the teachers and families, but you are being a role model
for the children. The children are looking at what your relationship is with their teacher, so I
think that’s important.” Martha explained it this way and also referenced Head Start’s guidance
regarding goals, “you know we have those discussions on a regular basis, but also during like
progress reports, for us we set goals for the kids and we actually do that with the parents you
know. You know it’s kind of like well ‘this is my idea of a goal what do you think’ especially with
those behavioral ones because I want to make sure those goals really are getting into my
expectations, and letting parents know too that they are important.” Martha explained her
concern about a child’s behavior and her hope that the parent could offer insights, “You know, it
was... when it was approached to mom it was ‘listen is something going on? Has something
changed? Because this is not a normal behavior for him’, so letting her know it was a concern
that...I'm more concerned because it wasn't his typical, so that she knows that, you know,I'm not
saying your kid is god-awful. Something is going on. There is a reason that he is all sudden biting
everybody under the sun. … so, I think sometimes just having that respect.” When a child’s
behavior seemed to deviate from that child’s typical behavior, as Martha described, her hope was
that the parent might offer insights to this change in behavior. Laura explained her approach to
building relationships and its usefulness especially when discussing behavioral health, “Um well
I’ve learned that the best approach is to start with… ‘I’ve noticed this… do you see this at home
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too? How does it work for you? How do you handle it? Do you find that works? Do you find
that doesn’t work? Are you looking for support? Do you have ideas I can use?’ That seems like
the best starter approach, and that’s the conversation starter. From there whatever direction it
goes… taking the parent’s lead a little bit. I’ve definitely had the parents who say ‘it’s been
driving me crazy, how can you help, because I don’t know what to do’ and then they are
completely receptive to any ideas that I might have. And then of course I’ve had the other family
who was also working with it and said ‘you know what, can you come to the counseling meetings
with us?’ and so I’ve been attending the family support meetings with the child with PTSD.”
Such information might relate to marital health, financial tensions or other stressors
within the home, dietary information, nap information, and more. This information may offer the
teacher insights into the child’s development and behavioral health. Strong relationships with
families also support collaborations when children display developmental challenges, such as
behavioral health challenges, and teachers often perceive that they are better able to make
recommendations or pursue interventions when they already experience a positive relational
dynamic with the family.
This interest in knowing more about families, and to foster relationships where families
share intimate family information, has created a phenomenon where the teacher as empathic
“partner” intersects with the teacher as professional educator, including their role as “mandated
reporter” to the state social services agency where the presence of abuse or neglect may be a
concern. Referring back to Martha’s observation regarding which “side of the table” the teacher
sits on – the same side of the “the table” as the parent, or on the “other side of the table”, the
Head Start teacher must shift her orientation to the parent based on the situation. Lila understood
this concern from the parent perspective: “…visiting with a lot of families and seeing families um,
I can see from the get-go, they feel threatened. They feel like ‘oh you are looking at me, you are
looking down on me’”, so if you can make a positive equal playing field, I think that works.” The
nature of the circumstance may direct the teacher as to the nature of their relational engagement.
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When the relationship is tested, this tension can become prominent for both the teacher and the
family.
The importance of relationship building. Explaining the value of strong teacher and
family relationships in the service of the child’s development, Amy explained that she needed to
build a relationship with the family first, so that she could engage in sensitive conversations
regarding the child’s behavior later on: “Depending on what the conversation is, like if it is super
sensitive…say the child is really having behavioral issues, or is not um connecting well, or
there’s a concern with cognitive, which is always that big red flag…um… I try very hard to have,
before we have those conversations? I try really hard to have a connection with the family”. She
wears two “hats” in this endeavor – the friendly person who draws upon commonalities to forge
bonds, and the professional who then utilizes that information, and integrates it with professional
knowledge and guidance supportive to the child’s development. Lila explained her role within
Head Start in this way: “I think you know, especially in Head Start, parents need to have a sense
of trust with teachers.”
The need for sharing of information. Julie explained why the sharing of information and
communication was such an important feature of relationship building: “I think some parents are
easier to communicate with and communication is key. Like if they come in and they want to talk
about their child or they are interested in what's happening in the school and interested in what's
hanging on the walls, and they want to know more, it's easier to talk to them about what's
happening, and it's easier to talk about in the child's life or what's happening in their life so that
you can connect in certain ways, even though it's a little thing of what they do in their off time.”
Julie explained here that communication assisted her in her teaching and enabled her to share
information with parents, and that even trivial conversations played an important part in fostering
positive communication with families.
Trust, judgement and risk in relationship building. Where the teacher seeks to build a
close and trusting connections with family members, there are also opportunities for teachers to
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learn intimate information about families which might cause them to form biases or negative
judgements, and it should be clarified that those negative judgements may be professionally
appropriate or mandated, based on the information conveyed by the parent.
Lila acknowledges this when she observes that families “…have had, probably, I don’t
know, experiences where they aren’t able to trust people, and things like that…building trusting
relationships, to know that they could, you know come to you, for whatever it may be, talk about
their child, and not to be… you know and we try to be, not to feel threatened”. She understood
that while a key role was to build trusting relationships in the service of meeting the child’s
needs, she also saw her role as also helping the parent to feel safe with her. Her point intersects
with observations teachers have about their parents’ socioeconomic status. Some of these teachers
understand that families who engage frequently with social service agencies, may be anxious
about judgement. Lila understood that the socioeconomic status added a layer of risk for the
parents in terms of forming trusting connections with their child’s teachers. Dolores
acknowledged the potential for anxiety when teachers and parents first attempt a relationship: “I
think it was the whole like nerves of like "we don't know who these people are" and she didn't
know who we were, and now she's comfortable with us and I think kind of helped us breaking that
barrier of nervousness.”
teachers concern for child welfare, and bias. As noted before, teachers sought to locate
aspects of the families that would assist in the formation of a trusting relationship – family
aspects they could relate to or talk about – and that closeness carried a risk for the families.
teachers might instead locate an aspect of the family that caused them concern either because it
ran counter to their values, or because they perceived it to be detrimental to the child’s well-being
as a possible act of abuse or negligence. Lila, who had earlier observed how threatening it might
be for a family to let down their defenses so as to engage in a trusting way with the teacher,
acknowledged her concerns about some families parenting and role modeling: “What children
are seeing um you know, we’ve had abusive situations where children are witnessing abuse, um,
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you know like, not themselves but maybe you know like partner… I usually… drug activity, you
know.” She went on to observe “I worry more about the bigger things they are seeing, the
lifestyle, behaviors, um, sure. That’s what I would worry about the most.” Jenny also expressed
concerns about parent child-rearing practices in a similar vein: “Well I think that you know, we
have had times where parents, I mean, a lot of times kids have way more sexual information than
they need to have. That's hard when children come in and they are talking about things that
children should not know about. Um it's also hard when children are coming in and they are
talking about horror movies, and violent movies that they are watching on television, um, or when
I feel like they are too involved in their parent life. They know too much about what's going on
with adult things.” So, that close partnership that teachers endeavor to cultivate with parents,
might either result in a trusting partnership between parent and teacher, or conversely make
families vulnerable to the teacher’s scrutiny. While teachers might endeavor to form connections
with families, that same effort might result in a negative judgement or bias as an unintended
consequence. Jenny told a story of a family with a child on the spectrum, where the program filed
an abuse and neglect charge against them, “…and then we had to end up filing, and that just…
she… lost it… she came in and it was like she was going to bring us to court and all this…” Ida
shared a story of a Nigerian family who was eventually filed on for abuse and neglect and she
explained that this had a negative impact on the quality of relationship she had with that family:
“… I just felt like horrible about it because… I know she was unhappy with us at the end. It was
too bad. Because she really trusted… you know she….I went to appointments with her, because
she had a hard time reading and writing, and she always says “I trust you guys more than, you
know, other people, so…” What can you do, you know?”
Communication and Language. Language and Dual Language Learners (DLL) play a
significant role in this analysis. teachers fell into two groups; teachers who worked with a high
percentage of dual language learners in their classrooms, and teachers who worked with groups
where the predominant language was English. teachers who worked with dual language learners
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and with families whose first language was not English, shared their views related to working
with these families. Many comments related to the challenge of communication. In some cases,
they discussed the mechanical issues involved. In others, they shared how the language barrier
effected the quality of information which was exchanged.
Language barrier and logistical challenges. teachers often focused their comments on the
logistical features of working with dual language families. For example, conducting a home visit,
or going through the process of enrolling a child, could create challenges for the teacher. Dottie
shared some of her experiences in this vein: “…this family needs an interpreter or this family
needs to find someone that can help them understand what you are saying, so that when you go
into these home visits and the family is like "no English" and I'm like "Okay, well we will try" and
so...but sometimes you don't get anything.” teachers share their various strategies. Martha shared
that though she herself only knew a few words of Spanish, “…even if I can't say them [Spanish
words], just to understand what they are, and I've learned to do a lot of gesturing with kids in
general.” Julie explained that she took some Spanish in college “…so if it’s a Spanish speaking
child, I can call it "toddler Spanish” because I can do like single sentences and like very simple
sentences, to help them get through the day”.
Language barriers and communication quality. teachers explained that where a family
was not fluent in English, teachers sometimes struggled to successfully communicate regarding
the needs of the children. While they might attempt to keep communication “simple” they also
acknowledged that certain issues requiring parent communication were not simple, and language
hindered their ability to discuss and plan in those instances. Martha explained “I try to keep it
simplified, and I typically will tell my dual language families when I meet with them when they
are just doing it in English, I tell them "if you don't understand me, if I talk too fast, slow me
down. Cause I do tend to talk fast, and I will tell them. Please let me know... and I do have
parents that will ask. They won't get a word, that probably doesn't translate or they don't use
typically, I can rephrase stuff.” Martha’s comment was interesting inasmuch as she was
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acknowledging that the language barrier forced her to simplify information she imparted to
families. She also acknowledge her need for a translator, and that where there were more
sensitive communications needed, she relied on those supports: “If it was just a form that went
home, we would just send it home and stuff but anything really to discuss with the progress and
stuff we made sure the sister was there to translate for us, but typically she was the only one we
had a translator for the most part. Some of my families when you went to their houses, they would
have another family member that would translate, so you had to like just take your time. Let them
translate it, make sure they don't have questions along the way. You have to remember to pause,
and let that translation happen.”
Julie was forthright in expressing that language created challenges in communication and
working with families “I think also because some of the Spanish speaking families literally they
don't speak very much English and sometimes the communication barrier can be really difficult,
even when trying to figure out what happens at home versus what happens at school and trying to
get on the same page, often can take months and months instead of just like having a conversation
with them, and it's done - it can take like many months to try to figure out where everybody is.”
Mary took it a step further and acknowledged that “…some parents we couldn’t even
communicate”. Ida shared a similar experience: “In one family the mom was Chinese, so we were
dealing with Dad, but then he moved to NY to work. So, that was interesting. Mom would just
look at us and smile.” Dolores shared how the language barrier could lead to potentially
discordant dynamics with families but that she worked with a bilingual colleague which helped.
She explained, “We had an incident where like mom and dad were upset about something, but I'm
very grateful to have my other teacher, so she was to communicate with her, but I think both like
myself my teachers and mom have all gotten comfortable talking to each other, so now we are
learning like... we can talk to her... and we're not like "why isn't she understanding.."
Language & the parent’s role. teachers offered insights related to the impact of the
language barrier on their ability to forge a trusting relationship with parents, and on this topic,
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they also referenced the parents’ sense of confidence and competence resulting from the language
barrier. Jenny explained that she didn’t always know how parents viewed her, “It's hard, because
you don't know how much they understand of what you are trying to tell them, um, and I .... I
don't know I feel like sometimes maybe you seem more judgmental when they aren't quite
understanding you?” Laura theorized that the language barrier might be challenging from the
parent perspective as well, “So that’s probably the hardest part, is when either they are
embarrassed or they don’t really know what you are saying, so they think it’s not important,
or…” Dottie shared this view and observed, “They want to speak better English. And some of
them - it's really interesting in trying to give them that confidence, you know, ‘you're speaking
English to me right now and you are doing a really nice job. I understand you want more, but you
are doing great. We are having this conversation and we understand what you are saying, and
you are understanding us, and it is working’. Where I think they just don't have that confidence,
so it’s interesting to try to help them with that confidence.” These observations related to
confidence were interesting. They touched upon an organizational feature of Head Start, which is
to empower families. As reflected in the Head Start “Parent, Family, and Community
Engagement” Framework (PFCE) developed by The National Center on Parent, Family and
Community Engagement (2013), the role of Head Start staff is to remind families of their
important role as a parent and teacher, and to help parents take on leadership roles and advocate
for their children. These teachers understood that the language barrier, in some cases, caused
parents to feel hindered in this regard, and so the task before them was to minimize the impact of
the language barrier in the service of a positive teacher and parent relational dynamic.
In sum, for the teachers who worked with families whose first language was not English,
they expressed that while they had many strategies and organizational supports to assist in their
work with dual-language learning families, they found the language to be a barrier to substantive
communication. They didn’t discuss the possibility of forming a relationship with these families
that went beyond the professional realm, though some did openly regret the absence of that
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connection, as it hindered their ability to discuss the child’s needs at times. They all seemed to
agree that the language barrier restricted the quality of communication. While they had developed
approaches to communication with these families, they all acknowledged that the language
barrier created logistical challenges in terms of carrying out basic transactions. The language
barrier also impacted the quality and depth of communication and some acknowledged that they
simplified their communication for this reason. Referencing earlier questions of empathy and the
formation of trusting relationships, it appeared from discussions with these teachers that they
adjusted their expectations for parent engagement based on language, while also employing
stratagems to overcome the language barrier where possible. It needs to be acknowledged that all
the teachers within this cohort were English speaking teachers, and in their conversations, they
did reference colleagues who were bilingual. It is possible that the bilingual teachers enjoyed a
closer relationship to those families. Even so, we might still hypothesize that when teachers and
parents don’t speak the same language, the quality of relationship is restricted to a more formal
and professional format.
teachers Thoughts and Feelings about Children’s Behavior.
Challenging Behaviors. teachers described the types of behaviors that they found
particularly challenging to manage in a classroom setting, and these behaviors ranged from
physical aggression, to “rough and tumble play”, a form of playful fighting and chasing (Smith &
Boulton, 1990), to play with violent themes, to “temper tantrums”, considered to be a predictor of
anti-social behavior (Potegal, 2003) to noncompliant behaviors. teachers sometimes focused on a
particular type of behavior, but other times they saw all these types of activities as parts of a
whole, even though the features of rough and tumble play are very different from the features of a
temper tantrum.
Julie explained that she found it difficult when children throw things. As she explained “I
guess the throwing of objects was always frustrating. If a kid is picking up and throwing things,
you have to like literally clear the space. Clear the space, like have everybody move to the
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opposite side of the room.” Dolores also found throwing objects to be difficult, “The thing we
are working on now is the taking the toys and the biting. That's easy. I would rather have that
then toys thrown at me. I would go home crying and bruised. They were my babies, but it was
hard.” Lila explained the behaviors she found challenging over all, “throwing hitting…
tantrums, crying on the floor… scratching the face.” She went on to explain about a particular
child, “…he would just throw himself down on the floor and scream and scream and scream, and
um, you know I think the yeah, I would say that was probably the most distracting, you know,
the… I guess you could call them temper tantrums. Episodes “. Some teachers expressed
concerns about violent play involving weapons or violent themes. Mary explained that violent
play was a problem in her room: “…our huge issue right now - all the boys do is make guns now
out of any connector - any block – anything”. She also identified violent themes, “We have
another child who, all his play is zombie based. He plays a zombie video game. Everything he
does is zombie based.” Noncompliance was also frustrating for teachers. As Margaret shared,
“…so screaming, like refusal to do something. Here, running away from teachers through the
hallway, and you have one dart that way and the other dart that way, and we are going "stop
freeze", like...” Jenny felt similarly, “I think from a group management standpoint, it's the
children who just... defiance.” She went on to explain, “…the ones that are just plain openly
defiant, or the ones who are violent. Um. We had a little girl a couple of years back who walk up
to you and smack you. And it was just like you get to the point where it's just like I can't take
anymore. Or we had kids who would climb up on the furniture and jump off. So, it’s very hard “.
When child behavior effects overall classroom management. teachers found it
challenging when children’s outbursts affected the structure of the day’s activities. They felt that
these behaviors negatively impacted their ability to manage the classroom and engage in
instructional activities. They also shared their view that these outbursts disadvantaged the other
children in the group. Julie explained, “…maybe it's just to have the routine be interrupted I think
is the hardest, cause to have structure, it's easy to keep going with ‘this comes next this comes
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next this comes next’, but if you have one or two children that are having an outburst of emotions
and frustrations, and sometimes you can't get to that next activity that you wanted to do. And so,
either it gets shortened and then or it can get tossed out for the day, and that effects the entire
week. You're like "okay we are going to do this activity at table time, but then we don't get
through half of group time when something happens, and then we decide ‘oh we will just go
outside’, but that means that activity didn't happen, so we have to do it tomorrow and then the
whole week is thrown”. Mary echoed this concern by explaining that when a particularly
challenging child was present, they adjusted their educational goals “When he was here, you
couldn't do a lot with the other kids because there was just so much involved.” Ida felt similarly
and explained, “I feel like he took away… us dealing with him took away from the other kids. In
what we could do, you know, our circle certainly got shorter when he came…” Laura had a
similar issue. When describing a child’s behavior during a large group meeting, Laura explained
“they'll do something that you absolutely - you have no other choice but to get up and stop it
because someone's in danger”. Laura was referencing a large-group meeting, where she needed
to stop the meeting to address child-behavior. Whatever behavior the child engages in, whether it
be a display of emotion, or an inappropriate choice of action, the teachers shared frustration about
a disruption to their schedule or their plans.
Child behavior and power in the classroom. As the teachers above discussed the effect on
classroom management as a whole, they also noted the impact on other children in the room, and
on their ability to carry out planned curriculum. Their observations also spoke to a power
dynamic between the challenging child and the teacher, inasmuch as the teachers saw these issues
as a challenge to their control within the classroom. Jenny made an interesting connection
between children’s behavior and a struggle for control, “…when the focus is always on them, then
it's like they are controlling everything…” Ida shared that behavior made management of group
meetings difficult, “…at circle time, if one child just isn’t sitting, you know… they are laying,
kicking a kid next to them, and then you are talking to them instead of doing what you were
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doing, and then other kids start, you know… poking at each other… whatever, while you are
dealing with that one…” Laura had similar concerns and explained, “…the ones where the child
is doing something attention seeking. Especially when we are in a large group, and the child... it
seems to be looking for all the attention focused on that child instead of on the whole group. They
will make noises. They'll do interruptions at very inappropriate times, um, I've had them throwing
things...” Jenny had concerns about individualizing support for challenging children, because
she felt it sent the other children the wrong message: “…when they are openly - you know acting
out - that it makes it very hard because you don't want to respond in a way that's going to make
the other kids think they got something for doing it, and want to do it too.” Mary found it
challenging to engage certain boys because of their group dynamic. As she explained, “…kids
follow their behaviors is what's happening.” Later she echoed this idea “They feed off each
other…” Within the topic of control, teachers explained that children could inspire other children
to behave similarly while forcing teachers to adjust their plans in ways the teachers perceived to
be unsupportive to the needs of the group.
Safety and Danger. Lila also raised a concern about safety. My biggest thing is safety and
if it’s um a matter that you know a child is going to hurt themselves, hurt somebody else, you
know, or staff, you know.” Martha was concerned about aggressive behaviors for safety reasons
as well, and shared her concern about how that behavior made other children feel: “not only can
they be physically be hurting other people but they instill that fear, and think sometimes don't
make it a safe environment for the other kids”.
Being removed from the room or program. While federal regulations prohibit expulsion,
and while the program doesn’t embrace “time-out” as a behavioral management approach,
referrals to other programs was the most prevalent form of remediation (36.14%). Not all teachers
had similar views on the matter, and the types of child behaviors which triggered remediation
processes for these teachers had different pathways or features. Dottie was a firm believer in
inclusion and believed all children should be included in classrooms. “I think any child should
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start in a regular ed setting. Any child.” She expanded on this point by saying “As long as those
pieces are in place, that child... there should be a way to make that child feel successful.” Jenny
explained that she didn’t believe all children can succeed in all settings; “I do think there are
some children that it's not in the best interest of them to be there, and I think most of like the
sensory kids. I just feel like that's you know I don't necessarily think that we are helping them. I
think we have to take into account what they need and not what society needs. Most kids I think
can be, most kids issues are either that they just don't know how to acclimate to society, so they
have to come in and see it, but then there are just sometimes where I think it's just in their best
interest to be left to their own peace.” Julie explained that she supported removal when children
were physically hurting themselves or the people around them, “The only instances where we
have had to take a child out is when they are literally physically hurting either themselves or the
people around them. So if they are hurting themselves or the person around them, then (Director)
or I will hopefully guide the child out of the classroom or to a space that they are on their own”.
While Laura was committed to inclusion on principal and in practice, she did acknowledge that
safety was a concern for her in certain situations; “I want that child to experience some
normalness - some ‘this is what other children do - this is how other children engage with each
other’. But it's really hard to cope with the idea that I have fourteen or fifteen other children that
might be feeling nervous now. That for me is that line where I'm just not sure that it's the best
plan”. These teachers seemed to agree that they didn’t want to place the other children in the
classroom at risk.
teachers shared past experiences of working with children with challenging behavior.
Martha recounted a situation from a different program where a child was removed from the
classroom and she explained, “We actually had to remove her from a classroom. We didn't
remove her completely from the program but from the classroom. Even doing one-on-one with
this child, like I have never had a kid that I have ever looked at a supervisor and then like... it's
jeopardizing the rest of the room.” Julie described a situation where she regularly removed a
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child from the room; “…one of the little kids, he would be very physical, and we ended up coming
out of the classroom at least three times a day and we just would like sit and play in the red
chairs out in the hallway for like twenty minutes before he'd calm down, and then be able to
return to the classroom.”
The question of setting and placement arose. Jenny had suggested earlier that some
children should be left to their “own peace” rather than forced to participate in a group experience
which may not be conducive to their unique developmental needs. She suggested that children
with sensory challenges, for example, might struggle with societal expectations. She also
explained that while child behaviors might not indicate a pathology, the determination about a
“fit” between child and classroom may sometimes be restricted by the capacity of the classroom
staff: “So, that boy we had, when he is throwing things across the room, just being unsafe,
walking over shelves and trying to bolt, and I know like he just seemed extreme, and that maybe
he needed some other place where they could have less kids, and more supports, um… safety
would be a factor. Yeah. Um. Just…what could we handle?” She felt that the capacity of their
staff was not adequate to the needs of that particular child.
As the quality of teacher and child relationship is a central to this research question,
Laura shared a conversation she had with a child for whom she was providing behavioral health
remediation. She explained that this child worried that she would terminate him; “It seemed to me
that he had a fear of abandonment and he played it out, so he would do negative behaviors and
then told me that… he basically he told me that he expected that I’m going to kick him out of
school.” She went on to explain, “It was almost as though he was challenging me to see how
long I was going to stick it out with him. Yes, he had these ideas. He was very intelligent. He had
his ideas about how this would work, and he was sure I was going to kick him out, and when I
told him “I’m sorry, you are stuck with me”, and then he told me he wanted me to kick him out,
and I said “too bad you are stuck with me” (laughter).”
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How challenging behaviors make teachers feel. teachers shared their feelings about child
behavior and how it made them feel. Julie explained that because her father had a loud voice, and
this effects how she reacts to children who get loud. “I don't like screaming and yelling, so I'm
more happy to help the kids that are like um that are sad or crying or upset, but when they get to
be screaming, kind of loud, that kind of makes me agitated and like I stand back a little bit, you
know?” She went on to say that she needed to recollect herself when that happened, “you have to
like take a second for yourself, and then react to whatever has happened. So, I still recognize that
in certain moments.” Julie acknowledged that when children were loud in that way, it affected
her ability to connect with children in those situations, “…there was one little girl and she would
get loud so that was one of the reasons why I didn't connect as much…” Jenny talked about how
defiant behavior affected her; “…it was just like you get to the point where it's just like I can't
take anymore”. Dolores acknowledged that “They test our boundaries (laughter).” She shared
that there are days when she needs support, “There's days where I might need a break from a
child just either behavior and not listening.” Dolores also acknowledged that when children
were violent, it could affect her, “I would go home crying and bruised.” Lila shared that she
enjoys working with challenging children, “They always say ‘you like the bad boys’, it’s like for
some reason, that one boy that’s like, you know climbing on tables and running around is the one
I always make a connection with”, Ida shared that sometimes her patience is tested: “There was
one I struggled to like this year. He would just do things to kind of annoy other kids and he would
get under our skin?” She went on to explain that it was difficult, “I found it hard, because the
mom was wonderful and involved and it was like… God, here he is…” Dottie shared that
language played a role in her success at establishing a relationship, “I think sometimes it is hard
to connect with those children who don't speak English.” Laura shared that in some cases she
wasn’t able to forge a relationship with a child, “…the best approach for me is to acknowledge it
right away. I have to just acknowledge it. I know that this is the kid that drives me crazy. I know it
is.”
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The importance of teaching colleagues. Several teachers acknowledged that there had
been times where they struggled to locate regard and connection with a child or parent. In these
cases, teams were mentioned as being helpful when relational dynamics were strained. Laura
shared that there were times when she wasn’t able to connect with a child. She explained that
working with a team really helped in situations like these because the child might be able to forge
a connection with a different teacher. “It works out really well to have a team of teachers,
because we usually have different children that we are drawn to. Um. And so, I take complete
advantage of the fact that the other teacher was drawn to this child, so I was like ‘great’. Give
her the love, 'cause I can't’ “. Martha also talked about how the team helps in those situations
where teachers are not able to locate positive regard for the child; “I have been in that situation
where I'm like ‘this is not a big deal’ where another co-teacher is like, oh my God I can't do this
today with this kid and I'm like, ‘that's why I'm here’.”
In summary, the teachers in this cohort found violent or noncompliant behaviors to be the
most difficult to address, and especially were concerned about behaviors which impeded their
ability to manage the group as a whole and undermined their sense of control. They were also
concerned about how those behaviors impacted the classroom climate for other children, and
were concerned that those behaviors detracted from the educational experience they were
attempting to provide for the children.
They were not all of one mind regarding the efficacy of inclusion for certain children, and
believed that in some cases inclusion was not the best plan, again out of concern for the
educational and relational experience for the other children. They didn’t frame the question with
respect to expulsion, but rather to the idea that certain children shouldn’t have been there to begin
with, and with that adjustment in framing, expulsion or referral became instead, the correction of
a placement error.
While they understood that their ability to forge a trusting relationship with the children
was important, they acknowledged that there were times when they struggled to do that. In those
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instances, they relied upon their colleagues to forge bonds with those children. They
acknowledged that in some cases, they were upset or emotionally effected by the behaviors.
Judgement and Bias. As the overarching research question relates to the question of bias
and its influence on the formation of trusting relationships between the teacher and child, this
section will focus on the emergent theme of judgement and its relationship to bias among
teachers. Judgement was a prominent theme earlier in this analysis related to sociocultural match
and mismatch, and again surfaced in the exploration of risk and trust in teacher and parent
relationships. Part of the reflective work for these teachers was to acknowledge and address those
feelings of judgement. Dottie shared that it was difficult at times “Like I had my own opinions,
but you have to keep those out of it. And sometimes that's hard.” Ida theorized that cultural
norms influence parenting practices, and described a concern she had about corporal punishment,
and recounted a dilemma with a Nigerian family where a child was disclosing possible physical
abuse; “Um well he was saying different things, like that she beats him… they were Nigerian, so
there was some cultural… stuff? I don’t know, she says that’s the way they talk there, and you
know we did have to tell her well, you know, that’s not really okay. What do you mean by
“beating”… do you mean just “spanking” with a hand? Because when we hear “beating” here
we think, you know, it’s with an object on different parts of the body leaving marks. So we did try
to go over that with her. This teacher later shared that they did eventually file on this family.
Judgement often accompanied discussions of bias and it emerged as a topic for teachers
throughout the interviews.
The following sections focus on the teacher’s thoughts and feelings about judgement, while
also identifying the presence of judgement in their comments regarding parents, child-rearing
practices, and early education and care.
teachers have developed principles regarding judgement. Many of the participant comments
included their ideas about judgement – either its absence or presence, or they reflected on its
presence within their work. In some cases, teachers had established their own set of principles to
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guide them. For example, Lila shared “I absolutely love the people and you know I think that if
you are accepting of everybody, and you are willing to you know accept differences and you know
this is what it… I mean... you don’t necessarily agree with it, you know and you have hard
situations, but if you can work with them, instead of fighting against them…” Laura explained
her values related to judgement: “My family put a lot of emphasis on not being judgmental of
others and taking a moment to see their point of view, and a lot on the you know what’s fair isn’t
necessary the same, but helping each person differently.” Amy also had an articulated an
ideology related to judgement; “I guess I really make sure that I know the family’s story. I don’t
put judgement, because it’s… everyone makes choices and some choices aren’t theirs to… that
they’ve been able really to choose, but unless I know, I can’t, you know, I try really hard not to
judge what’s going on. Um, the parents… they made the choices they made for the reasons they
have, and um, I honor that. So, I take the families as they are and um, really try to build that
relationship because of those.
Times have changed. Many of the teachers talked about how parenting practices had changed
over the years, and how different it was today. They also talked about what children see and hear
in the homes and how children have more sexual knowledge, or greater knowledge of substances,
violent films, then children once had. As Delores put it “… I know like growing up it’s obviously
things have changed. When I was little, um, I mean, I know I tried to know okay this is how my
parents my raised me, knowing what our children have gone through, you have to take a step
back and realize they might not even have their mom or dad around.” Ida explained it this way:
“It’s a different world then it was, even…fifteen years ago. I don’t know. It’s a scary time to
bring up kids I think.” They often referenced the number of parents in the home and they talked
about how children today see things that they shouldn’t see. Dolores observed, “I being little
didn't have the knowledge to know all of what's going on because my parents kept me away from
it, where now children know what ‘drink beer’ is...“ She went on to note “They witness drugs
being happening in their home, and....stuff that I didn't even know what that was.” This also
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related to parent involvement in their children’s education. Jenny commented that “You know my
parents were very involved with things, it's very very different.”
They expressed concern about the type of media children are exposed to. They shared
frustration about parents who use their digital devices and seem disengaged, they expressed
concern regarding the instability of certain households and the behaviors parents modeled for
their children. Dolores explained “I had a home where I had both parents, where they might not
even have their parents.“ Ida felt that role modeling was important explained it this way: “There
are a lot of them that aren’t being positive role models for their kids. And, yeah, it’s just the way
society is now?” Ida had concerns about the specific behaviors being role modeled, ”…things
like smoking, and you know, we deal with drinking, we have parents addicted to we don’t even
know what. They probably see a lot more than we know, for sure.”
Trauma, Abuse and Neglect. Child abuse and neglect reporting surfaced throughout the
discussions and earlier factored in teacher’s comments related to their relationships with families,
the establishment of trust, and the presence of risk for families. Further to that, their comments
indicated a strong connection between the judgement and child abuse and negligence reflected in
teacher responses. For example, Lila shared her concern about substance abuse in the home,
“What children are seeing um you know, we’ve had abusive situations where children are
witnessing abuse, um, you know like, not themselves but maybe you know like partner… I
usually… drug activity, you know. We’ve found drugs in their bag before; just little things”. They
were often concerned about trauma in the home. Amy described her own thoughts about this; “we
have to accept parents where they are, and none of us could have raised our child the way they
are raising theirs, but I find that I put myself in the mental state that they are doing what they
want… what they feel is best for their child…um…it is definitely harder”. Amy was struggling to
withhold judgement, but admitted it was challenging at times. Julie explained, “…and then I
guess being different would be just like a lot of trauma backgrounds. And like the alarming
amount of times that we have to get DCF involved”. They did identify that they worked with
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families in crisis, and they did relate that to the child’s behavior. Amy shared, “I really had a
hard time, but it was that personal bias… the child was very violent, and very um… however his
father was incarcerated, his mother was a single mom who didn’t really work. She had no real
parenting skills, um, they were involved with DCF, and they were on food stamps…”
Dottie shared that she worried about children who spent too much time at home, because of her
concerns about the stability of that environment “There's a couple of them, having that week off,
I'm like I don't know how they are going to be coming back.” Laura took it further by expressing
the idea that if children are from deprived households, the teachers are filling a void in the child’s
life: “I'm glad that they are here, because they are getting [love] from someone”.
Judgements about parenting and child behavior. Dottie believed that the stability of the home
had a powerful influence on children’s acclimation to school. “There those who come from an
unstable lives at home, have that harder time picking up that routine. But there's also a few that
have that unstableness, come in and really grasp onto that routine because they want that and
need that in their lives.” While some children struggle in school because of the quality of the
household, other children appreciate the consistency and stability of the classroom and are able to
meet classroom expectations.
Parents who are punitive or permissive. On more than one occasion, teachers made
judgements about families’ punitive or permissive child-rearing practices. Where a parent was
punitive, the teachers might hold-back information about the child’s behavior so as to spare them
what they perceived to be unduly harsh punishment. Martha told a story about a parent who
physically punished their child because Martha had shared that the child swore at school: “We
had talked to a parent about a child that was swearing in the classroom. It was a simple
conversation. Um. And the next day the child came in and - they went to the public school for
speech - he came off the bus and came in. We were in circle and he pulled up his shirt and
showed me the marks on his back. He had gotten the belt - a leather belt for swearing at school.
And yeah... yeah...So after that we picked and choosed what we talked to her about um yeah
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because we did have to file and over something.” Margaret was also concerned that her own
reporting to the families might result in corporal punishment, “I want to be able to tell them and
say ‘well this happened, or this person got hit or she was throwing toys or whatever’, but I don't
want them to go home and be like ‘you’re in trouble because you did this’".
Where the parent was permissive, teacher’s felt unsupported in their work with the child.
Margaret explained, “…parents are kind of like, they almost put on blinders and be like ‘my
child's perfect. How can that be?’ so it's hard. There was one parent that she would be like ‘well
he does this at home, but it’s just because...’ and she would always give excuses.” Amy also
shared this concern when she noted, “This year we really worked very hard with a family who
used a lot of bribing. Um. ‘If you sing at school I’ll give you a gerbil’, and she ended up with
three. ‘If you don’t cry before I get here…’, um… You are setting her up to really have a tough
time in kindergarten.“ The relationship between childrearing and school behavior surfaced for
Julie as well, who shared “…then you kind of think in your head like ‘she does this for a
reason.’ She's not... like she's doing this whining and kind of like getting really upset and
stomping her feet because it works at home.” Julie was talking about a child who whined and
demonstrated externalizing behavior, and assumed that those behaviors must in some way be
promoted or supported by the family. Margaret identified what she perceived to be a causal
relationship between the parent-child dynamic and the resulting behavior in the classroom, “ Last
year there was a little girl that would just scream at the top of her lungs if she didn't get her way,
and mom - she was like the baby of the whole family - she had two older siblings that were like at
least five or more years older so she was like really the baby of the family, and they would always
just give in to her all the time”. Sometimes they identified that the caregiver was not
knowledgeable. For example, Dolores explained that they may be working with a person new to
caregiving, “…we might have the aunt who has custody and doesn't have her own kids who has
no clue.”
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Quality of Parent and Child Relationship. These teachers also noticed relational dynamics
between parent and child and formed judgements or opinions. Margaret shared, “…they say and
vocalize that they have their own emotional issues... some parents don't say that but we can
almost see like if they’re is child feeling really down, and they are in a depressive mood, that
really really is a connection. Like I've seen it very obviously.” Margaret talked about a child
where the mother seemed short tempered and distant, “Yeah, and she was very well taken care of,
but it seemed at times like her mom just didn't want to give her the time of day. She just seemed
very frustrated by her.” Dottie also shared an observation about a parent child dynamic, “I've
also seen a back-and-forth parent where there are some days where she is so lovey-dovey to this
child, and there are other days where it's just siblings and its ‘stop stop stop’ to this child. So, it’s
interesting that seeing that one, where I'm like, ‘what's going on in that mom’s head?’" Dolores
noticed the quality of interaction between parent and child as well, “I mean there has been some
times where the way like the child gets excited when their parent... comes to get them and they
just like "shush" them down…”
Judgement and the family system. teachers also felt themselves to be entangled in family
dynamics, where family members would have negative judgements about other family members
and attempt to shape the teacher’s opinion negatively. In these cases, families sought the teacher’s
judgement and attempted to shape it. Mary talked about a child in her group where this happened,
“…we have a child this year. He has play therapy but he's with his grandma. He was taken from
his mother's. So, he is with his grandma, and at the beginning of the year she was ‘all his issues
are because of his mom’ and this and this and this.” Dottie had a similar experience, where
parents were in the process of divorcing, and attempted to draw her into their conflict: “…the
mother was causing issues with the father. I just wanted to keep telling her ‘you can feel how you
want to feel, but you have to leave the child out of it’. We actually at times she was feeding things
to the child so the child would say things against the father.” These anecdotes were interesting
because in these instances, the parents are attempting to extract a judgement from the teacher in
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the service of agenda internal to the family system. It was also interesting because the teachers’
clearly felt that the perceived agenda of these parents was not serving the child’s needs and was
in fact doing harm.
Parents who did or didn’t support their children’s education. These teachers also shared their
feelings about parent’s support of the child’s experience at school. They noticed and appreciated
those parents who were attentive, involved and supportive. They also noticed those parents who
were demanding or required different rules or expectations for their children. These teachers
tended to agree that the parent mediates the child’s experience. If a parent is supportive, the child
will have an easier time acclimating and succeeding. Laura was succinct about it “Every child is a
product of what they live.” Jenny explained it this way, “I often, to be honest with you, think it’s
the parents, um, the way they approach it, and I find that if the parents are apprehensive, the
child is going to be apprehensive.” More than that, she explained that her desire was that parents
be supportive and attend to the programmatic requirements, “Parents who are interested in, their
kids, interested in what's going on in the classroom, are easier to get along with. The parents who
you have to call 50 times to get an appointment with, and then they don't show up or show up late
or show up when they want to...” This observation is interesting because it connects to the issue
of relationships, and she acknowledged in this statement that she found it more challenging to
have a relationship with parents who were not demonstrating any observable support of their
child’s experience at school. Martha was very clear about her position that parents should support
their children’s experience at school, and she focused on attendance. She explained “`I don't think
parents realize when you are showing up every day that's a routine for you. That's responsibility
for you. That's quite a big life structure that I don't think parents realize, you know.” Martha felt
that consistency was important for the child “It matters. That's showing a lot of structure for
parents, and family structure, and then its consistency for the kids.”
Parents who request accommodation. teachers expressed thoughts and feelings about
parents who wanted the teachers to make accommodation for their child because of ethnic, racial
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or cultural differences. Jenny shared “When you have a parent that's constantly coming about
every little thing, you're kind of like, um, you know... parents who expect different rules for their
children than other people's children, then their child is going to feel that way too.” Jenny
shared an interesting challenge along these lines. She described working with a family of color,
where the mother was concerned that her daughter was experiencing social alienation because she
was black. She was concerned about bias among peers in the classroom. Jenny felt that this child
simply had poor social skills. She didn’t agree with the parent’s perception regarding race. She
explained it this way “We also have a parent this year who um whose daughter was very in-yourface - very, to be blunt, obnoxious, and the other children didn't care for this kind of behavior,
and she would tell her ‘they don't like you because you are black’. That wasn't it. They didn't like
her because she was in their face. Anything that went on, it was because she was black. You
know. And that was not it.” Jenny perceived that the mother was creating this perception in the
child’s mind. “The mom would come and say ‘they won't play with her because she is black’, and
that's not it, and that's all she was hearing, and this mom was telling this child that, and so she
was creating that.” Jenny felt that because the mother focused attention on race, the daughter
perceived it as an issue and this effected how she engaged with the children and also what she
reported to her mother. Jenny rejected that idea and believed that the child’s issue was rooted
entirely in her poor social skills. Researchers in race scholarship would likely identify her stance
as being representative of “colorblind racism” (Pollock 2004; Tarca 2005; Bonilla-Silva 2006;
Lewis 2006). By rejecting the idea of racism as a factor for this parent, Jenny invalidated the
perspective of the mother, who sought to advocate for her child.
Differing ethnic norms also were perceived to be a challenge. “Well one of the Nepali
families. Some of them are a little - some of them are really lax with their child, and letting the
child pretty much be in charge and do what they want. Especially we see this in the home visits,
where the child is just all over the place.” teachers attributed permissive child-rearing practices to
different cultural norms in this case. Martha noticed that among some cultures she works with,
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“…we have definitely the boys are catered to, um, you know but then you have your families that
definitely teach them those respect and those male manners. With different nationalities that we
have, it definitely changes how they treat their children. Some of them are definitely treated as
"you don't do anything. Just sit there and be a kid". Martha shared her judgement by sharing “Or
other ones they do teach them the responsibilities, they go to church every week, um, you know,
different values.” She perceived that the correct normative practice was to teach children selfhelp skills and independence, whereas cultural practices which didn’t foster those independent
self-help skills were failing to teach children responsibility. Martha and the other teachers also
had a dilemma inasmuch as the functioning of a classroom in American society does require that
children attend to self-help tasks with independence, inasmuch as ratios prevent the level of
individualization that would be required to care for children who weren’t able or willing to learn
self-help skills.
Food was another area where this surfaced. Martha shared another story where a family
requested that their son not drink milk. They explained that they felt it made him sick. Martha
expressed her view that “The kid could just have a cold”, but the parents were insistent. She
shared that “…this little boy was funny because he would drink the milk and it was all he wanted.
And at snack time, he would like, if his dad showed up, he would dump that glass of milk. He
figured it out really fast.” Martha felt that the request by the parents to restrict his milk was
likely unnecessary, and a challenge because the boy wanted to drink milk. Further, in terms of
managing a large group of children she explained that “… little things like that sometimes even,
they impact the classroom, you know?”
In summary, with respect to the question of this study, teacher responses demonstrated
that in some cases these responses indicated that instances of bias and judgement were directed
primarily to the parent and that child received the bias indirectly. They saw a close relationship
between parenting and children’s behavior, and identified cultural differences which they
believed influenced the types of behaviors they encountered with the children. They didn’t say
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“the boy from Nepal has poor self-help skills”. They instead said “the Nepali parents have taught
the boy that he doesn’t need to learn self-help skills”. If a little girl was whining, they didn’t just
say “this little girl whines”, they said, “This little girl’s mother must engage in parenting which
rewards whining”. When a parent suggested her child was being targeted as a person of color, the
teacher believed instead that the parent’s focus on race negatively impacted the child’s social
skills, thus resulting in peer alienation.
The textural analysis of these comments resulted in the identification of three main
themes; the teacher’s “ideology” or “theory of mind” which related to their own theories about
their work, the presence of empathy in their comments, and the presence of judgement in their
comments. teachers who had similar backgrounds to families found it easier to locate empathy for
the parents in their program, especially where socioeconomic status was concerned, though this
empathy didn’t assist when they were confronted with families from very different cultural or
racial backgrounds. teachers who didn’t share any background experiences in common with their
families relied entirely upon professional guidance to assist them. Where language, race or
ethnicity presented barriers to empathy, the quality of relationship was more professional, and
absent those relational/ conversational stratagems which can emerge from empathy.
Empathy mediated judgements teachers might make about families. A teacher from a low
SES background might understand why a parent wouldn’t have seasonally appropriate clothing,
whereas a teacher from a more financial stable homelife, might assume that the parent was being
negligent. Where teachers encountered cultures or lifestyles which deviated from their own
beliefs about child rearing, they made judgmental comments about the efficacy of those parenting
strategies. “Blame judgements’ are relevant here, inasmuch as teachers “blamed” parents for the
behaviors of their children. They identified the flaw in the parenting approach and drew a
connection to the child’s behavior.
In short, judgement acted as the delivery system for bias, and judgements were mediated
by empathy inasmuch as a teacher’s cultural identification or familiarity played a part in their
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formation of judgements. Judgements connected to child behavioral health in that teachers
blamed poor parenting for the child’s maladaptive behavior – they viewed the child’s behavior as
an expression of the parent’s cultural norms and values, and they had judgmental views about
those norms and values. Therefore, their assessment of the family’s cultural norms and values
was embedded in their assessment of the behavioral health of children in their classroom. The
greater the “difference” between the teacher and the family, the less empathy was present, and the
more likely negative judgements would prevail regarding the child’s behavioral health and it’s
causes.
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APPENDIX C
TABLES AND FIGURES

Table 16 - Over time analysis - Behavioral outcomes

Difference
IEP/Classroom
Modification

Difference
Any
Medication

Difference
Support
Plan/Behavior
Plan

Jenny

IS
Fall
2016
2.20

-3.00

2.00

0.00

Mary

3.43

-9.00

2.00

0.00

Julie

2.89

-1.00

1.00

-2.00

Margaret

2.10

-2.00

-3.00

-1.00

Dottie

2.40

-1.00

5.00

Martha

2.83

-2.00

4.00

Participant
Pseudonym

Difference
One-onone

Difference
Alternate
Placement

Difference
Schedule
Adjustment

0.00

0.00

0.00

-1.00

-1.00

0.00

-1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

-1.00

Table 17- Office of Head Start CLASS® Descriptive Statistics - Scores 2017
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Table 18- National Demographic Head Start Data (Faces, 2014, pp19, retrieved from
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/opre/faces_fall_2014_child_family_data_tables_final_clean_toacf_122217_
508.pdf)

Figure 7 - CLASS Scores from Children’s Outcomes & Classroom Quality from Pre-K through Kindergarten (PeisnerFeinberg, Garwood & Mokrava, 2016)
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Figure 8 –Figure reprinted from National Center for teacher Effectiveness Conference, Harvard MA. (Hamre, 2011)
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APPENDIX D

EDUCATION MANAGER SURVEY
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Location of Sites – redacted to assure
confidentiality for the Program
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APPENDIX E

EDUCATION MANAGER SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
Education Manager Surveys
Instruction Sheet
Thank you so much for agreeing to support this research through the provision of data from your
program!
You have been provided with two electronic documents to complete. The first is an Excel
Spreadsheet entitled “Director’s Survey”. The second is a Word Table formatted for CLASS
Scores.
Director’s Survey Excel spreadsheet
In the, you will notice that along the left side of the table are the names of the sites, centers and
classrooms within your program. For each classroom, information is requested in three
categories:
1. The first category is “teacher Profile” coded in green. Please fill in the cells corresponding to the
appropriate classroom with the name of the Lead teacher, her/his highest degree earned, and
her/his years of experience as a teacher.
2. The second category is “Classroom Profile”, coded in gold, and there are several cells to be
filled in for this section. Please provide the number of children in each classroom, the number of
IEP’s currently in place, the number of prior IFSPs, CACFP eligibility, and demographic
information such as the number of white children, the number of Hispanic or Latino children, the
number of dual language learners, the number of boys and the number of girls.
3. The third category is “Child Behavioral Health Outcomes”, coded in blue, and there are 7 cells
for this section. These involve the behavioral health interventions undertaken for children in each
classroom. Please share the number of children in each classroom for whom a behavioral health
referral was processed. In the next cell please tell us how many children have an IEP, with
accompanying classroom modifications (it is not necessary to provide detail about the
modifications, simply provide the number of children with IEPs). In the next cell please let us
know if any children were prescribed medication as a result. Similarly for the remaining cells, we
are interested in knowing how many children experienced a behavior plan, or who had the
support of a One-on-One Aide.
Finally, please tell us if an alternate placement was arranged for the child. We understand that
your program does not expel, but it is possible that the program may have determined that the
child’s needs would be best served in a public school integrated preschool, for example. Or the
program may have decided that a family child care placement might be less stimulating. Or the
program may have determined that a home-base option would serve the child’s needs best.
Finally, please let us know if any schedule adjustments occurred for any children in these
classrooms. For example, did the program recommend a shorter day, or placement in a split-day
classroom rather than a full-day classroom?
CLASS Scores Word Table
Our goal is to collect this data in a manner which is the least time-consuming for you and your
team. If you already have CLASS scores tabulated, we will gratefully receive those scores in your
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format. However, all the scores in all dimensions and domains are needed. Please don’t provide
us with aggregated data, but the raw data.
If it has not been tabulated, these tables can be used for data consolidation. There is a table for
Fall scores and a table for Spring scores. Again, as our goal is to make this experience as easy as
possible, I would be happy to calculate the composite scores if you provide the raw scores. I’m
also happy to provide you with the composite data for your own use.
If the program prefers to enter and calculate the composite scores, here follows guidance for
arriving at composite scores using this table:
1. First, fill in the raw scores for each dimension, per classroom, across the three domains. Because
there were two observation cycles per classroom, there should be two scores for each dimension.
2. Please add those two scores together, and then divide by two to arrive at an average. Please the
average score in the row labeled “average”.
3. Please add the average dimension scores together per domain. For example, add together all the
average scores for “Emotional Support” – there should be four scores. Then divide that total by
the number of dimensions. For “Emotional Support”, you would divide by four, as there are four
dimensions within this particular domain. For the other domains, you would divide by three,
because there are only three dimensions contained with those.
4. For “negative climate”, the score must be reversed. To reverse the score, subtract the average of
NC score from 8, and then record this value in the space provided.
Thank you again for your support of this research, and please know that if there is any way we
can make this easier for you, we are happy to make any accommodation which doesn’t undermine
the integrity of the research.
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APPENDIX F
TEACHER INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE
September 30, 2020
teacher’s Name
Address
Dear __________________________
For the past few years I’ve been pursing my Ph.D. at the University of Massachusetts, and have
been conducting a study exploring the causes of behavioral challenges in the early childhood
classroom. I am hoping to learn more about your ideas and reflections on your work with children
and families with respect to behavior and work with challenging children.
Would you be able to meet me for an interview? There would be some quick background
questions for us to fill out, and then we would engage in a semi-structured interview where I
could learn more about your ideas and perceptions of your work. I promise I am very friendly,
and there are no “right” or “wrong” answers to any of the questions. I’m interested in learning
from you, and information you provide will be incredibly valuable. I expect that this would take
an hour.
I’m happy to meet you at your program, or at another location for your convenience. For those of
you willing to engage in this conversation, I will pay you a stipend of 30.00 for your time.
Your information will be kept confidential. Your name will not be used either in any written
reports or articles – only pseudonyms will be used. When storing transcripts of our conversations,
only a code will be used to identify the transcript. All data will be kept in locked storage, secured
with encryption. I will also mask the location of the program. A great deal of care and effort has
been undertaken to assure that your identity is completely protected.
If you are interested in participating, please note below the best times/days when you would be
available. Please also note if you prefer to meet at your center, or if there is another location that
would work better. I live in North Leverett and can meet wherever you like. If you would kindly
return that form in the self-stamped address envelope, or email the information to
eedge@educ.umass.edu.
Thank you so much for your consideration of this request!
Sincerely,
Ellen Ellsberg Edge
eedge@educ.umass.edu
(413) 687-4962 or (603) 358-2232

Scheduling Survey
I would like to be interviewed: Yes
No
My name is:
________________________________________________________
I teach at (name of site * town) _____________________________________________________
The best days for met to meet are: Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
The best time of day for me to meet is: _______________________________________
I would prefer to meet at:
a) My site;
b) another location
If you would prefer to meet at another location, please list it here:
________________________________
Anything else I should know about scheduling or location?
________________________________________________________________________
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My contact information:
Phone: ____________________________

Email: ______________________________
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